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1.

Vyrill Inc. / Vyrill video analytics and content marketing platform

Organization profile:
Vyrill is a U.C.Berkeley founded Artificial intelligence startup, building enterprise tools for user generated video content marketing &
analytics.
Website: http://www.vyrill.com
Company Type: For profit
Ownership: Private venture
Year founded: 2015
Headquarters address:
1 Embarcadero Center, Suite 1650
c/o Startout Growth Labs
San Francisco, CA 94111
United States
Map It
Other Countries with operations (optional, multi select):
United States
Organization social media:
https://www.linkedin.com/company-beta/10104273
https://twitter.com/vyrill
https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/vyrill
Awards received:
1. Won competition with Young & Rubicam, a global marketing fortune 500 customer agency in New York, in their SparkPlug startup
competition to work as their video content marketing and analytics partner.
2. Won competition with Startout Growth Labs, a startup accelerator, for 12 months of free office for 12 employees at 1 Embarcadero
Center in San Francisco, CA. This is a very prestigious location.
3. Won competition with NVIDIA, an Artificial Intelligence chip company for free hardware.
Other relevant corporate information:
Vyrill has generated $50K in revenue since launching product 5 months ago in Feb, 2017. We count DELL and Young & Rubicam
agency as our customers and have launched with 6 brands.
The company was founded out of U.C.Berkeley by Ajay Bam with background in computer science and a serial entrepreneur & by Dr.
Barbara Rosario with U.C.Berkeley Ph.D. in artificial intelligence and natural language processing.

Economic Figures
Fiscal Year of the date presented:
2017
Revenue/Budget (USD):
$650,000
Revenue growth from last fiscal year (%):
100
Expected revenue growth for next fiscal year (%):
400
Number of employees:
0012
Market Cap/Valuation (USD):
$5,000.000
Total funding received (USD):
$290,000
Legal/Compliance status:
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We are filing 4 patents on our IP related to Video to product matching, influencer analytics, video topic detection and conjoint
analysis of text, sound and image processing inside videos.

Leadership of the organization
Leading executive treatment: Mr.
Name of the leading executive:
AJAY BAM
Position title:
Ceo and Co-founder
Personal profile:
Ajay is an accomplished serial entrepreneur, educator and innovator with 13+ years of experience with building startups with
successful exits like Modiv Media and launching products with world class brands like Nokia, Lehman Brothers in areas of ecommerce, digital payments and mobile marketing. He is a lecturer of innovation at U.C.Berkeley. Ajay sold his last startup Modiv
Media in mobile marketing to Catalina Marketing for $30M. Ajay holds masters degrees in computer science and a MBA.
Executive email:
AJAY@VYRILL.COM
Phone number:
+17817101534
Gender:
Male
Nationality:
United States
Full address (If different than headquarters address):
United States
Map It
Personal social media:
https://twitter.com/ajbam/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ajaybam/
Other relevant on the info Executive:
Ajay is a member of the startup incubator - Skydeck at U.C.Berkeley.
He is also a member of the startout network focused on supporting and nurturing LGBT entrepreneurs.
Other senior leadership:
Core team
Ajay Bam, CEO and co-founder - https://goo.gl/TQVx3W
Dr. Barbara Rosario, CTO and co-founder – https://goo.gl/hXXIsW
Amruta Kulkarni - Machine learning engineer - https://goo.gl/gTvo09
Carlos Gomez - Marketing - https://goo.gl/hnnzet
Palash Shastri – Computer vision engineer - https://goo.gl/av8hKt
Koninika Patil – Computer vision intern – https://goo.gl/IKkfzQ
Advisors
Dr.Marti Hearst - http://goo.gl/iY3Hgj
Dr. Michael Jordan – http://goo.gl/UiDbIi
Jason Lopatecki – http://goo.gl/IX7AOP
Mark Wasiele - https://goo.gl/yz5DGn
Dale Nitschke - https://goo.gl/M2Xl8l
Dave Krauthamer - https://goo.gl/4bkkWW

Candidate Solutions Details
Solution name: Vyrill video analytics and content marketing platform
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Website: http://www.vyrill.com
Business type (multi select): B2B
Maturity stage of the solution: Growth & Scale
Focus area (multi select):
Artificial Intelligence & Cognitive Computing
Big Data & Analytics
Communications & Media
Enterprise & Corporate Solutions
Social Media & Society
Solution profile and success case (please provide information on your innovative solution):
1. Vyrill helps consumer brands make sense of all the user generated video content on social media and web, and leverage video
intelligence for product brand marketing. Our product is an artificial intelligence powered video analytics and content marketing
platform. Our higher mission is to help brands drive more product adoption and product activation with video marketing.
500 hours of User Generated Video Content (UGVC) are produced and consumed per minute across all social media and video sharing
platforms (e.g. Facebook, Instagram, Snap, Twitter, YouTube, etc). This poses a PROBLEM for Brand Marketers. They have a difficult
time 1) searching 2)analyzing 3) managing & 4) easily leveraging great UGV content for product marketing.
Simply, Vyrill helps brands filter out the noise and harness the great content through the video intelligence tool. Specifically, Vyrill
helps sort and identify 1) top video content 2) video creators including demographic data 3) video performance across platforms 4)
category and competitor benchmarking 5) trends 6) language 7) scenes and settings 8) topics 9) sentiment & 10) geography data by
product, category, brands and competition.
Functionally, Vyrill's artificial intelligence tool analyzes image and audio data from videos to discern what brands are being mentioned
and the sentiment around that mention. Vyrill then gives brands the power and functionality to leverage that content and video IQ.
The product is an artificial intelligence powered video analytics and content marketing dashboard. E.g. - Vyrill can push the best video
reviews to product pages on online shopping sites, in-store or via email. Vyrill increases product activation by up to 78%, saves
marketers up to 90% in time and $$ with analyzing videos to deliver actionable insights, and reduce the costs of new content creation
by 80% by helping leverage the most impactful user generated video content. Vyrill helps brands keep on top of their reputations
inside video content by tracking positive and negative brand sentiment.
2. Vyrill has built a proprietary artificial intelligence algorithm for deep-diving into videos, analyzing video text, sound and images.
The award winning company has launched with more than 7+ brands and agencies including DELL, Young & Rubicam (Y&R), and is
based out of San Francisco, CA. The artificial intelligence technology was developed by the team at U.C.Berkeley. We are currently
filing provisional patents on our technology. Developed proprietary machine learning algorithms to match videos to products, classify
influencers, tie videos to competitor data and analyze what's inside the video.
3. Vyrill launched in Feb, 2017 with Young & Rubicam (Y&R) and DELL as customers. The pilot is currently ongoing for a period of 6
months. However, we have already achieved some success.
4. DELL & Y&R marketing teams have mentioned that we saved them 90% in time and $$ compared to their current process. Primary
customer contact - Rivas, Joe <joe.rivas@yr.com>. Dell was introduced to us by Y&R.
Sustainability and competition (please provide information on this solution sustainability):
1. Currently we have launched with Dell, Young & Rubicam, KontrolFreek, CocoonCam, Sweat Cosmetics. We are shortly adding a
number of brands like Colgate Palmolive, Anheuser Busch, Huggies, Fitbit, Mead Johnson as our new customers.
2. Companies such as 'Hexagon Crimson', 'storyful' and 'Zefr' deliver high-level video analysis but is not focused on top
product/category verticals and do not provide in depth video analysis by brand/product/category/competition or influencer. They do
not provide content marketing tools and e-commerce tools to drive product adoption.
3. Competitive Advantage
a. Aggregates video data by product/category/competitor/influencer level across multiple platforms like youtube, facebook,
instagrams, blogs,etc.
b. Developed proprietary machine learning algorithms to match videos to products, classify influencers, tie videos to competitors and
analyze what's inside the video. ( IP )
c. Vertical focus on electronics, appliance, auto, beauty, & fashion industries.
d. Digital marketing manager point of view.
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e. Widgets, e-commerce api and campaign management tools for marketing and product activation. We have integrated with Amazon
product catalog and can automatically tie video reviews/testimonials from youtube, facebook to product pages on Amazon to enable
product activation. We take an e-commerce point of view on all data.
f. Competitor insights.
g. Ability to license user generated video content on any platform.
h. A world class team out of the computer science and artificial intelligence program at U.C.Berkeley.
4. Our customer is the digital brand manager at brands and social media agencies, managing social media channels and marketing.
Our budget and sign-off comes from VP of Digital marketing or the Chief Marketing officer.
5. We sell our solution in 3 ways
1. Channel partners like marketing Agencies
2. Vyrill - Self sign up - A customer can sign up themselves on our website and launch their dashboard. This feature is coming in
October, 2017.
3. Direct Sales - We are building a direct sales team to sell to agencies and brands.
We are currently focused on electronics, appliance, beauty, automotive and CPG verticals. In future we will expand into fashion, food,
travel and hospitality industries.
Our revenue projections Year 2017
$1.01M
Year 2018
$5.4M
Year 2019
$17.6M
Potential impact (please provide information on your solution potential impact):
1. Videos as a medium of communication continues to expand on social media. We focus on product activation/conversion via mobile
experiences and with 2.5Billion smartphones out there, every consumer has become a director, producer and promoter of video
content. We facilitate conversations between brands, consumers and retailers with videos. Thus working with local partners like
agencies & resellers enables businesses in that region to grow their marketing in new ways that they had not imagined before.
Ultimately, we help brands drive more product sales with our tools.
2. Through Vyrill, we are expanding education, knowledge base and learning in the fields of artificial intelligence (AI), machine
learning and computer vision for solving big problems. We recently hired engineers in India with computer science backgrounds to
train them to build products with machine learning and artificial intelligence technology. We continue to give talks and educate
businesses and universities about leveraging AI to scale solutions.
3. Our platform will expand into other industries like car insurance, and financial sector in future, enabling new opportunities around
different markets around the globe.
Scalability (please provide information on your solution implementation scalability/replicability):
1. We are shortly adding a number of new brands like Colgate Palmolive, Anheuser Busch, Huggies, Fitbit, Mead Johnson as our new
customers. We have a pipeline of 100+ brand customers that we are going after.
2. Our paying customers are brands and agencies. We are focused on brands in the following product categories- Electronics,
Appliance, Automotive and beauty category first. In future, we plan to expand to fashion and food categories. We train our machine
learning algorithms to analyze videos by product category. This represents a $1.04B+ video marketing opportunity.
3. Barriers to entry are the following
a. It takes time to sell to a larger brand like BMW, Nike, etc. and thus we are coming up ways to do faster and quicker brand signups
by focusing on channel partnerships with agencies and self-sign up.
b. Building machine learning algorithms is hard. It's taken us 2 years to write some core algorithms. Thus, it takes time. It's hard for a
competitor to come in and do what we are building. At the same time, building new features tied to machine learning algorithms take
time.
c. Every time we launch a new country, we have to train the algorithms for local language. However, it's easier to launch this with
Google's translation API.
4. We will be licensing our solution to local agencies and partners in North/South America, Europe, Asia and Australian continents. By
2020, 70% of media content shared globally will be video. Thus digital media jobs are shifting towards video creation, consumption,
analysis and marketing. Our product creates new jobs and new opportunities for marketers.
5. Our product is being built to be an enterprise grade user generated video content analytics and product marketing platform that
can scale across multiple platforms, countries and the business model can be easily replicable across geographies.
Solution Pricing (please provide information on your solution pricing):
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1. We charge brands and agencies a SAAS monthly recurring fee for access to our analytics and marketing tools. Our basic plan starts
with $2K per month with 10 products and scales up to $25K per month depending on # of features x products x videos analyzed and
leveraged.
We will also be charging Advertising networks and partners an API fee for access to our enriched user generated video data so they
can use the data to deliver targeted AD campaigns on videos on social media. This fee will vary by type of data requested and volume
of API calls.
2. Enterprise customers need to support implementing the solution by adding digital media marketers and analysts to use the
product. We require one time setup data for dashboard. We have made the setup process easy by integrating with Amazon product
catalogue. Thus if a brand sells on Amazon, we can import their product data and setup the Vyrill dashboard in less than 3 minutes. Or
we can import product data via APIs or excel.
3. We expect to collect monthly SAAS fees on average of $10k per month per brand, averaging revenue of $120K per brand per year.
In addition, we plan to collect over API fees from partners ranging from $100K to $300K per partner per year.
Additional funding needed?
We are currently raising $1.25M in convertible note from angel investors, micro-vc funds and seed stage investors. They money will
last for 18 months for a team of 13. 60% of the money will be spent on team salaries, 20% on infrastructure growth and 20% on
sales/marketing activities. We plan to make 80,000 in monthly recurring revenue (MRR) in 9 months with 17+ customers. Ver.2.0 of
the platform will launch in Sep, 2017 and Ver. 3.0 of the platform launch in Jan, 2018.
Amount funding needed (USD):
$1,250,000.00
Other relevant information related to your solution (please provide any and all other relevant information related to your solution):
We need to close $1.25M in funding in the next 2 months as we need to add more engineers and sales/marketing team members. If
we are not able to do so, then this might slow us down in achieving our revenue targets. We are already in due diligence with 6
investors and have already begun receiving commitments from few.
Vyrill deck is large and is thus attached here:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/9ylzk4owj719n6r/Vyrill%20Investor%20Deck.pdf?dl=0 for viewing.
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2.

STE HANNILAB / TripOpt

Organization profile:
Startup

Website:
http://www.hannilab.com/

Company Type:
For profit

Ownership:
Private venture

Year founded:
2016

Headquarters address:
Centre Urbain Nord, Cercle des bureaux, Jasmine Hall Coworking Space, 1082 Tunis
Tunis, Tunis 1082
Tunisia
Map It

Other Countries with operations (optional, multi select):
Organization social media:
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100014370462956

Awards received:
Biat Bloommasters Competition Finalist
Slush Tunisia Finalist
B@Labs Incubation Program Winner

Other relevant corporate information:
6000 Downloads 2 Weeks Post launch (Tunisia)

Economic Figures
Fiscal Year of the date presented:
2016

Revenue/Budget (USD):
0

Revenue growth from last fiscal year (%):
0

Expected revenue growth for next fiscal year (%):
0

Number of employees:
0008

Market Cap/Valuation (USD):
0

Total funding received (USD):
0
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Legal/Compliance status:

Leadership of the organization
Leading executive treatment: Mr.
Name of the leading executive: Kyane Kassiri
Position title: CEO/ CO-FOUNDER
Personal profile:
Kyane Kassiri is the co-founder and CEO of HANNILAB: a mobile development start-up working on machine learning algorithms. Kyane
is also the co-founder of Young Tunisian Coders Academy and the receiver of the $21,000 Alumni Engagement Innovation Fund 2015,
a U.S. department of state initiative. Kyane studied at the University of Missouri as part of the Global Undergraduate Exchange Program
(2014-2015). He was also selected (out of 7,000 applicants) to take part of the Global Business Institute.

Executive email:
kyane@hannilab.com

Phone number:
+216 55 959 779

Gender:
Male

Nationality:
Tunisian

Full address (If different than headquarters address):
11 Rue du 03 Aout, trocadero
Sousse, Sousse 4000
Tunisia
Map It

Assistant’s name:
Oussama Jaballah

Assistant’s e-mail:
jaballah.ous@gmail.com

Personal social media:
https://www.facebook.com/kyane.kassiri

Other relevant on the info Executive:
Other senior leadership:
Walid Mnif, COO and Co-founder: The strategy guru
Walid is a serial entrepreneur with great success stories, he’s been in the tech industry for more than 15 years and doing business for
decades. He’s the guy who has seen most of the challenges before and can predict how things will turn out. His strategies are always
weirdly accurate, we sometimes question if he’s a time traveler knowing the future. Walid also brings the american culture after his
15+ years expat life.
Firas Aloui, Technical advisor and co-founder: The architect
Firas has been working on complex and highly scalable systems for 5 years and played a good role in delivering sustainable and table
solutions. His expertise is crucial for the stability of the product.
Firas also holds an innovation management master and showed great interest in the creativity and innovation domain. He’s currently
based in the US and assuring Tripopt US presence

Candidate Solutions Details
Solution name:
TripOpt
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Website:
http://www.tripopt.com/

For apps available in online stores, please provide link:
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/tripopt-smart-travel-app/id1222628099?mt=8

Business type (multi select):
●
●

B2B
B2C

Maturity stage of the solution:
Going to Market

Focus area (multi select):
●

Mobile Solutions

Solution profile and success case (please provide information on your innovative solution):
TripOpt is a Tunisian made smart travel mobile application that not only helps travelers build a custom, tailored, and optimized travel
itinerary based on their personal preferences, but also exposes them to a highly-curated list of the best sightseeing and activities to do
in Tunisia.
It learns from the user’s interaction with the listed places and activities and keeps on optimizing the recommended list dynamically. In
order to successfully bring the promised unique experience for each user, the app utilizes advanced machine learning algorithms that
analyze the behaviors and trends that can be spotted during the usage.
The recommendation is an essential component of the traveler’s planning experience that solves the “not knowing what to search for”
problem. On top of that, the app users the opportunity of discovering the best hidden places in Tunisia.
TripOpt is also integrated with google maps and famous ride sharing and Taxi services allowing the users to quickly get directions or
request transportation when needed.
One of TripOpt’s objectives is to act as a catalyzer for the Tunisian economy and the tourism sector to be more specific. This project
also aims to defend traditional, artisanal, and handicraft practices and related jobs by highly promoting this category.
We have managed to get 6000 downloads after 2 weeks of our launch (huge number in Tunisia for a mobile app)
The idea behind the birth of TripOpt was that a certain category of travelers referred to as FIT (Free Independent Traveler) face a lot of
difficulties when it comes to the planning and the management of their trips. We saw in this problem an opportunity to best serve FITs
needs and our country’s economic and social benefit.
places to visit in their city destinations. Time is one of the most important traveler’s resource. Unfortunately, we spend long hours
seeking the activities that best fit our preferences. This gets more critical when one is trying to figure out what to do in location, i.e., a
business traveler with a free afternoon to spend in the city.
Too many review based solutions are already existent, operating and serving millions of users, but these systems solve the problem
with a generic list that doesn’t always reflect the personal preferences of people, so we end up following the internet crowd with no
guarantee of a pleasant experience.
Travel apps mainly consist of searches, which means that in order for the app to properly work and be useful, one needs to first know
what he or she is looking for. In this case, the traveler who in most cases lost will end up typing the mainstream cliché places he heard
about and might be missing out what would really fit his own and unique preferences.
We strongly believe that TripOpt is the ultimate solution for all the problems listed above and here is why:
Product Innovative: TripOpt is the only travel application that offers dynamic recommendations. It learns from the user interactions
and updates the customized and tailored activities list in real time.
Paradigm innovation: TripOpt thinks about tackling the itinerary optimization problem as if it were a travel agent and offers optimized
routes to follow, that take into consideration the distance between places/activities, the best time to visit a place/activity, the optimal
time to spend in a place and on an activity and the current state and future predictions about the weather.

Sustainability and competition (please provide information on this solution sustainability):
We are targeting international FITs traveling to a new city. The term FIT stands for Fully Independent Traveler and it’s commonly used
within the tourism industry to identify a single tourist (it can be a couple, family but always thought of in the singular form). These
leisure tourists are independent, they plan their own travel, itineraries and accommodation without relying on a travel agency to get a
pre-arranged travel plan. Airbnb users are a great example of FITs.
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FITs cover a variety of demographic and psychographic groups, and traditionally provide the destination, hotel or city with a higher daily
spend than a group tour participant. This higher return on investment is a key factor when deciding to market to the FIT segment.
Fully Independent Travelers have been a part of the tourism marketplace prior to the adoption of interactive tourism services.
A PhoCusWright study conducted in 2010 analyzed the behavior of American, British, German and French travelers who played an active
role in organizing their trip. Visiting relatives and friends and participating in an event (e.g. a wedding or a meeting) often motivate their
choice of destination. There are several factors that have a major influence on their decision: the cost of accommodation, climate and
previous personal experience weighs heavily in the balance of American and French independent travelers.
Although what TripOpt is offering is innovative and have no match, other forms of competition still exist. The following all of TripOpt’s
competitors:
Locally: Facebook groups where people share their experiences and give recommendations.
Internationally:
Name: InspiRock
Threat Level: High
Name: TripAdvisor
Threat level: High
Our product’s differentiators are:
1- Machine learning based application that learns from user’s likes/dislikes and re-adapts the list accordingly
2- Builds an optimized itinerary using the travel salesman approach taking into consideration a set of travelers’ constraints: time,
distance, duration, weather...
3- UX: Allows a cool TINDER-like way of selecting activities you like and dislike when going to a city
4- Next city you visit, you get a better customized list based on learning from previous visits
5- Automatically recommending trips and itineraries
6- Analyzing your FB profile for more accurate recommendations.
Everything else such as reviews, ratings, offline maps and such are base functionalities found in other apps with different levels of
coverage.

Potential impact (please provide information on your solution potential impact):
TripOpt acts as booster for tourism. It attracts foreign tourists and facilitates and encourages internal tourism. It goes without saying
that this will eventually impact economy as a whole but will have a greater impact on small businesses and handicraft practices.
Depending on the data we chose to display in our App, the whole public perception of a country or a region as a tourist destination
could be influenced.

Scalability (please provide information on your solution implementation scalability/replicability):
TripOpt is more than just an app, it’s a concept that could be duplicated all over the world. The management team has an extraordinary
network which will be utilized to launch TripOpt internationally. On top of that, Once the app structure is built, all we must do is change
the data and we end up with a fully functional app specific to the country in matter. TripOpt has no geographical barriers and will be
penetrating new countries and markets step by step, slowly, but surely.

Solution Pricing (please provide information on your solution pricing):
We have three main revenue stream:
1- Featured listing: select businesses will have the opportunity to access our users to have more visibility, promote their products and
alert them about their news.
2- Commission Based Booking System: meaning that every booking transaction that takes place through the app will generate 2 to 10%
of commission revenues depending on the nature of the activity.
3- Transportation partners; since we have an integrated system of transportation calling, once we reach the required quota of daily
active users we will be eligible to make partnerships with giants like Uber and Lyft.

Additional funding needed?
We are currently seeking funding to improve our product, cover our expansion costs, and have more talented people join our team. We
are aiming for $250,000

Amount funding needed (USD):
$250,000.00
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Other relevant information related to your solution (please provide any and all other relevant information related to
your solution):
N/A

Would you like attach any documents regarding this solution?
TripOpt-BP.docx :
http://weds2017.epicentor.com/index.php?gf-download=2017%2F07%2FTripOpt-BP.docx&form-id=1&fieldid=118&hash=349164160354812e157d2d09ea7d57302b349719541ffbe871770843d70f201d
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3.

Programos Software Limited / CLOUDINTEGRA (CIFIXPRO) EQUITY-BOND
OMS TRADING TERMINALS

Organization profile:
Programos Software is a market leader in capital market software devt., implementation and support to over 100 stock market
organizations in Africa

Website:
http://www.programosgroup.com

Company Type:
For profit

Ownership:
Private venture

Year founded:
1997

Headquarters address:
18, Olorunlogbon Street,
Anthony Village,
Lagos., Lagos 234
Nigeria
Map It

Other Countries with operations (optional, multi select):
●

Ghana

Organization social media:
●
●
●

https://www.facebook.com/Programos.Software.Group/
https://www.facebook.com/ProgramosFoundation/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/wsanigeria/

Awards received:
Other relevant corporate information:
PROGRAMOS enjoys collaborations with:
1. Innovation experts of over 100 ICT experts and over 30 African countries given that its Ceo/Chief Software Architect is the eminent
National Expert for Nigeria, on the UN World Summit Awards www.worldsummitawards.org/person/3498/ and the convener of the
WSA Africa expert network: https://www.facebook.com/SmartAfricanAwards/
2. Appointed Director Africa, for the Global Digital Foundation: www.globaldigitalfoundation.org/secretariat/
3. Some NASSCOM coys

Economic Figures
Fiscal Year of the date presented:
2017

Revenue/Budget (USD):
$200,000.00

Revenue growth from last fiscal year (%):
15

Expected revenue growth for next fiscal year (%):
30
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Number of employees:
0010

Market Cap/Valuation (USD):
Total funding received (USD):
Legal/Compliance status:
PROGRAMOS SOFTWARE LIMITED is an ISO registered company.
All our processes from Training programmes, to Software Development, Marketing, Technical Support Services are after uniquely
designed Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) under the ISO consultancy of FreshFountain Nigeria Limited in conjunction with the
Standards Organizations of Nigeria, SON since 2011..

Leadership of the organization
Leading executive treatment: Mr.
Name of the leading executive: EMMANUEL AMOS
Position title: CEO
Personal profile:
Amos Emmanuel mNCS | FIIM
Chief Software Architect
Programos Software Group
Designers: CloudIntegra & CiFIXpro BackOffice and Bond/Equity Trading Terminal Software
Founder/President
Programos Foundation
UN World Summit Awards Eminent National Expert for Nigeria
https://www.worldsummitawards.org/person/3498/
Director Africa,
Global Digital Foundation
www.globaldigitalfoundation.org/secretariat/
Ex-Officio, Board Member, Information Technology Association of Nigeria, ITAN

Executive email:
programos2000@hotmail.com

Phone number:
+2347035253298

Gender:
Male

Nationality:
NIGERIAN

Full address (If different than headquarters address):
17 ABBI STREET
MENDE
MARYLAND, LAGOS 234
Nigeria
Map It

Assistant’s name:
MIKE ATTAH

Assistant’s e-mail:
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mikeatta.bills@gmail.com

Personal social media:
Other relevant on the info Executive:
A CIVIL ENGINEER BY PROFESSION AND THE HEAD OF TECHNICAL SUPPORT SERVICE AT PROGRAMOS SOFTWARE LIMITED
MIKE ATTAH IS AN EXPERIENCED ASSET MANAGEMENT PERSONNEL OF PROGRAMOS SOFTWARE LIMITED AND CO-ORDINATES MOST
OPERATIONS OF OUR CLIENTELE ACROSS AFRICAN SITES.

Other senior leadership:
MRS ANASTASIA ADEFUNSHO AMOS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, PROGRAMOS SOFTWARE LIMITED
MOSES OLUWATOWO AMOS - NEAR EAST UNIVERSITY, CYPRUS SOFTWARE ENGINEERING (BSc COMPUTER SCIENCE UNDERGRADUATE)
AND INTERN
VICTOR OGUNBANWO (BSc COMPUTER SCIENCE) - HEAD, TRAINING UNIT
EMMANUEL ONELUM (BSc COMPUTER SCIENCE) - HEAD EQUITY/BOND TRADING SOLUTIONS
OMOLOLA OMIKUNLE (BSc MASS COMMUNICATION) - HEAD OF PROGRAMOS FOUNDATION AND GLOBAL STRATEGIC INITIATIVES

Candidate Solutions Details
Solution name:
CLOUDINTEGRA (CIFIXPRO) EQUITY-BOND OMS TRADING TERMINALS

Website:
http://certification.programos.com.ng

For apps available in online stores, please provide link:
Business type (multi select):
●

Other

Maturity stage of the solution:
●

Growth & Scale

Focus area (multi select):
●

Enterprise & Corporate Solutions

Solution profile and success case (please provide information on your innovative solution):
About CLOUDINTEGRA OMS (ORDERS MANAGEMENT SYSTEM):
Existing over 100 INTEGRA 2000+ SOFTWARE users and Dealing Stockbrokers on the Nigerian
Stock Exchange are now powered by CLOUDINTEGRA OMS.
As the Nigeria Stock Exchange, NSE joins other stock exchanges in the implementation of
the NASDAQ OMX Group’s x-gen Trading Technology, INTEGRA 2000+ Software
gaineds significant Latency and Capacity improvements for Nigeria and Africa in general.
Following our early meeting with the Nigeria Stock Exchange, NSE and the joint webinar
sessions of the NSE and NASDAQ OMX Group in Lagos, Programos Software
Limited, (incorporated in Nigeria and Ghana) had to release 100% cloud-based technologies. Our OMS System has undergone series of
testing & Certification with the FIX Trading Platform of the NSE.
Features of CLOUDINTEGRA OMS include but not limited to:
1. CLOUDINTEGRA OMS is a messaging standard for the real time electronic
exchange of securities transaction data. CLOUDINTEGRA OMS can receive
orders from asset managers, route slices or the whole order for execution, then
allocate and book the trades into downstream systems of the NSE for brokers in
Nigeria, and other OMS-Compliant Stock Exchanges.
2. CLOUDINTEGRA OMS will complimentarily expand the operation of the Nigerian
Stock Exchange activities favorably to its licensed dealer’s organizations to receive
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orders and distribute market data, quotes, report trades, and allocate/confirm trades
consummated.
3. Numerous existing INTEGRA 2000+ and CloudIntegra Software users will use it to
send orders and receive executions from NSE’s new NASSDAQ X-Stream Platform.
4. Can perform compliance checks, kick-off programs or calculate real-time positions.
5. CLOUDINTEGRA OMS user interface is straightforward and uncluttered by
convoluted processes or pop-up windows.
6. CLOUDINTEGRA OMS clearly displays order events as they occur and provide
multiple ways to sort and find information.
PATENTS: PROGRAMOS SOFTWARE LIMITED IS A MEMBER OF INSTITUTE OF SOFTWARE PRACTITIONERS OF NIGERIA, ISPON, AND
PRODUCTS REGISTERED WITH THE NATIONAL INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AGENCY OF NIGERIA, NITDA
THIS NEW VERSION AND 100% CLOUD-BASED PRODUCT WAS LAUNCHED 2015 IN NIGERIA AND IT IS IN USE IN OVER 40 LICENSED
STOCK-MARKET ORGANIZATIONS IN NIGERIA AND GHANA.

Sustainability and competition (please provide information on this solution sustainability):
SOME OF OUR USERS ARE AS LISTED BELOW WITH THEIR DIRECT E-COMMERCE URLS.
CUSTOMERS BUT WE WILL TRY TO ENUMERATE BELOW SOME OF THEM ALONG WITH THEIR ACCESS URLS:
1. IMPERIAL ASSETS MANAGEMENT LIMITED (HTTPS://IMPERIALETRADES.COM)
2. INTERSTATE SECURITIES LIMITED (HTTP://INTERSTATEETRADE.COM)
3. KAPITAL CARE TRUST COMPANY LIMITED (HTTP://KAPITACAREETRADES.COM
4. FINMAL FINANCE LIMITED (HTTP://FINMALETRADES.COM)
5. EXPRESS PORTFOLIO SECURITIES LIMITED (HTTP://EXPRESSPORTFOLIOETRADES.COM)
6. TIDDO SECURITIES LIMITED (HTTP://TIDDOETRADES.COM)
7. STANDARD UNION SECURITIES LIMITED (HTTP://STANDARDUNIONETRADES.COM)
8. CAPITAL EXPRESS SECURITIES LIMITED (HTTP://EXPRESSPORTFOLIOETRADES.COM)
9. PHRONESIS SECURITIES LIMITED (HTTP://PHRONESISETRADES.COM)
10. CASHVILLE SECURITIES LIMITED (HTTP://CASHVILLESECURITIESTRADES.COM)
11. DUNBELL SECURITIES LIMITED (HTTP://DUNBELLETRADES.COM)
12..MAGNARTIS SECURITIES LIMITED (HTTP://MAHNARTISETRADES.COM)
13. MIDAS STOCKBROKERS LIMITED (HTTP://MIDASETRADES.COM)
14. MISSION SECURITIES LIMITED (HTTP://MISSIONETRADES.COM)
15. FCSL SECURITIES LIMITED (HTTP://FCSLETRADES.COM
=>15 OUT OVER 40USERS
PROGRAMOS SERVICES HAVE ENJOYED CUSTOMER LOYALTY GIVEN THAT OUR PROCESSES ARE BASED ON ISO STANDARDS.
WE ENSURE WE INTRODUCE NEW RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTS AHEAD OF THE MARKET SO HAVE MAINTAINED OUR
MARKET LEADERS FOR FOR OVER 2 DECADES HAVING BEEN DOING SIMILAR PRODUCTS AND SERVICES IN THE OLD TECHNOLOGY ERA.
WE HAVE GROOMED THE AFRICAN CAPITAL MARKETS THE LONGEST!

Potential impact (please provide information on your solution potential impact):
Why use Programos Software products for your FIX needs?
1. We have groomed the Capital Market technology the longest with a passion right
from our Rims Securities/Majestic days and the inception of the automated trading
system and Central Securities Clearing System, CSCS respectively since 1997. We
pay attention to market changes and the people.
2. With over 100 clients we have offered online technical support services to customers.
Our approach to working with clients and effectiveness at solving problems has been
key. We adopt more technology processes now than human dependence, given our
decades experience and balance to risks mitigation expectation of management
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organizations in Africa.
3. Capacity of INTEGRAFIXPRO5.0 OMS Can handle high level of transaction
messages, peak and sustained, front to back. It is snappy and responsive. As activity
increases the premium subscription is recommended as this resource capacity band
Programos – introduces CLOUDINTEGRA Solutions for CapitalMarket optimization.
4. .Real-time data transfer as against batch processing.
5 Strategic integration with the existing accounting system
and seamless processing of broker executions into customer statement of account,
contract note preparations, transaction notifications etc to investors anywhere in the globe.

Scalability (please provide information on your solution implementation scalability/replicability):
1. Key pre-requisites for implementation;
- Intelligent TECHNICAL SUPPORT PERSONNEL
- Improved Information Security awareness in organization
2. Barriers/constraints that should be addressed before each implementation (please include an overview of language migration or
transliteration of your solution in this part);
- Education is very importance to ensure user community understands that the solutions is also after operating guidelines of the Stock
Exchanges as well as that of the Securities and Exchange Commissions in country of implementation.
3. Opportunities for local entrepreneurs or employees’ engagement with your solution implementation;
- Programos also has a Corporate Social Responsibility arm called Programos Foundation where have trained many jobless graduates
from diverse disciplines in the business process of our niche and our software, and we have been able to dispatch hundreds of in job
opportunities in the capital markets.
4. Other aspects related to Replicability of your solution.
- Our software design is such that we can expand its scope and replicate across traditional managements systems especially in Africa,

Solution Pricing (please provide information on your solution pricing):
1. Pricing details for the solution;
2. Other investments required from Customer (infrastructure, support, staff, etc.);
A. CLOUD INFRASTRUCTURE - WHICH IN NIGERIA IS PROVIDED BY THE NIGERIAN STOCK EXCHANGE ITSELF.
B. DISASTER RECOVERY PLAN INFRASTRUCTURE
C. INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY PERSONNEL
D. SECURITY SYSTEMS
3. Business model for Customer engagement/contract (per user? per year? cloud-based? license lease? etc.);
A. OUR ANNUAL SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENTS EXPRESSES A CYCLE OF OUT TECHNICAL SUPPORT PROCESS FOR EXCELLENT SUPPORT
SERVICES AND VIA A HELPDESK PLATFORM
4. Other relevant information on Pricing.
OUR PRODUCT IS MULTI-MODULE AND PRICING IS BASED ON WHICH IS RELEVANT TO AN ORGANIZATION

Additional funding needed?
Funding needs is because we need to complete the development for the mobile version for CloudIntegra which will totally represent
an innovation towards digital asset management( stockbroking) enabling the operation of back office, risk management and real time
equity, bond and derivative trading to happen real time via mobile devices.

Amount funding needed (USD):
$60,000.00

Other relevant information related to your solution (please provide any and all other relevant information related to
your solution):
Programos has sole right on its products as no divided ownership with any partner in respect of this product.

Would you like to attach any documents regarding this solution?
CLOUDINTEGRA-REALTIME-TRADER-SOFTWARE-CIFIXPRO.pptx
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4.

Dawn Technologies / Nutriela

Organization profile:
Start Up

Website:
http://dawntechs.com

Company Type:
Social venture

Ownership:
Private venture

Year founded:
2017

Headquarters address:
Nifas Silk Lafto Kifle Ketema
Addi Ababa, Addis Ababa 11147
Ethiopia
Map It

Other Countries with operations (optional, multi select):
Organization social media:
https://www.facebook.com/Dawn-Technologies-1816526482010373/

Awards received:
ICT Center of Excellence women only category competition 2013/14 second place winner in developing a software called Nutrition
Matrix.
World Summit Youth Award nominee, representing Ethiopia in the world stage in e-health and environment category in developing
Ethionutrition App.
Women Innovators of the Year 2016 Award third place winner and Social Enterprise Impacthaton organized by Dot Ethiopia, 2016.

Other relevant corporate information:
Currently a Cherie Blair Foundation Mentee , May 2017- May 2018.
Won a 40,000 Birr award and a six month accelerator program from a competition called Digital innovation organized by Reach for
Change Ethiopia, 2017.
and we are currently in training and putting the system in pilot phase.

Economic Figures
Fiscal Year of the date presented:
2017

Revenue/Budget (USD):
$10,000.00

Revenue growth from last fiscal year (%):
0

Expected revenue growth for next fiscal year (%):
Number of employees:
0004

Market Cap/Valuation (USD):
$17,391.00
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Total funding received (USD):
$10,000.00

Legal/Compliance status:
I have patent certificate for the Nutrition Project we have been working on. I got patent for EthioNutrition project

Leadership of the organization
Leading executive treatment: Mrs.
Name of the leading executive: Haimanot Anbesaw
Position title: Founder and Managing Director
Personal profile:
Haimanot Anbesaw is 27 years old, has Bsc in electrical and Computer Engineering from Addis Ababa Institute of Technology in
2012/2013. She is the founder of the company, Has won multiple awards in the nutrition project since her graduation, As she lost her
sister and mother because of cancer and her brother because of Hypertension, her aim became to change the culture of Ethiopian
people towards eating healthy and living healthy to fight against non communicable chronic diseases.

Executive email:
anbesaw.haimanot@gmail.com

Phone number:
0921612054

Gender:
Female

Nationality:
Ethiopian

Full address (If different than headquarters address):
Nifas Silk Lafto Kifle Ketema
Addis Ababa, Addis Ababa 11147
Ethiopia
Map It

Assistant’s name:
Assistant’s e-mail:
Personal social media:
https://www.facebook.com/jania.anbesaw

Other relevant on the info Executive:
Other senior leadership:

Candidate Solutions Details
Solution name:
Nutriela

Website:
http://nutrielaa.com

For apps available in online stores, please provide link:
Business type (multi select):
●

B2B

Maturity stage of the solution:
Working on Product
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Focus area (multi select):
●

Medtech, Healthcare & Wellbeing

Solution profile and success case (please provide information on your innovative solution):
1. Nutriela is a software platform to eliminate the absence of clinical nutrition in Ethiopia by connecting the doctors and patients with
the dietitians.
2. Have patent/intellectual property right certificate
3. Addis Ababa, Ethiopia 2016, launched to presentation for women innovators of the year 2016 award competition organized by
climate innovation center, Ethiopia.
4,. The success case of the project is tested with cooperation of Dr. Zelalem Debebe, a dietitian at Balance Dietetics, she works at
American Medical center and Kidus Yared Hospital as a clinical dietitian, with he help of Reach For Change, Ethiopia, we are preparing
the necessary steps to put the system in pilot phase with a group of targets by creating partnership with Childhood Cancer Society and
Tikur Anbessa Hospital.

Sustainability and competition (please provide information on this solution sustainability):
1. Hospitals, governmental and private hospitals.
2. online nutrition service systems that can be found on internet and developed outside of Ethiopia, systems developed for pregnant
women and mothers to provide them with the necessary information on how to take care of themselves and feeding for their child and
also themselves, countries governmental and non governmental agencies working on nutrition sector to provide information and fight
against malnutrition.
3. our solutions in unique in a way to be implemented in dietitian inaccessible areas, meals planned are provided by considering the
accessibility and affordability of food, it is localized in three languages other than English in Amharic, Oromiffa and Tigrigna, Solution
can be delivered to out patients via android phone and if the user doesn't have android form can be provided in printed version.
4. Diabetic Association, Cancer Society, Heart Centers, Children Villages who have feeding program, Save the Children and UNICEF.
5. we are planning to provide general dietitian approved nutrition information in android application, website and printed magazine
form for free and target advertisement and sponsorship to generate revenue other than the system itself.

Potential impact (please provide information on your solution potential impact):
1. socially families/ customers will have peace and knowledge in a way of living healthy and will have hope to survive from the diseases
and will have strength to fight against with their immunity built up with the help of the right nutrition service provided by the
organization.
2. Economically people will have the chance to be stable by eating natural and affordable meals rather than paying for expensive
medications, especially customers can early may have the chance to minimize the risk of diagnosed with non communicable diseases
like hypertension and diabetics and so on, by using our system.
3. Helathy living, especially as mothers are the users of our system, the whole family will be benefited in accessing healthy living
information.

Scalability (please provide information on your solution implementation scalability/replicability):
The system can be implemented to every region hospitals and can also be implemented in developing countries other than Ethiopia.
As to make the solution scalable, we are planing to have a network of dietitians all over the world be a part of our system and then
cultural and food information of every region and country will be provided for the dietitians to enable them to prepare meal plan for
the people who live in dietitian inaccessible and shortage areas, In he aim of fighting the rise of non communicable disease in developing
countries by making the world work together.

Solution Pricing (please provide information on your solution pricing):
1. subscription method, by monthly fee or yearly, hospitals will pay per patient after having the free trial for a month.
2. infrastructure cost , support, salary for staff and so on will be covered from the revenue generated from the application and
sponsorship ill cover for those who can not pay for the system as a social enterprise project,
3. B2B model for customer engagement ill be implemented, a contract with hospitals and health centers will be used as per patient per
month, 6 month and year agreement.

Additional funding needed?
funding needed to implement the project are infrastructure cost, office registration, first payment for staffs who work with us, office
cost and advertisement, and make the system scalable/implement to regions.

Amount funding needed (USD):
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$15,000.00

Other relevant information related to your solution (please provide any and all other relevant information related to
your solution):
partnerships with hospitals especially when we implement it in governmental offices are a must. Doctors and Nurses should cooperate
with us and the dietitian for the better result we are trying to achieve in patients health status.

Would you like to attach any documents, regarding this solution?
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5.

PlayGain Oy / Leadership learning game

Organization profile:
Startup

Website:
http://playgain.eu/en/home/

Company Type:
For profit

Ownership:
Private venture

Year founded:
2015

Headquarters address:
Rantakukantie 1 B 9
Oulu, In the USA or Canada, please select... 90540
Finland
Map It

Other Countries with operations (optional, multi select):
●

Finland

Organization social media:
https://www.facebook.com/PlayGain/; https://www.linkedin.com/company-beta/10282613/

Awards received:
Other relevant corporate information:
Our leadership simulation learning game is based on scientific research dealing with human capital productivity.
Theories behind the game will be presented at several scientific forums.
First presentation was at Healtcare summit at Lisbon July 2017. The link to the presentation is following: http://healthcare.globalsummit.com/europe/speaker/2017/marko-kesti-lapland-university-finland,
Title: Leadership DNA by game theoretic approach: Finding optimal equilibrium for wellbeing and productivity

Economic Figures
Fiscal Year of the date presented:
2017

Revenue/Budget (USD):
$100,000.00

Revenue growth from last fiscal year (%):
300

Expected revenue growth for next fiscal year (%):
300

Number of employees:
0002

Market Cap/Valuation (USD):
Total funding received (USD):
$50,000.00
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Legal/Compliance status:
PlayGain has intellectual property rights for the leadership learning game code. The theories behind the game are based on Dr. Marko
Kesti research.

Leadership of the organization
Leading executive treatment: Dr.
Name of the leading executive: Marko Kesti
Position title: CEO
Personal profile:
CEO Kesti is part time adjunct professor of University of Lapland. He has written several books at his research dealing with human capital
productivity and is active in presenting research findings at conferences and seminars. Dr. and M.Sc. Kesti is utilizing his research in
helping organizations to analyze and improve their human capital performance. His analyzing tools and methods are widely used at
Finnish organizations.

Executive email:
marko.kesti@playgain.fi

Phone number:
+358407178006

Gender:
Male

Nationality:
Finnish

Full address (If different than headquarters address):
Rantakukantie 1 B 9
Oulu, In the USA or Canada, please select... 90540
Finland
Map It

Assistant’s name:
Livia Ella Laitinen

Assistant’s e-mail:
livia.ella.laitinen@playgain.fi

Personal social media:
https://markokesti.wordpress.com/

Other relevant on the info Executive:
Dr. Kesti is part time professor at Lapland University. Kesti is also owner member at consulting company name Mcompetence. HIs
expertice of human capital productivity is used at Finnish organizations (e.x. Pension company Ilmarinen, Public employment and
business services). Playgain is the company that will use the knowledge in scalable international business.

Other senior leadership:
Terhi Kesti (terhi.kesti@playgain.fi), Markku Ojala (markku@scatman.fi) and Antti Kananen (antti.kananen@mekiwi.org)

Candidate Solutions Details
Solution name:
Leadership learning game

Website:
http://playgain.eu/en/home/

For apps available in online stores, please provide link:
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http://service.mekiwi.org/playgain/lite/

Business type (multi select):
●

B2B

Maturity stage of the solution:
Going to Market

Focus area (multi select):
●
●
●
●
●

Artificial Intelligence & Cognitive Computing
Education & Edtech
Enterprise & Corporate Solutions
Gaming
Services - On demand & Added value

Solution profile and success case (please provide information on your innovative solution):
PlayGain is providing new effective solution to improve organizations leadership competence. This will lead to competitive
advantage through better human capital management. Product is leadership simulation learning game. Simulation mode can be used
at human capital analyze and business scenario planning. Learning game mode can be used at line management improvement and
strategy implementation. Solution utilize artificial intelligence and game theory of leadership. Theories are internationally accepted
and based on Dr. M. Kesti research. IPR for the serious game solution is at PlayGain. First B2B launch was 2016 at Finavia (HRexecutive Kaarina.Suonio@finavia.fi). Next this year launches are SOL (Dev. Manager Riitta.Sirvio@sol.fi and Antell (HR-Manager
Riitta.Anttila@antell.fi). Companies are seeking more effective ways to improve employee management and human capital
productivity. Also two universities and one training house have started to use the learning game at their leadership training.

Sustainability and competition (please provide information on this solution sustainability):
Current major customers are Finavia, SOL, Antell, University of Jyväskylä, Specia, Markkinointi-Insituutti. Main competition at ICT
solutions are from e-learning tools but they are at the different kind of learning solutions because they lack the scientific proof of human
capital productivity. This means the connection between human intangible assets management and business economics. PlayGain
advantage is the scientific foundation with game theoretical approach and artificial intelligence. Unique solution provide reliable
simulation platform to business simulations and learning tools. In the future we will compete with the companies like SAS Business
Analytics. Customer profile is the knowledge intensive corporation that wants to improve human intangible assets utilization and make
better management a competitive advantage. Also customers are training organizations that provide management training programs.
PlayGain solution is scalable SaaS service that has solid scientific background. Solution will be adjusted to different countries and
languages. There are several ways to utilize the solution: Line managers training, strategic business analyze and simulations, Executive
level simulation workshops.

Potential impact (please provide information on your solution potential impact):
Solution main impact is the improvement of organization personnel management. Better staff management will gain competitive
advantages that are difficult to achieve without our AI solution. Staff quality of working life becomes a production factor that will be
better taken care of. The effect on business productivity is significant and therefore produce sustainable advantages to the customers.
Learning game can be adjusted to different regions and cultures, but the basic "scientific engine" remains the same.

Scalability (please provide information on your solution implementation scalability/replicability):
Solution is distributed via internet as SaaS service so the scalability is good. Tool is now available at Finnish and English. In the future
there will be several languages as well as business culture adjustments. Scalability is made also with the business model where we have
several partners utilizing the learning game and simulation tool. For example universities and management training houses as well as
small consulting companies can use the solutions as part of their B2B business. There are now two product from the same solution
platform. Easier and more entertaining BestBoss game and serious Productive leader game version that include more training material
and used identifies certificates.

Solution Pricing (please provide information on your solution pricing):
Prizing for universities are flexible, about 25 $ per student per year. Prize for companies depend on their use of the solution and size of
staff. Average the prize per manager or leader is 200 $/year. For example 100 leadership learning game played by internet is 100 x 200
= 20 000 € per year. If there is company based tool adjusting or training needed there will be additional fee. Company can take easier
BestBoss game with the yearly prize of 1000 - 5000 $ for all personnel and at the same time take more serious learning game for
managers with 200$/manager. These products are basically the same but the other include more advanced learning materials and user
identifies certificates.

Additional funding needed?
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Start-up is at the phase where we have the product with proof-of concept at Finland. We need next step funding about 500 000 $ for
the next growth steps. We are planning to get proof-of concept for international growth.

Amount funding needed (USD):
$500,000.00

Other relevant information related to your solution (please provide any and all other relevant information related to
your solution):
Our supporting university is Lapland University where Kesti is doing related research part time. University can utilize the learning
solution at their students' training and master theses without costs. One of PlayGain owners is the company name Mekiwi that provide
coding with partnership prizing. However this co-operation is not restricting the future possibilities in coding. When more serious
growth start there should be nominated other CEO since Dr. Kesti resources are needed at future research. At this development focus
start-up phase Kesti has been CEO. Continuing scientific research is fostering PlayGain growth at the international market. You can test
the PlayGain BestBoss game from the following link: http://www.service.mekiwi.org/playgain/
Choose language and log in as a Guest (free-to-play mode)

Would you like to attach any documents regarding this solution?
PITCH_ENG_R2.pptx
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6.

RM Systems Limited / Script Management System (SMS)

Organization profile:
RM Systems Limited is one of the leading companies that has few success stories for more than two decades in the ICT sector of
Bangladesh.

Website:
http://www.rmsystemsltd.com

Company Type:
For profit

Ownership:
Private venture

Year founded:
1996

Headquarters address:
437, Shewrpara,
Mirpur
Dhaka, Dhaka 1216
Bangladesh
Map It

Other Countries with operations (optional, multi select):
●
●

India
Singapore

Organization social media:
●

https://facebook.com/RMSystemsLtd.BD

Awards received:
There was no award received till date.

Other relevant corporate information:
The company emerged in the businesses of manufacturing/ assembling IT products as well as providing software solutions and services
in the field of Computer/ICT to all levels of government, non-government, multinational companies, corporations, small & medium
enterprises and small office and home users of all over the Bangladesh.

Economic Figures
Fiscal Year of the date presented:
2016

Revenue/Budget (USD):
$7,000,000.00

Revenue growth from last fiscal year (%):
7.7

Expected revenue growth for next fiscal year (%):
10

Number of employees:
1250

Market Cap/Valuation (USD):
$150,000,000.00
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Total funding received (USD):
$100,000,000.00

Legal/Compliance status:
Registered in the Office of Registrar of the Joint Stock Companies and Firms of the Government of Bangladesh.

Leadership of the organization
Leading executive treatment: Mr.
Name of the leading executive: Ali Ashfak
Position title: Managing Director
Personal profile:
Md. Ali Ashfak aged 49 years, Managing Director of RM Systems Ltd. After completing his Masters in Physics (with Honors) from Dhaka
University, he engages himself in business. He also completed his MBA (HRM) from the Midwest Missouri University, USA. He became
a successful businessman within the prior of the time of his business career with his dignity and sincerity. Mr. Ashfak leads the apex
trade association of the country in the IT sector, namely the Bangladesh Computer Samity (BCS).

Executive email:
rsl@agni.com

Phone number:
+8801711528809

Gender:
Male

Nationality:
Bangladeshi

Full address (If different than headquarters address):
Assistant’s name:
Ali Ashfak

Assistant’s e-mail:
rsl@agni.com

Personal social media:
●

https://www.facebook.com/ali.ashfak.39

Other relevant on the info Executive:
President, Bangladesh Computer Samity (BCS)

Other senior leadership:
Nil

Candidate Solutions Details
Solution name:
Script Management System (SMS)

Website:
For apps available in online stores, please provide link:
http://www.rmsystemsltd.com

Business type (multi select):
●
●
●

B2B
B2C
B2G
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Maturity stage of the solution:
Growth & Scale

Focus area (multi select):
●
●

Education & Edtech
IoT - Internet of Things

Solution profile and success case (please provide information on your innovative solution):
1. Prepare student admit card containing QR code containing student roll no, session, name & related other necessary information. The
data containing the QR code is encrypted. Equivalent alternate bar code and scratch card is also available. 2. A QR form containing QR
code is attached with every answer/test paper. It contains encrypted script no. All QR codes generated data are maintained in the
secure and strictly authenticated database. 3. The QR form also contains equivalent BR code or scratch card as an alternate of QR code.
4. At the beginning of the exam the responsible invigilator will scan the QR code available with the student admit card & also at the
same scan the QR code available at the same student’s answer paper in order map the student with answer paper. There will be an
android/IOS based app/interface which will receive the data and directly transfer those data in the central result processing unit. 5. The
script distribution unit will collect & distribute the scripts to examiners. 6. Examiners will evaluate individual answer papers & will enter
marks/grades through the android app. The examiner will have to perform two tasks. First scan the QR code available in the answer
paper. The android app will receive the encrypted value of QR code and validate with the central database. After validation completed
the app will provide an entry for to provide question-wise obtained mark for an individual student. While the examiner will confirm the
data it will directly inserted to the central database. 7. The android app has its own local database so that the examiner can save their
data in the local database without network availability. The process reduces the manual tasks/jobs, ensure highest security &
significantly reduce processing costs & times. The invented process is industrially applicable since it is commercially marketable &
scalable in the fields of academic sectors where the OMR based data processing is massively functioning. The features of the solution
are as follows: (a) Students/examinees attendance data collection from the exam spot by reading the QR code available with students
admit card by using QR code readable device like android/iOS based mobile device. (b)Read QR code available in test paper and map
with students roll no. (c)During the evaluation/assessment the examiner will read the QR code available in the script font page by using
android/IOS based mobile device. The examiners also has an android/IOS based application which will receive the encrypted QR code
values and shows the question-wise mark distribution and obtain marks. The examiners can confirm grading data individually or store
data in local encrypted database and make a final confirm to send the data in the central database.
(d)During the whole data transferring procedure will follow encrypted mechanism. (e)All decryption procedures will be executed in offline mode/intranet.

Sustainability and competition (please provide information on this solution sustainability):
Script Management System is successfully installed and running in the National University of Bangladesh (the 2nd largest university of
the World) There is no competitor of the system in the country. The invented process is obviously industrially applicable because it is
commercially marketable and tradable in the fields of academic sectors like universities, education boards, and also in the public service
commission where the OMR based data processing is massively functioning.

Potential impact (please provide information on your solution potential impact):
Script Management System reduces bulky result processing works of script scanning by OMR machine. The invention is an experimental
process which reduces the manual tasks/jobs, ensure highest security and significantly reduce processing costs and times. The invented
process is obviously industrially applicable because it is commercially marketable and tradable in the fields of academic sectors like
universities, education boards, and also in the public service commission where the OMR based data processing is massively functioning.

Scalability (please provide information on your solution implementation scalability/replicability):
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The invented process has the following activities: 1. Prepare student admit card containing QR code. The QR code will contains student
roll no, session, name and related other necessary information. The data containing the QR code will be encrypted. Equivalent alternate
bar code and scratch card is also available. 2. A QR form containing QR code is attached with every answer/test paper. The QR code will
contain encrypted script no. All of the QR code generated data is maintained in the secure and strictly authenticated database. 3. The
QR form also contains equivalent BR code or scratch card as an alternate of QR code. 4. At the beginning of the exam the responsible
invigilator will scan the QR code available with the student admit card and also at the same scan the QR code available at the same
student’s answer paper in order map the student with answer paper. There will be an android/IOS based app/interface which will
receive the data and directly transfer those data in the central result processing unit. 5. The script distribution unit will collect and
distribute the scripts to the examiners. 6. The examiners will evaluate individual answer papers and will enter the obtained
marks/grades through the android app. The examiner will have to perform two tasks. First scan the QR code available in the answer
paper. The android app will receive the encrypted value of the QR code and validate with the central database. After validation
completed the app will provide an entry for to provide question-wise obtained mark for an individual student. While the examiner will
confirm the data it will directly inserted to the central database. 7. The android app has its own local database so that the examiner can
save their data in the local database without network availability. 8. Of course the examiners and all associated people require proper
authentication to access and perform any activity in the system.

Solution Pricing (please provide information on your solution pricing):
1. (a) USD 0.5 per script per student and, (b) USD 100,000 (one time) for customization of the solution for specific exam system. 2.
Infrastructure & database for students' record. 3. Could based solution per student per subject per exam.

Additional funding needed?
Need additional funding of USD 150,000.00

Amount funding needed (USD):
$150,000.00

Other relevant information related to your solution (please provide any and all other relevant information related to
your solution):
Nil

Would you like any documents regarding this solution?
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7.

raiserve / raiserve

Organization profile:
raiserve was founded on the premise that there has to be a way to make the social good experience more impactful, social, efficient
and addictive.

Website:
http://raiserve.org

Company Type:
For profit

Ownership:
Private venture

Year founded:
2015

Headquarters address:
242 West 104th St
6ER
New York, New York 10025
United States
Map It

Other Countries with operations (optional, multi select):
Organization social media:
●
●
●

Facebook: facebook.com/raiserve
Twitter: @raiserve;
Instagram: @raiserveorg

Awards received:
-Top 30 Innovator for The Not Impossible Awards, in partnership with the United Nations Foundation. The Not Impossible Awards
recognizes and celebrate the people, companies, technology, and transformational inventions that are helping bring positive change to
the greater global community.
-Y&R SparkPlug, Y&R’s global innovation incubator, which provides office space, resources and relationships to interesting companies
and idea generators that may provide value to Y&R and their brands.

Other relevant corporate information:
Highlights:
Distributive Model: Social Impact model in a HUGE market
Great Team: Our team has tech, startup & marketing experience- full-time & committed
Favorable Landscape: Our unique product offers a solution that did not previously exist.
Fully Scalable MVP: Example Fundraiser: raiserve.org/buildon/ia
Run Successful Beta Test: 10 000+ Hours & $200K+
Recognition: Top 30 Innovator, Partnered with VolunteerMatch & Certified to give Presidential Volunteer Service Award
Growth: 20+ clients/qtr

Economic Figures
Fiscal Year of the date presented:
2017

Revenue/Budget (USD):
$200,000.00
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Revenue growth from last fiscal year (%):
100

Expected revenue growth for next fiscal year (%):
500

Number of employees:
0003

Market Cap/Valuation (USD):
Total funding received (USD):
0

Legal/Compliance status:
We are a fully registered Delaware C corp. In full compliance with the laws of the United States. We are currently with an experienced
patent attorney to pursue patenting our unique solution.

Leadership of the organization
Leading executive treatment: Dr.
Name of the leading executive: Ryall Carroll
Position title: Co-Founder
Personal profile:
Ryall Carroll is a co-founder of raiserve. Prior to raiserve, Ryall was Chairman and tenured Associate Professor at the Peter J. Tobin
College of Business - St. John's University. Ryall completed his Ph.D. in marketing at the City University of New York - Baruch College in
2008 and has since published in many top academic journals. Prior to pursuing his academic career, Ryall held various marketing
leadership positions at NOP Worldwide Marketing Research Company and Ralston Purina Company.

Executive email:
ryall@raiserve.org

Phone number:
1.585.615.5530

Gender:
Male

Nationality:
US

Full address (If different than headquarters address):
Assistant’s name:
Assistant’s e-mail:
Personal social media:
●

https://www.linkedin.com/in/ryallcarroll

Other relevant on the info Executive:
Ryall has taught at the Graduate and Undergraduate levels in North America (US), Europe (Italy and Ireland), Asia (Taiwan) and will be
teaching in Spring 2018 in Africa (Kenya). Ryall's work has been recognized by St. John’s University by receiving the Outstanding Service
Award 2014-2015, Teaching Excellence Award 2012-2013 and Best Practice Based Research Publication 2011-2012. Ryall has
volunteered with buildOn, St. John’s Bread & Life and other nonprofits in the New York area

Other senior leadership:
Joel Weingarten is a co-founder of raiserve, a platform that inspires volunteers to make twice the impact by getting sponsored for each
hour of service.
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Prior to raiserve, Joel was founder and CEO of StyleOwner, a startup at the intersection of e-commerce, social and fashion. He has also
taught robotics at the University of Pennsylvania in the Electrical and Systems Engineering Department where he developed a successful
inner city education initiative using robotics in classrooms under an NSF grant. He has also consulted for numerous start-up companies
and worked on several DARPA robotics projects.
For the past 8 years, Joel has volunteer taught robotics and math at the Urban Academy in NYC, a second chance inner high school.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/joel-weingarten-b060584

Candidate Solutions Details
Solution name:
raiserve

Website:
http://raiserve.org

Business type (multi select):
●
●

B2B
B2C

Maturity stage of the solution:
Growth & Scale

Focus area (multi select):
●
●

Smart Cities & Urban Services
Social Media & Society

Solution profile and success case (please provide information on your innovative solution):
1) raiserve is a for-profit Delaware c-corp founded on the premise that there has to be a way to make the social good experience more
impactful, social, efficient and addictive. By achieving this mission, raiserve will not only positively impact our partner organizations but
also have a significant impact on the local communities that they serve.
We believe that for nonprofits and citizen action groups to succeed and resonate with the next generation of givers, they need to
evolve, they need to address a younger generation who want to make a large social impact and simultaneously gain social recognition
of the good they are doing.
We also beleive social good needs to be more efficient while simultaneously competing in the attention economy for the hearts and
mind, and time of advocates.
With this mission, we first started by creating a more impactful experience for America’s 67 million volunteers by empowering them to
monetize each of the 8 Billion hours of service they do each year.
We then leveraged the inherent social and visual nature of volunteerism to give users the opportunity to be recognized through their
social channels for their social good and created an addictive experience leveraging best practices from the tech space (urgency,
notifications, leaderboards etc).
Through the process of building and launching raiserve, we found that by creating a more impactful, addictive, social and efficient
opportunity, each of the constituents in the chain of giving benefits.
For NGO, schools, and other nonprofits, this type of mission-aligned fundraising and the money raised has both low overhead and a
high ROI.
For sponsors, our social-facing, addictive volunteering experience results in a more satisfying donation experience. Volunteers know
that they are: (1) making every dollar count (2) making a real impact, (3) improving their community through the service of the volunteer
and (4) donating money to a cause that matters to someone they care about. The result is that potential sponsors are 50% more likely
to donate and when they do donate, donate 21% more than other through other fundraising modalities.
For volunteers, their desire to have a bigger social impact is satisfied as is their need for social recognition of the good they are doing.
Each of their fundraising pages is a history of their volunteerism and each volunteer time is a social event. Sharing their volunteerism
through their social channels drives traffic back to their fundraising page, overcoming asking fatigue and serves as an opportunity to
compete with peers and move up a leaderboard. The net result is a more motivated, addicted volunteer.
2)We are currently working with a patent attorney to pursue potential patent opportunities.
3)We launched our beta version in Sept 2016 with the buildOn organization.
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4) Case Study: A high school in the chapter of one of our charity partners, buildOn, had a total of 104 fundraising volunteers that raised
$84,084 USD from 452 sponsors by doing 8,836 hours of community service. As a result of the performance of this chapter, and the
other chapters included in this trial the nonprofit buildOn is rolling out the raiserve platform to all of its 100+ chapters across the US.
buildOn Contact: Tom Silverman: tom.silverman@buildon.org

Sustainability and competition (please provide information on this solution sustainability):
raiserve is the first platform to engage a new generation of giver by creating a solution that is geared to them that is impactful, social,
efficient and addictive. As a result, there are currently no companies providing organizations all of the resources we offer.
There are companies such as Indiegogo, Classy, Crowdrise, Causevox, etc that offer purely fundraising capabilities on their platform.
Also, there are companies such as Volgistics, Volunteer Impact, eCoordinator, etc. that offer purely volunteer based administrative
resources on their platform. Additionally, there are companies such as Facebook groups, Google+, etc. that offer purely social resources
for community building on their platform. However, there is no one looking to bring all of these resources together, while also leveraging
the best practices from the tech space (urgency, notifications, leaderboards etc), into one platform.
It is this uniqueness and our focus on engaging the next generation of giver that has led to our success to date. We have found that our
message and mission has resonated with non-profits including buildOn, the Special Olympics, UNICEF, the UNCF, the ADA, habitat for
humanity and many others.
As a result of the work we are doing to make the communities we live in more cohesive, engaged and vibrant we see the potential to
partner with almost every entity that is part of the community. This ranges from non-profits, NGOs and schools, to Fortune 500
companies and small local businesses that want to have even more impact by sponsoring volunteerism as well as the pro-social
organization- making twice the impact.
Our growth strategy for the near and mid term is three pronged:
1.) Expand within our current partners.
We currently are partnered with great nonprofits and charities to engage their volunteers across the United states. Based on the success
we've seen so far we are working with these partners to engage a higher percentage of their existing American Volunteers.
2.) Expand into new charity and non-profit partners
Leveraging our early success we are working to grow the number of nonprofits we are working with. Currently, this growth is being
fueled by word of mouth and aggressive networking efforts. In the near future, we will build out a sales team to systematically reach
out to the nonprofits where America's 67 Million volunteers.
3.) Expand our reach internationally. To expand internationally we will first work with our existing partners who have an international
presence to engage their volunteers. For example, Special Olympics has a large presence in Taiwan, we would work with them to
empower those volunteers to make twice the impact. Once we've established a successful case study in a market we will then work to
engage local nonprofits (this is the same strategy we've used successfully thus far in the US.)

Potential impact (please provide information on your solution potential impact):
We see three significant ways our solution will have an impact on people, communities, clients, and partners.
1.) The social impact of the volunteerism of users
The benefits of volunteers go far beyond the people who the volunteer are helping. When citizens volunteer they impact their
communities by making them better places to live. They connect with others and become more compassionate and empathetic.
2.) The monetary impact on dollars raised
Imagine if America's 67M volunteers each raised $5 or $10 for a cause they cared about for every hour (8 Billion in total) they
volunteered, or the volunteers at China's 190 000 volunteer service stations raised 10 Yuan for every hour they volunteered, the
potential impact of those dollars to the non-profits they are raising money for (and the total addressable market) is immense. At a time
when governmental support of NGO's and non-profits is at an all time low, nonprofits need more than ever to energize their advocates
to support their work, raiserve provides them with the tools to do so. In fact, sponsors are 50% more likely to make a donation when
sponsoring volunteerism and give 21% more.
3.) The benefits to each of the constituents in the chain of giving.
Through the process of building and launching raiserve, what we found is that by creating a more impactful, addictive, social and
efficient opportunity, each of the constituents in the chain of giving is benefited
For NGO, schools, and other nonprofits, this type of mission-aligned fundraising and the money raised has both low overhead and a
high ROI.
For sponsors of the volunteers, this social-facing, addictive volunteering experience results in a more satisfying donation experience.
They know that they are: (1) making every dollar count (2) making a real impact with their donation, (3) improving their community
through the service of the volunteer and (4) donating money to a cause that matters to someone they care about.
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For this new generation of volunteers, their desire to have a bigger social impact is satisfied as is their need for social recognition of the
good they are doing. Each of their fundraising pages is a history of their volunteerism and each volunteer time is a social event. Sharing
their volunteerism through their social channels also drives traffic back to their fundraising page, overcoming asking fatigue and serving
as an opportunity to compete with peers and move up a leaderboard. The net result is a more motivated, addicted volunteer. It’s a win
for everyone involved.
One of the strengths of raiserve and what we have built is these the impact we have scales in both the number of clients we have and
across geographies worldwide.

Scalability (please provide information on your solution implementation scalability/replicability):
We built raiserve with scalability in mind. Raiserve is built in NodeJS + React, Neo4j (web: Heroku) (database: Graph Story) all running
on top of AWS East, S3 for static files. This scalable coupled with the elegant solution means that we can expand and grow with each of
new client, market or region we enter.
Because we are already working with international organizations we think our path to international expansion is straightforward: Work
with their existing international and regional chapters to launch in new markets. That said, launching in new markets is never easy.
Amongst other steps, we will (1) translate the site into the local language (2) establish relationship with local banks and payment
processors (in some cases), (3) register to do business in those countries and comply with local regulatory and taxation rules. (4) Hire
local staff, community managers, account managers etc.
As we look into to the potential of scaling and reproducing our success globally we are buoyed the fact that social good and specifically
volunteerism is on the rise in large markets such as China and much of Europe. To successfully launch in a new market we need to make
sure raiserve is an addictive experience in that market. We recognize that users in each unique market engage with different social
media platforms and use social media in different ways. To best leverage our platform we will hire local expertise in social media to
customize raiserve for each market we enter and learn how to best address and work with nonprofits in new markets we intend to build
out local offices with local expertise in the non-profit and fundraising spaces.

Solution Pricing (please provide information on your solution pricing):
raiserve operates on a 5% platform fee deducted from each donation received.
We have purposely created a simple business model that allows volunteers and organizations to sign-up and launch their campaign
with no up-front of monthly costs empowering them to make twice the impact for free. Visitors to our volunteers' campaigns experience
a frustration-free giving experience, void of ads and other distractions- helping our volunteers raise even more money & make their
hour count even more.

Additional funding needed?
While we have been revenue generating from day 1., we plan on raising a round in the near future to fuel our growth and expand into
new markets.
Funding will be spent in 3 major areas.
1.) Technology -- To execute on our technology roadmap and continue to bring to our customers a cutting edge solution we intend on
ramping up our development team.
2.) Sales -- We have been fortunate to grow through word of mouth and networking thus far, to continue to grow at an accelerating
pace we intend to build out a sales team to engage organizations.
3.) Expansion -- As described in the scalability section we see tremendous opportunity globally, specifically in China, and much of Europe.
In order to execute will we need funds to launch into each new market.

Amount funding needed (USD):
Other relevant information related to your solution (please provide any and all other relevant information related to
your solution):
Here is a link to a deck (the file upload would not work for us)
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B9Hw6GD_GtqJOHYzSDR2OUltckk/view?usp=sharing
Here are links to live team and individual fundraisers
https://raiserve.org/buildon/lmsd/
https://raiserve.org/buildon/lmsd/lilly-mcclendon
We've worked hard to mitigate many of the traditional risks of a start-up by 1.) Building a passionate team who can execute 2.) Building
a cloud-based fully scalable solution. 3.) Using design thinking to walk a mile in our customer's shoes. 4.) By showing significant proof
of concept through the development of a MInimal Viable Product and a revenue generating pilot.
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In regards to other potential risks, we believe that our success will lead to competition from existing players in the fundraising and
volunteer management spaces. We intend to deal with this challenge when it arises by embedding ourselves with our clients before
our competition (for each client it is a winner take all space) and by continuing to address the needs of the next generation of giver by
making social good a more impactful, social, addictive and efficient experience.

Would you like to attach any documents regarding this solution?
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8.

Joustotoimisto Oy / Flextila intelligent space management platform

Organization profile:
Startup with implemented business

Website:
https://flextila.com/

Company Type:
For profit

Ownership:
Private venture

Year founded:
2012

Headquarters address:
Joensuunkatu 7
Joensuunkatu 7
Salo, Salo 24100
Finland
Map It

Other Countries with operations (optional, multi select):
Organization social media:
●
●
●

https://www.facebook.com/Flextila/
https://twitter.com/Flextila
https://www.linkedin.com

Awards received:
Participation into the Finnish national "Kasvu Open" competition (April-May 2017): "Kasvu Open is the largest project for sparring eager
to grow companies with growth experts in Finland."

Other relevant corporate information:
Company's official name is "Joustotoimisto Oy", but our brand is "Flextila". Service includes: reservation calendar, payment and access
control system, and can be integrated into open data systems.
Key partnerships:
- Helsinki Forum Virium - partnering in a consortium which aims at finding innovative solutions for the city inhabitants for sharing and
using empty spaces
- Salo IoT Campus (previously Nokia's and Microsoft's campus): their spaces can be reserved through Flextila.com

Economic Figures
Fiscal Year of the date presented:
2016

Revenue/Budget (USD):
$26,000.00

Revenue growth from last fiscal year (%):
26000

Expected revenue growth for next fiscal year (%):
260

Number of employees:
0004
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Market Cap/Valuation (USD):
$820,000.00

Total funding received (USD):
$59,000.00

Legal/Compliance status:
We operate according to and are compliant with the Finnish law. We address in our operations all the commonly known corporate
responsibility practices including social, human rights, environmental and governance topics.

Leadership of the organization
Leading executive treatment: Mrs.
Name of the leading executive: Kirsi Hulkkonen
Position title: CEO
Personal profile:
Experience: Corporate responsibility and Controller background from global companies Nokia and Microsoft.
Education: Master of Economic Sciences, currently studying MBA at Henley Business School
I am courageous, entrepreneurial, and enthusiastic about life-long learning.
Please see more: https://www.linkedin.com/in/kirsihulkkonen/

Executive email:
kirsi@flextila.com

Phone number:
+358504869091

Gender:
Female

Nationality:
Finnish

Full address (If different than headquarters address):
Joensuunkatu 7
P.B. 54
Salo, Salo 24101
Finland
Map It

Assistant’s name:
Assistant’s e-mail:
Personal social media:
●

https://www.linkedin.com/in/kirsihulkkonen/

Other relevant on the info Executive:
Other senior leadership:
Mr Ilkka Heinilä: founder and previous CEO of the company. Long background in corporations like Nokia, and entrepreneur.
Mr Pasi Kivekäs: Long experience in research and development projects in Nokia and Microsoft.

Candidate Solutions Details
Solution name:
Flextila intelligent space management platform

Website:
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https://flextila.com/

For apps available in online stores, please provide link:
Business type (multi select):
●
●

B2B
B2C

Maturity stage of the solution:
Growth & Scale

Focus area (multi select):
●
●

IoT - Internet of Things
Smart Cities & Urban Services

Solution profile and success case (please provide information on your innovative solution):
Joustotoimisto Oy’s business model is a reservation service platform called “Flextila.com” which combines the space owners and space
users. We serve the space owners who have unused space, and furthermore we serve the customers who need space even for a short
term. Flextila service can be used for sharing the working spaces, meeting rooms, and collaborative spaces. Additionally, it can be used
for sharing parking slots, storages etc.
Flextila.com is a ready and scalable platform, which has a possibility to be integrated into other open data interface systems.
Flextila.com is a full-service platform including reservation calendar and management of reservations, safety payment through Paytrail,
and access control system. Furthermore, we are able to scale the service towards the closed “White Label” model for the use of
companies and organizations.
The company was established on year 2012, but it started operating full speed in the beginning of year 2016. The Flextila solution was
launched during the autumn 2016 in Finland. Joustotoimisto Oy is a participant of Helsinki City Forum Virium “Flexible working spaces”
project. The target of the project is to find modern ways to use flexibly spaces in urban areas. Key words of the project are digitalization,
urbanization, strengthening social connections between inhabitants, businesses and cities.

Sustainability and competition (please provide information on this solution sustainability):
Our current major customers are e.g. cities and communalities including Helsinki (the capital of Finland). Furthermore, the negotiations
with other big cities Espoo, Turku and Oulu are ongoing. Salo IoT Campus (previously Nokia’s and Microsoft’s premises) with its multiple
and multifunctional spaces is one of our biggest customers. Setlementtiasunnot, a Finnish communal apartment builder is also one of
our remarkable customers.
Currently Flextila.com is a unique operating service in Finland. The nearest competing solutions are those which intermediate spaces in
short-term of period, and which have a web based platform for reserving and paying the space in advance. There are some service
providers operating in Finland, but those are more like connecting portals where the spaces are listed, and the customer has to contact
personally the space owner in order to book the space. Joustotoimisto Oy’s purpose is to differentiate from the competitors through
providing a direct space management system which enables logical and quick user experience. Flextila.com has been developed totally
with the customers – and listening to their needs and requirements – both with those who provide the spaces and those who use the
spaces.
Flextila.com is a scalable platform both geographically and operating as an intelligent space management platform which enables
various IoT functions to be integrated into the system. Thus the smart spaces communicate with Flextila service for controlling the
building services and improving the efficient energy use. Furthermore, we want to create ecosystems e.g. with the smart lock providers.
Flextila.com wants to operate for the sharing economy, and enable the space owners to create positive image for themselves, and
naturally support them to get some revenue from their unused spaces. On the other hand, for those who search for the space – we
allow an easy access to reserve the space only for the period of time needed. Our service represents the sharing economy and
furthermore the evolving of smart cities; we support experimentation; and enable tailored solutions to our business partners for
developing smart buildings.

Potential impact (please provide information on your solution potential impact):
Our service enables space optimization and effective use of meeting rooms, non-bookable spaces, open spaces, storages, parking slots
etc. Flextila service enables new way of working: mobility and remote working, and tailored smart solutions to our partners and
customers.
Flextila service responds to various global megatrends e.g. the sharing economy, sustainable consumption, and energy efficiency.
Furthermore, the terms “Sharing spaces”, “Coworking” and “Office as a Service” are also used globally, and Flextila service provides
resource wise solutions both to the space owners as well as to the space users.

Scalability (please provide information on your solution implementation scalability/replicability):
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Flextila service is a ready and functional web based service and thus scalable immediately into the global markets. Currently the
language versions in our service are Finnish and English; additional languages can be added upon request.

Solution Pricing (please provide information on your solution pricing):
Currently our business model is based on commission based sales. Additionally, there is a monthly based fee for customers which have
several spaces in Flextila service. Pricing is based on service level the customer wishes to have. E.g. Flextila service enables closed user
groups for certain spaces, and invoicing afterwards. When talking about the White Labeling, we negotiate the price with the customer
based on their requirements.

Additional funding needed?
We are looking for different funding opportunities which would enable us to expand and scale the business quickly. We are happy to
discuss more detailed with possible investors.

Amount funding needed (USD):
$230,000.00

Other relevant information related to your solution (please provide any and all other relevant information related to
your solution):
Joustotoimisto Oy is a Finnish Limited Liability company, and owned by its workers. However, we are looking for investors and would
like to expand our operations globally.

Would you like to attach any documents regarding this solution?
●

Business-model-in-English.pptx
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9.

Cookie Languages / Cookie English

Organization profile:
Startup

Website:
http://cookiel.com

Company Type:
For profit

Ownership:
Private venture

Year founded:
2015

Headquarters address:
#202 1348-12 Seocho Dong,
Seocho Gu
Seoul, Kyunggi 137-070
South Korea
Map It

Other Countries with operations (optional, multi select):
Organization social media:


https://www.facebook.com/cookienglish

Awards received:
Cookie Languages has won Grand-Prix award from Next Media Competition in Korea. It's the biggest competition for media startups in
Korea

Other relevant corporate information:
https://youtu.be/tveD08wd6EI (Service introduction)
*Cookie Languages recently has got licences for blockbuster movies from Warner Brothers, Disney and Sony Pictures for its English
learning app. It makes us the only e-learning company in the world who has the rights.
Cookie Languages is the first company that has successfully developed conversational video services.

Economic Figures
Fiscal Year of the date presented:
2017

Revenue/Budget (USD):
$300,000.00

Revenue growth from last fiscal year (%):
700

Expected revenue growth for next fiscal year (%):
2000

Number of employees:
0012

Market Cap/Valuation (USD):
$3,000,000.00

Total funding received (USD):
$300,000.00
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Legal/Compliance status:

Leadership of the organization
Leading executive treatment: Mr.
Name of the leading executive: Sang Choi
Position title: Founder and CEO
Personal profile:
Used to be award winning film director and also IT product manager, Sang Choi is the only Asian who has been invited to CeBIT
conference twice as a Speaker.

Executive email:
sc@cookiel.com

Phone number:
+82-10-2142-9712

Gender:
Male

Nationality:
South Korea

Full address (If different than headquarters address):
Assistant´s name:
Assistant´s e-mail:
Personal social media:


https://www.facebook.com/sangchoid

Other relevant on the info Executive:
Other senior leadership:

Candidate Solutions Details
Solution name:
Cookie English

Website:
Cookie English

For apps available in online stores, please provide link:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.cookiel.cookiengfree01

Business type (multi select):


B2C

Maturity stage of the solution:
Growth & Scale

Focus area (multi select):






Augmented & Virtual Reality
Communications & Media
Education & Edtech
Mobile Solutions
Music, Video & Entertainment

Solution profile and success case (please provide information on your innovative solution):
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*Cookie English recently has got licences for blockbuster moives from Warner Brothers, Disney and Sony Pictures for its English
learning app.
https://youtu.be/tveD08wd6EI
Cookie English is the first company that has successfully developed conversational video services.
It’s interactive conversation features are most advanced in the world.
Since current major language learning services are lacking this feature, it’s more like we are Implementing other services rather than
competing with them

Sustainability and competition (please provide information on this solution sustainability):
1. Language learners
2. No competition, since we are the only one who can use Hollywood movies for interactive English learning
3. It's the only service that people can virtually talk with movie stars
4. Monthly subscription model
5. We are adding new movies every and each week which will attract new users and also existing users are staying for a long period of
time.

Potential impact (please provide information on your solution potential impact):
1. It's so unique and entertaining, it's viral.
2. It's worldwide service which makes it so cheap and many can be free.
3. Equality in language learning

Scalability (please provide information on your solution implementation scalability/replicability):
Anyone who has a smartphone can use the service and learn a new language of their choice.

Solution Pricing (please provide information on your solution pricing):
2 usd a month but it can go even lower when we has more users worldwide.

Additional funding needed?
To expand the service worldwide, we need about 2m usd.

Amount funding needed (USD):
$2,000,000.00

Other relevant information related to your solution (please provide any and all other relevant information related to
your solution):
We are the only one who can use Hollywood movies for e-learning which will make us dominant all around the world.

Would you like to attach any documents regarding this solution?


Cookie_deck_English.ppt
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10. Zunzun AB / ShimmerCat for Business
Organization profile:
Startup

Website:
https://www.shimmercat.business/

Company Type:
For profit

Ownership:
Private venture

Year founded:
2015

Headquarters address:
Hoppets Gränd 24B
Umeå, Västerbottens län 90334
Sweden
Map It

Other Countries with operations (optional, multi select):


United States

Organization social media:


https://www.facebook.com/shimmercatbusiness/



https://se.linkedin.com/company/shimmercat



https://twitter.com/shimmercat_b2b?lang=en

Awards received:
Winner of Venture Cup Business Idea 2015
Winner of Venture Cup Business Plan 2015
Uminova Innovation Start-Up price
Part of the prestigious Tillväxtverket Start-Up Sweden Program 2015
One of 14 companies that iiS choose to give 150.000 SEK for big potential
Winner of Almi Nords utvecklingspris 2016
Winner of SKAPA Utvecklingspris 2016
Adopted and elected to StartUp Grind Inductee London
Elected for big potential to Swedish Hotspot SLUSH 2016
Winner of Umeågalan 2016 as Young Company of the year

Other relevant corporate information:
Business Area: Creates groundbreaking software engineered with machine learning. With a vision to build the fastest web server +
software solution for faster loading times with HTTP/2 PUSH in the e-commerce sector
Raised Capital: Organic growth + soft money.
Categories: Software, Machine Learning, GPU computing, SaaS, & Telecom

Economic Figures
Fiscal Year of the date presented: 2016
Revenue/Budget (USD): $150,000.00
Revenue growth from last fiscal year (%): 5
Expected revenue growth for next fiscal year (%): 30
Number of employees: 0004
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Market Cap/Valuation (USD):
$30,000,000.00

Total funding received (USD):
0

Legal/Compliance status:
Trademark registration

Leadership of the organization
Leading executive treatment: Mr.
Name of the leading executive: Alcides Viamontes
Position title: CEO
Personal profile:
Took his doctorate in 2014 . During his time as a researcher in network and statistical physics, he laid the foundation for what would
become the world's first web server that was fully adapted to HTTP//2. After that, he started his first company Zunzun AB as a web
agency in order to get data from the market. After gaining significant market insights, new features were created based on what was
lacking in the market. The outcome was so good that ShimmerCat was noted by Google

Executive email:
alcidesv@shimmercat.com

Phone number:
+46722294542

Gender:
Male

Nationality:
Cuban

Full address (If different than headquarters address):
Assistant´s name:
Ludvig Bohlin

Assistant´s e-mail:
ludvig.bohlin@shimmercat.com

Personal social media:


https://www.linkedin.com/in/alcidesviamontesesquivel1st

Other relevant on the info Executive:
Other senior leadership:
Ludvig Bohlin is born and raised in Sweden. He is currently a PhD in Computational Science with specialization in Physics, and he holds
a Master in engineering physics. In Ludvig's role as marketing and communications manager, he drives the interaction between the
business side and the development side. His good vision for cohesion reflects his approach way to unity and work processes lustful.
Henrik Frienholt is the founder of three start-up companies, Kickadss, Foundation lab and Aidback. As an entrepreneur Henrik has
experience in operational roles as sales manager. In all organisations Henrik has been responsible for the sales process and the company
goals.
Henrik
is
born
in
Sweden,
and
he
is
living
according
to
the
words:
“Customers don't measure you on how hard you tried. They measure you on what you deliver”

Candidate Solutions Details
Solution name:
ShimmerCat for Business

Website:
https://www.shimmercat.business/
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For apps available in online stores, please provide link:
Business type (multi select):


B2B

Maturity stage of the solution:
Growth & Scale

Focus area (multi select):


E-commerce & Online marketplaces

Solution profile and success case (please provide information on your innovative solution):
THE PROBLEM: Time is money. A slow site costs a lot of money and affects the conversion rates. Website performance is the key to
success.
1. Product
ShimmerCat for Business is a machine learning platform for extremely fast e-commerce websites all over the globe. The product help
e-commerces get a 40-60% faster website and thereby improve revenue
2. Innovation
ShimmerCat's top unique features are:
- Reduced loading times by 40-60%
- Scalable solution for e-commerces that want to grow
- Priority loading of assets, so that a visitor can integrate with the website before it has finished loading.
- ShimmerCat implements improved optimization technologies that allocate the time and bandwidth of servers and user agents
(browsers) in such a way that reduces website loading times.
- To do the above, ShimmerCat leverages HTTP/2, server resources and machine learning in new and innovative ways.
3. The solution was first launched in April 2017 for website https://www.riviasports.com/
4. For our first customer, purchases increased by 325% after they started to use ShimmerCat. For more info, contact Oskar Riby at
oskar@riviasports.com

Sustainability and competition (please provide information on this solution sustainability):
1. Today the company has three customers, including riviasports, utomhusliv and easy online stores
2. An orthogonal solution for reducing website latency is so called content distribution networks (CDN:s). They provide server
resources that are distributed geographically all over the world to decrease the distance between the user request and the website
files.
3. While CDN:s deals with the limitations of the old HTTP/1.1 protocol, ShimmerCat for Business instead solves the problem of latency
with a unique technology based on the HTTP/2 web server software ShimmerCat
4. In the current stage we are targeting e-commerce businesses with a revenue of 4-10 million USD that want to scale and grow
5. We are currently developing a 'Click and Pay'-solution in order to improve the scaling and growth of the business

Potential impact (please provide information on your solution potential impact):
1. A faster website means happier visitors and increased conversion for our e-commerce customers. ShimmerCat for Business also
means less work with handling the IT-infrastructure, which also means reduced costs related to IT-infrastructure
2. Increased conversion leads to an increase in revenue for our customers.
3. By using our product we enable our customers a platform that both works globally, and scales, which means that they can aim for
new markets and grow their business

Scalability (please provide information on your solution implementation scalability/replicability):
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1. Key pre-requisites for customers that want an implementation of ShimmerCat For Business:
- From 4-10 million USD in annual sales
- Want to grow abroad
- Sell several formats; Mobile, desktops, etc.
- Have at least one web developer
- Has product images
2. The customers must run their system in Linux (approximately 90% of the market), otherwise basically no barriers.
3. We have already been helping many local entrepreneurs to get faster websites, and we also aim to help people that study to
become web developers to get a better way of creating fast websites with ShimmerCat
4. The software behind ShimmerCat For Business has been developed for more than 2 years, and it is not open-source

Solution Pricing (please provide information on your solution pricing):
1. ShimmerCat for Business comes with an initial installation cost, and then a monthly fee based on the number of website visitors,
Stage 1: 0-10 000 visitors/month
Stage 2: 10 000-25 000 visitors/month
Stage 3: 25 000-50 000 visitors/month
Stage 4: 50 000-200 000 visitors/month
2. Today, we need about 1 hour of time from the web developer at the e-commerce
3. Since the technology is so beneficial for the e-commerces, our strategy has been to make it exclusive and therefore use
personalized invitations as a first stage for customer engagement. So far we need about 5 contacts to get one paying customer
4. We are currently starting the development of a Self-Service platform where customers can register, upload files and start using
ShimmerCat for Business in order to scale the product.

Additional funding needed?
After we have completed the Self-Service Platform we need funding for sales and marketing activities as well as support.

Amount funding needed (USD):
$5,000,000.00

Other relevant information related to your solution (please provide any and all other relevant information related to
your solution):
The foundation of the e-commerce platform ShimmerCat for Business is the award-winning web server software ShimmerCat that uses
the new web protocol HTTP/2 to accelerate page loading.

Would like to attach any documents regarding this solution?


ShimmerCat_for_Business.pdf
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11. Inclusite, Inc. / Inclusite
Organization profile:
Software Co. with the Massively Transformative Purpose (MTP) of enabling Universal Access to the Internet by developing AI/VR and
Quantum technologies

Website:
https://www.inclusite.com/en/home/

Company Type:
For profit

Ownership:
Private venture

Year founded:
2013

Headquarters address:
4350 East West Highway
Bethesda, Maryland 20814
United States
Map It

Other Countries with operations (optional, multi select):


Mexico

Organization social media:


https://www.facebook.com/inclusite

Awards received:
Awarded the sixth Vodafone Award for “Innovation in Telecommunications” and also awarded “The Best Entrepreneurial Social
Initiative in Spain.

Other relevant corporate information:
Currently supports +800,000 users for Universal Online Access
Operates in: The United States, Spain, Argentina, Mexico, Israel, Brazil and Colombia. Planning for China and UK
+400 Websites Powered by Inclusite
Worlds first E-Commerce/Transactional Accessibility & Usability Solutions
World’s first Accessible Web Search Index; Portal X
Worlds first Artificial Intelligent Platform & Automatized solutions for IT Accessibility & Usability
Strategic Alliances with Ex. IBM C-Level individuals

Economic Figures
Fiscal Year of the date presented:
2015

Revenue/Budget (USD):
$2,500,000.00

Revenue growth from last fiscal year (%):
15

Expected revenue growth for next fiscal year (%):
50

Number of employees:
0025

Market Cap/Valuation (USD):
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$80,000,000.00

Total funding received (USD):
$15,000.00

Legal/Compliance status:
Inclusite is in the process of Patent in The USA for our Augmented Accessibility IT solutions: AI, Virtual Reality, Automation and Quantum
Accessibility. This is a long term process and is constantly updating due to new inventions and developments coming...like Accessible
Chipts for TV's, more AI and VR, etc.

Leadership of the organization
Leading executive treatment: Mr.
Name of the leading executive: Fernando Pardeiro
Position title: COO
Personal profile:
My background has been Finance and Investment in Emerging Markets for many years. In 2013, when I had a look at Inclusite, I
immediately saw the added value and opportunity in the Disabled, Physically Challenged and Elderly needs to access the Internet, and
how the future to solve this problem can be only addressed by Innovating Technology. Today, me and my team owns 70% of the
company and my vision is to explore Exponential Markets & Disrupted Technologies to positively impact the World.

Executive email:
fpardeiro@inclusite.com

Phone number:
+1 (302) 543-2022

Gender:
Male

Nationality:
Uruguay

Full address (If different than headquarters address):
11532 Vinci Dr. L-1026
Windermere, FL 34786
United States
Map It

Assistant´s name:
Carmen Garcia

Assistant´s e-mail:
cgarcia@inclusite.com

Personal social media:


https://www.linkedin.com/in/fernando-pardeiro-s-283964116/

Other relevant on the info Executive:
Founder of the first Latin American Accessibility Consortium: Internet without Borders

Other senior leadership:
Albert Rizzi
Frances West
Patrick Williams
Claudio Honigman
Sidney Campos
Salvador Palma
Fernando Hernandez
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Candidate Solutions Details
Solution name:
Inclusite

Website:
http://www.inclusite.com

For apps available in online stores, please provide link:
Business type (multi select):


B2B

Maturity stage of the solution:
Growth & Scale

Focus area (multi select):


Artificial Intelligence & Cognitive Computing



Augmented & Virtual Reality

Solution profile and success case (please provide information on your innovative solution):
1. Inclusite is a “Global Software Company” with the Massively Transformative Purpose (MTP) of enabling a more humane and Universal
Access to the Internet by developing Augmented accessibility solutions (AI, Automatization, Quantum & VR) for all Internet users. With
Inclusite, anyone can access the Internet without restrains, without barriers, from any device, in real time.
Inclusite, in essence, are “Smart User Focus Solutions” that provides not only guidance and performance in Accessibility Standards, but
4 fundamental ingredients:
- Usability to provide Web Accessibility without constrains, without barriers, wherever they happen to be, from any computer, in real
time.
- Independence from the local and technical support (e.g. IE, jaws, dragon, hardware, user agents, etc.).
- Ubiquity (everywhereness) to be able to access anywhere and from any device.
- Universality to provide the service not only for everyone, regardless of the physical and mental challenges. In short: The same Web
for EVERYONE
2. Inclusite was born in Spain and has migrated its services to 6 other countries: Mexico, Argentina, Israel, Colombia, Brazil and USA.
Inclusite has its Intellectual property registered in each country. However, in The USA, the process for patent is still in the "structuring
phase", and it should be ready to start early 2018.
3. The early concepts and pilots started in 2011-2013, however its marketable version 1.0, was launched in 2012 in Spain. In August,
Inclusite will launch its 4.0 Version and new marketing design: Website, Message, Logos, etc.
4. Inclusite Today:
- Currently supports +800,000 users
- +400 Websites “Powered by Inclusite, including Central Banks, Local and State Governments, Universities, online newspapers and
more.
- World’s first Accessible Web Search Index; Portal X and first E-Commerce/Transactional Accessible solutions for Internet.
- Meets WCAG 2.0 Level A, AA and AAA Accessibility Standards. Also 508 Refresh in The USA.
- FedRamp certified and FIPS-140-2 and FIMSA compliance.
- W3C Members.
- Awarded the sixth Vodafone Award for “Innovation in Telecommunications” and also awarded “The Best Entrepreneurial Social
Initiative.
- Java & JavaScript, Internet Content Adaptation Protocol (ICAP), Dev Ops Oriented, WAI-ARIA-HTML5.

Sustainability and competition (please provide information on this solution sustainability):
1. Inclusite has 120 clients. Some relevant clients are: Central Bank of Argentina, Banco Provincia, Government of Andorra, Government
of Valencia, Government of Argentina and the Government of Mexico City.
2. In the attached file you may find a Competitor Matrix of Inclusite if Inclusite is valuated as a tool, however, Inclusite is not a tool but
Disruptive Accessibility solutions for IT Core: Websites, Intranets and Applications.
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3. In the market, there is nothing like it. Attached you will find relevant information of Inclusite differentiation and disruption above
everything else: you will find this file as ''Inclusite - A different Approach for a Universal Inclusion.
4. Currently, Inclusite has 1 business model: It provides its services directly to Website Owners. This relates to Banks, Governments and
Corporations. However, Inclusite is currently developing a second business model: Portal X. This Portal is focused on the internet user
directly and will allow any user to access any NON ACCESSIBLE WEBSITE from any device in real time and regardless of the physical
challenge or economic/social status that user may or may not have. This market is 95% of the websites it the World and +1B people in
need of accessing internet with easy friendly means and with no sophisticated hardware.
5. Inclusite objective is to become exponential. This plan relates to Portal X. By providing a free online portal for all disabled, physically
challenged, Elderly and illiterate internet users will allow a way to generate USERS online via the Inclusite.com website. Today there are
over 6B Websites that are not properly accessible and this is Inclusite's main target: for all websites to become accessible (Automatically)
for all internet users.

Potential impact (please provide information on your solution potential impact):
Inclusite is born with the Massively Transformative Purpose (MTP) of enabling a more Humane and Universal access to The Internet
through the concept of USABILITY.
As Tim Berners-Lee (inventor of the World Wide Web) said: The power of the Web is in its Universality. Access by everyone regardless
of disability is an essential aspect.
Inclusite adds that it is not only an essential aspect, but a responsibility to provide a Universal Access to all Internet users – to be
Universally Inclusive.
In the USA alone, at least 36 million people have a disability. The most common type of functional disability is mobility impairment,
followed by cognitive disabilities and visual impairment. In addition, approximately 70% of Blind Americans are unemployed, 15% to
20% of Americans are affected by learning disabilities and disorders , 32 Million (1 out of 7) adults are considered to be illiterate and
22% of Adults in the United States have some form of disability.
This data allows us to determine that today there are millions of Americans that cannot access the internet, or may have some
difficulties and challenges while browsing, accessing the information, working, learning and communicating.
Inclusite is mainly targeted at anyone who may currently be unable access the Internet, or who may have difficulties doing so:- Webdisfranchised- The elderly- People with learning disabilities- Illiterate people- People with reading disabilities- Non-native speakers of
your language - People with severe or mild, temporary or permanent disabilities: missing limbs, cognitive disabilities, blindness, dyslexia,
Alzheimer’s, mobility impairments, etc. - The physically challenged
With Inclusite, no one is left behind; it is the same Web for everyone.

Scalability (please provide information on your solution implementation scalability/replicability):
General Note: Inclusite AI and Automation allows all a smart scalability. Once we reach a certain level of users (via Portal X), Inclusite
will be an Open Source solutions so any Webmaster, Designer and End User (with minor coding expertise) will be able to add Domains
with the Inclusite technology thru a Rules Generator Tool program that will be available online.
So, the scalability, in our understanding, can be correlated to the available technology and online platforms that Inclusite can provide
VS the knowability of the existing of this tools.
1. With Inclusite, there is no need to modify current websites for it to be implemented. So, Inclusite only needs the OK from the
customer or the OK of the IT Team to choose what Website will be implemented with the solution (is what we call: IADO).
2. Preferably HTML5 WAI-ARIA IT conditionals. Inclusite is Multilingual, so all works with our platform.
3. E-Commerce, Corporations, Governments, Organization can benefit directly with Inclusite implementation. The main reason is
because they will open a new market for new customers and will provide a social and humanitarian Impact. For Entrepreneurs, the idea
could be to open market in more countries by allowing a Local Partner to be part of Inclusite efforts to become Global.

Solution Pricing (please provide information on your solution pricing):
Please review the Pricing Model attached.

Additional funding needed?
Inclusite is always looking for funding. The more funding we get, the faster and representative our R&D Hub enables our ideas, current
products, and Global Impact. Also, we can open more markets and impact more people, organizations and governments in the way.

Amount funding needed (USD):
$15,000,000.00

Other relevant information related to your solution (please provide any and all other relevant information related to
your solution):
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Attached you may find a partial BP and More relevant information. Why not just write the answers here? The Documents are well
structured and easier to provide the correct message...:)

Would you like to attach documents regarding this solution?


Inclusite-A-different-approach-for-a-Universal-Inclusion.pdf
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12. Hypemarks Inc. (dba TINT) / TINT
Organization profile:
Bootstrapped, profitable startup

Website:
http://www.tintup.com

Company Type:
For profit

Ownership:
Private venture

Year founded:
2013

Headquarters address:
2509 Bryant St
San Francisco, CA 94110
United States
Map It

Other Countries with operations (optional, multi select):




Brazil
United Arab Emirates
United Kingdom

Organization social media:


www.twitter.com/tint



www.linkedin.com/company-beta/3289206/



www.facebook.com/teamtint

Awards received:
Best Ad Tech
platform.html

-

https://www.bizjournals.com/sanfrancisco/print-edition/2016/05/27/tech-awards-tint-adtech-social-media-

Other relevant corporate information:
- Achieved break even after 5 months of launch.
- Achieved $1m ARR after 12 months of launch.
- Bootstrapped and profitable
- 700 active customers
- Served over 5000+ customers/brands.

Economic Figures
Fiscal Year of the date presented:
2016

Revenue/Budget (USD):
$6,000,000.00

Revenue growth from last fiscal year (%):
34

Expected revenue growth for next fiscal year (%):
20

Number of employees:
0025
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Market Cap/Valuation (USD):
$30,000,000.00

Total funding received (USD):
$350,000.00

Legal/Compliance status:
- Accessibility Compliance (ADA)
- Non-exclusive, perpetual, irrevocable, fully paid-up license throughout the world for Patents: US 7,450,954 - US 8,615,565 - US
8,880,649 - US 8,886,759 - US 9,247,002

Leadership of the organization
Leading executive treatment: Mr.
Name of the leading executive: Tim Sae Koo
Position title: CEO, Founder
Personal profile:
Tim Sae Koo is the CEO and co-founder of TINT. As a first time entrepreneur, Tim achieved profitability within 5 months of launch and
has helped TINT grow to 25 employees in five locations around the globe. Tim sees every mistake and failure he's made in his
entrepreneurial journey as a learning opportunity. A graduate of the University of Southern California, Sae Koo originally aspired to be
a politician or a Hollywood actor before conceiving the idea of TINT.

Executive email:
tim@tintup.com

Phone number:
626-617-5326

Gender:
Male

Nationality:
USA

Full address (If different than headquarters address):
Assistant´s name:
Assistant´s e-mail:
Personal social media:


https://twitter.com/timsaekoo



https://www.instagram.com/timsaekoo/

Other relevant on the info Executive:
Graduate of University of Southern California
Has presented keynotes and presentations at industry conferences around the world.

Other senior leadership:

Candidate Solutions Details
Solution name:
TINT
Website:
http://www.tintup.com

For apps available in online stores, please provide link:
Business type (multi select):
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B2B



B2G

Maturity stage of the solution:
Growth & Scale

Focus area (multi select):


Enterprise & Corporate Solutions



Social Media & Society

Solution profile and success case (please provide information on your innovative solution):
1. Studies show that when customers are deciding on making a purchase, they trust recommendations from real people before they
trust brand messaging. Every day 2.5 billion pieces of content are created by people on social media and review sites. Brands aggregate,
curate, moderate, and display authentic, trustworthy content from a brand's customers at every marketing touchpoint. Instead of
having a marketing team create lots of content for every channel, TINT can easily help marketers use authentic customer social content
on websites, signage, ad networks, mobile apps, and email marketing to help convert.
Our #TINTforGood program looks to work with underserved orgs and communities to use social media to expand their message's reach.
TINT has been used around the world for social good and has impacted non-profit and social organizations. Whether helping the
homeless connect with family members on social media, encouraging donations, or displaying live social conversations at the United
Nations, TINT helps large and small organizations to create stronger relationships with the local and global community.
2. TINT was one of the first companies to create a content platform with these capabilities. As the market becomes more saturated, we
differentiate ourselves by A) the ability to easily distribute the earned content onto multiple marketing channels B) Our Suggested Post
Engine which uses machine learning to understand which pieces of content will be the most effective and C) our worldwide license of
social display patents which allows for our clients to display geotagged and social content on ad networks around the world. D) Our
need NOT to fundraise which gives us the ability to experiment with our product.
3. TINT launched in 2013 in Los Angeles and became widely used in 2014. It was primarily used on websites. Since then the company
has moved to San Francisco and provides flexibility for brands to aggregate 20+ content channels onto multiple marketing touchpoints
with advanced filtering capabilities.
4. Miracle Messages- "We used TINT at a crucial moment in our development: as we help homeless people reconnect with their long
lost loved ones through social media, being able to easily share and aggregate individuals posts into stories enables us to help reunite
families and change lives. I'm so grateful to be partners with TINT, and more importantly, be part of our collective family using
technology for good..." ~Kevin Adler, founder Miracle Messages kevin@miraclemessages.org https://www.tintup.com/blog/miraclemessages/
Loews Hotels used a nationwide roll-out of TINT to display region specific social content on each hotel's websites. They also ran
#TravelforReal campaign using TINT as for aggregation, display, and authentic engagement. Simon Kopec,
Simon.Kopec@loewshotels.com https://goo.gl/JMyAZ8
The Bubble Foundation - Seth is 5 years old and has SCID, a life-threatening disease that means he has no immune system. Seth’s parents
got a handful of people to show their support by wearing yellow, since yellow symbolizes strong immune systems. Social media went
crazy posting 1000s of pictures around the world. Celebrities like Ashton Kutcher joined in. TINT aggregated and displayed
#wearyellowforseth posts into their site to share the images with Seth. https://goo.gl/kAKZdV
World Wildlife Fund- Social on screens in London Underground https://goo.gl/oXWdTu
Travelocity - https://www.tintup.com/clients/travelocity

Sustainability and competition (please provide information on this solution sustainability):
1. Nestle, United Nations, Loews Hotels, Dutch Government, iHeart Radio, Planned Parenthood, Atlantis-The Palm Dubai, Krispy Kreme,
Time Inc.
2. Olapic, Stackla, Tagboard, Wayin
3. TINT stands out because we can serve every industry whereas many of our competitors focus on specific verticals. Because TINT has
not taken on VC funding it allows us to serve clients with less budget and be more flexible in our offerings. This means we can work
more closely with non-profits and social organizations to create more powerful campaigns, whereas our competition typically cannot.
Also, the simplicity of our platform allows brands to easily be ready for implementation in under 5 minutes. Finally, partnerships with
Young&Rubicam, iab, Cisco, Broadsign, Exterion Media, AdWeek, Advertising Week, The DRUM, The Holmes Report, Brightsign, Four
Winds Interactive and more coming have allowed us to stand out among competition.
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4. Budgets $12,000/year+. Marketing team of at least 10 people. Follower count of 10,000+ on social networks. Consistent campaigns
running throughout the year. Industry with a focus on images (retail, hospitality, travel). Consistent audience on marketing channels
(signage viewers, website page views, ad displays).
5. TINT plans to continue using our profitable business model to expand our team in Asia. We hope to add 10 more employees by the
end of the year. In the past we have successfully grown a sustainable office in London and Dubai. Now we want to replicate that in Asia
(Asia office location is not decided yet). TINT is in a unique position to be successful with our Asian expansion due to our strong financial
culture. We are frugal with spending and have clear goals and expenses defined to ensure the highest chance of success. We still take
calculated risks, but our ability to stay profitable for almost 3.5 years, as first time entrepreneurs, shows that we can likely replicate this
model successfully in Asia.
We also plan to continue building our machine learning capabilities to help source the best content as well as more advanced enterprise
management functionalities to help the efficiency of global roll-outs.

Potential impact (please provide information on your solution potential impact):
1. Strong communities and cultures are the reason countries thrive and grow. For thousands of years stories and traditions have been
passed down in writing and through word of mouth. In the past 70 years, with the increased accessibility to worldwide transportation
and the fast expanding capabilities of technology, these traditions and conversations have been shared with more people. Now that
social media and the internet access is widely spread, info can be spread in seconds. TINT is an important aspect of social transformation
for developed and developing communities, regions, governments, and global organizations.
Just as TINT helped connect homeless men and women with their families by displaying aggregated social stories on a website
(https://www.tintup.com/blog/miracle-messages/), TINT can help other organizations bring people together. Right now, people are
talking about everything on social media. But it is hard to access all the relevant information. With TINT, regions can amplify messages,
and have higher connectedness through curated displays of social content.
People want to share and be a part of a community. That community is moving online. It is our job and the jobs of our governments to
use this technology for good and to increase prosperity. By integrating social media platforms like TINT into the strategies of local
communities and national governments, citizens can feel A) That they are being led by modern and strategic leaders B) Their voice is
heard C) They can connect their message with positive social impact/business.
2. You would never think that a Fruits and Vegetables warehouse would need a successful social media strategy to increase business.
You also might not think it relates to economic impact in regions and communities. However, it is very relevant. One of our highest
performing TINT clients, Specialty Produce, sells fruits and vegetables to stores in southern California. Their CEO is innovative and
decided to use social media to learn more about what people are saying about the products they sell
(https://www.tintup.com/clients/specialty-produce). He also wanted to help his employees feel more empowered in their jobs.
The Specialty Produce CEO installed ~40 screens in his warehouse and created a successful hashtag campaign for local vendors and
customers to share stories about the fruits and vegetables they received. The employees in the warehouse could now see the value of
their work in real time on TVs while they were working. It empowers them to do their best every day. Also, management is able to make
more informed decisions about strategy.
This situation above can be replicated around the world. For governments, TINT can allow them to provide better decisions that can
affect local businesses. It can also allow local corporations to be creative to expand business and connect with customers. Social media
is proven to make purchasing decisions easier. If local ad agencies and corporations add this to their marketing strategy, they can find
better economic outcomes.
3. Tourism companies display beautiful pictures to encourage travel to their location. By putting your communities content in a
marketing strategy and creating strong marketing messages, Asian tourism boards/businesses/non-profits/governments can make
encourage more business and better community relationships. TINT can assist in this marketing transformation.

Scalability (please provide information on your solution implementation scalability/replicability):
1. If website implementation, the website needs to be able to accept an embed code. If signage implementation, the signage needs to
be able to render an HTML5 based URL. If social ad implementation, Customer needs to have license to use the content.
2. Development resources - Overall TINT can be implemented by someone without technical knowledge. However, there are instances
where a team will purchase TINT, want to do deeper customizations, and have trouble finding the resources on their end to take it to
the finish line. TINT does not do custom dev work.
Marketing resources - There are times when a marketer will purchase TINT, but they lack the ideas to implement it successfully. TINTs
strategists can help develop ideas and share best practices, but we are not an agency and do not develop campaigns and marketing
strategies for brands. We recommend that brands should have a solid marketing strategy to use TINT to it's potential. Just putting social
content on a website won't necessarily bring value. There needs to be a bigger initiative that the Customer's marketing team is able to
develop and manage.
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Scalable moderation - Our platform is currently not efficient for moderation and admin control for massive global brands displaying
100s of social hubs on their marketing channels. We are actively working on building an enterprise dashboard which will allow scalable
moderation and separation of regions/teams within a master account.
A administrator within the TINT platform would need to understand very basic English to navigate our platform. Other than that, I am
unable to recall barriers associated with language/system migration of our solution into other programs.
3. There are opportunities for local entrepreneurs to resell our solution. We currently work with resellers around the world. One
example is an Indian Reseller that resells TINT to their event/corporate clients (http://seeshub.com/). We are currently searching for
similar resellers/partners throughout Asia. We would be looking for local companies/agencies or businesspeople that are well
connected in the business community to be able to bring TINT's solution to a wider audience.
Employee Engagement with our solution is rapidly growing. Just as our solution is used for marketing teams to connect with customers,
Human Resources teams are also using it to connect with employees. Brands also need to find ways to bring their global offices together
to foster more company loyalty. TINT's solution allows brands to show off how their company differs from competitors and entices new
hires (ex: http://gallery.tintup.com/Office-Displays/i-CPFzZ3r/A).
4. TINT has a strong track record of success in expanding offices. Our model for success in London, Dubai, and New York will provide us
a much better chance of succeeding in another country (specifically Taiwan). Our marketing, sales, and implementation materials can
quickly be changed to support the local communities, language, and business practices. This makes TINT a strong candidate for
international and regional expansion. Our business model is low impact and requires minimal injections of capital to make it work. TINT
relies on partnerships that provide mutual benefit and allow better community and local relationships to be formed.

Solution Pricing (please provide information on your solution pricing):
1. We make our pricing transparent. Daily, Monthly, and Yearly pricing with emphasis on Yearly Pricing. Annual contracts range from
$6,000 - $80,000+
2. The solution can be quickly customized within our platform. However, customers sometimes choose to do development work on top
of our solution. In this case, it requires development and design resources from the Customer. Depending on a Customer's use case
they will also have to dedicate certain amounts of time to moderating the content. This ranges from 0 minutes/year to 1 hour/day
depending on the amount of content and the channels/filters they choose. Most infrastructure from Signage, Websites, Mobile Apps,
are already in place when purchasing TINT and therefore require minimal investment from the customer.
3. TINT prices scale based on connections, moderation/filters, strategy/support needed. All described below. Everything is cloud based.
Connections: A client needing to display 1 hashtag feed will pay less than a hotel that wants to display a separate hashtag, pinterest
page, YouTube Playlist, and TripAdvisor feed for 1000 hotels. For example if a client aggregates #TINT from Instagram within our
platform, that counts as 1 connection. If they pull in #TINT from Twitter. That is the second connection. More connections = higher
contract value.
Moderation Filters: Different moderation features and filters will determine cost. For example, it costs more to be able to filter images,
block users, and upload blocked word lists than it does for a client to just let every piece of content onto their website with the ability
to remove irrelevant content. Other filters include Likes, Shares, Comments, Followers, Date, Language, and Locations (coming soon).
Advanced moderation = higher contract value
4. http://www.tintup.com/pricing. TINT does provide discounted options for resellers and partners. These are negotiated based on the
partner's location, business model, and # of clients. For example, TINT provides a separate payment model for our Indian partner since
they only sell TINT for one use case at events. For other partners (like signage partners) TINT offers lower pricing models due to the
number of clients that they help TINT to find.

Additional funding needed?
None needed at this time

Amount funding needed (USD):
0

Other relevant information related to your solution (please provide any and all other relevant information related to
your solution):
TINT is currently a member of Young and Rubicam's SparkPlug program. We are provided with 6 months of office space with potential
mentoring opportunities in exchange for us interacting with their teams to help educate and excite them on new technologies.
Two potential risks to keep in mind:
1. Risk of social networks shutting down their public APIs available to 3rd parties. If this happens, we would remain in business, however
it could pose an issue with certain clients who need content from that specific network.
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2. Legal challenges of User Rights to use photos. We currently abide by all legal requirements to gain rights to content. However, because
social media is still in its relative infancy, new laws could be created which increase the difficulty to redisplay user generated content.

Would you like to attach any documents regarding this solution?
TINT-Feature-Deck.pdf
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13. 4 Total E llc / How to create heaven on earth
Organization profile:
Starter up, automated system for creating Heaven on Earth

Website:
https://ericbonnici.com/how-to-create-heaven-on-earth/

Company Type:
For profit

Ownership:
Private venture

Year founded:
1997

Headquarters address:
P.O. Box 6772
Kamuela, HI 96743
United States
Map It

Other Countries with operations (optional, multi select):
Organization social media:


https://www.facebook.com/LiveUnconditionalLove/



https://www.youtube.com/user/EricBonnici



LinkedIn Eric Bonnici



Twitter Eric Bonnici

Awards received:
Other relevant corporate information:

Economic Figures
Fiscal Year of the date presented:
2017

Revenue/Budget (USD):
0

Revenue growth from last fiscal year (%):
0

Expected revenue growth for next fiscal year (%):
Number of employees:
0001

Market Cap/Valuation (USD):
Total funding received (USD):
0

Legal/Compliance status:

Leadership of the organization
Leading executive treatment: Mr.
Name of the leading executive: Eric Bonnici
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Position title: Owner
Personal profile:
Eric Bonnici is a father, public speaker, workshop leader, entrepreneur, Applied Meditation Counselor/Trainer, certified Qi Gong
Trainer/Healer, a Black belt in Judo and originator/consultant for Open Heart Marketing® and the founder of Living Unconditionally®, a
non-profit educational organization. Eric also is an owner of 4 Total E LLC a marketing, consulting, and publishing company. He has
authored 3 books, 2 online courses, an online training and originator of how to create heaven on earth.

Executive email:
eric@4totale.com

Phone number:
808-895-5737

Gender:
Male

Nationality:
Full address (If different than headquarters address):
United States
Map It

Personal social media:
Assistant´s name:
Assistant´s e-mail:
Other relevant on the info Executive:
Other senior leadership:

Candidate Solutions Details
Solution name:
How to create heaven on earth

Website:
https://ericbonnici.com/how-to-create-heaven-on-earth/

For apps available in online stores, please provide link:
Business type (multi select):


B2B



B2C

Maturity stage of the solution:
Going to Market

Focus area (multi select):


Communications & Media



Consumer & Retail



E-commerce & Online marketplaces



Education & Edtech



Enterprise & Corporate Solutions



Governamental Services & Citizenship



IoT - Internet of Things

Solution profile and success case (please provide information on your innovative solution):
A view of humanity through the eyes of the unconditional love in each of us, that reveals the heaven on earth that is right here right
now.
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Sustainability and competition (please provide information on this solution sustainability):
A newmarket that is sustainable as long as we see the value in recognizing the unconditional love in ourselves, and how this reveals
heaven on earth.

Potential impact (please provide information on your solution potential impact):
A global resurrection of the unconditional love in each of us, revealing the heaven on earth that is right here right now.

Scalability (please provide information on your solution implementation scalability/replicability):
Translation of the site will need to be done. Affiliate opportunities are lucrative/residual and are available to anyone. Also seeking
facilitators and locations for online training.

Solution Pricing (please provide information on your solution pricing):
Pricing scale from $5 to $1000. When scaled, appropriate staffing will be needed to maintain and continue developing site.

Additional funding needed?
Amount funding needed (USD):
Other relevant information related to your solution (please provide any and all other relevant information related to
your solution):
Site could eventually be moved to a different technological platform.

Would you like to attach any documents regarding this solution?
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14. Qualitor Software e Serviços em Informatica S.A / Jobapply.chat
Organization profile:
Existing business with a established product (software), spinning-off a new innovative solution

Website:
http://www.qualitor.com.br

Company Type:
For profit

Ownership:
Private venture

Year founded:
1991

Headquarters address:
Av Ceara 1652
Porto Alegre, RS 90240-512
Brazil
Map It

Other Countries with operations (optional, multi select):
Organization social media:


https://www.facebook.com/qualitor.gestaodeatendimento



https://www.linkedin.com/company/qualitor-software

Awards received:
Other relevant corporate information:

Economic Figures
Fiscal Year of the date presented:
2016

Revenue/Budget (USD):
$2,500,000.00

Revenue growth from last fiscal year (%):
10

Expected revenue growth for next fiscal year (%):
10

Number of employees:
0048

Market Cap/Valuation (USD):
$3,000,000.00

Total funding received (USD):
0

Legal/Compliance status:
N/A

Leadership of the organization
Leading executive treatment: Mr.
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Name of the leading executive: Juliano Statdlober
Position title: Co-owner CTO
Personal profile:
Bachelor’s Degree in Economic Sciences and Postgraduate in IT Governance, working in IT since 1983, with knowledge and expertise
including COBIT, ITIL, BPM, KM, project management and quality management systems. Professional experience in service management
and business process management. Author of 2 books, about quality management related to help desk and customer care and about
Knowledge management related to help-desk and customer care (international version available @ amazon).

Executive email:
jstatdlober@qualitor.com.br

Phone number:
555130256699

Gender:
Male

Nationality:
Brazilian

Full address (If different than headquarters address):
Assistant´s name:
Assistant´s e-mail:
Personal social media:


https://www.linkedin.com/in/juliano-statdlober-822276/

Other relevant on the info Executive:
Other senior leadership:

Candidate Solutions Details
Solution name:
Jobapply.chat

Website:
http://www.faledireto.com.br
For apps available in online stores, please provide link:
Business type (multi select):


B2B



B2C

Maturity stage of the solution:
Going to Market

Focus area (multi select):


Artificial Intelligence & Cognitive Computing



Enterprise & Corporate Solutions



Social Media & Society

Solution profile and success case (please provide information on your innovative solution):
1. Our solution is a platform for development of Chabot’s specialized in pre-employment / pre-hiring interviews and assessments.
Complete interviews and assessments are configured in the platform with absolutely no programming, being made available in websites
or Facebook’s messenger.
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2. The innovative feature is the assessment function, which makes possible to configure any desired assessment, be it a psychological
assessment, skill assessment or even knowledge assessment. Assessments can be made available together with traditional interview
questions. At the end of the virtual interview answered by the applicant, at the company’s website or at FB’s messenger, our solution
suggests the most suitable candidates to the open position according to a score schema defined in the assessments. It also makes easy
to hiring people to search for applicants using any desired criteria, or even review complete interviews/assessments. This saves huge
amounts of time, once interviews with applicants who are not suitable to open positions are prevented. Only pre-approved applicants
are invited to follow traditional hiring process.
3.The solution is currently being tested and used internally in our company, once is being prepared for release to market at this moment.

Sustainability and competition (please provide information on this solution sustainability):
1. Our solution is being released to market at this moment, there are no customers yet.
2.Main competitors could be other chatbot platforms, but none of which we know support assessments as we do.
3.Our advantage is the uniqueness of the pre-employment assessment test (pre-hiring assessment) module that is available in our
solution.
4-Ideal customers are businesses of all sizes and areas, which have intensive hiring of employees, once pre-selection process takes a lot
of time, effort and therefore costs.
5.Growth is to be made possible as the solutions is available in cloud and can be easily escalated worldwide, once was developed
supporting multi languages. The hiring process is similar worldwide, it is always necessary to interview and assess applicants, so the
solution has global potential.

Potential impact (please provide information on your solution potential impact):
1. The most important transformation for applicants is that they spend less time going to hiring companies for pre-employment
interviews and assessments. This helps to reduce time spent, costs and also reduces impact on transportation in cities, once applicants
do not go to hiring companies at first, they go thru pre-employment interview from where they are, digitally.
3.From the hiring company side, there is a huge optimization in time spent with pre-hiring process, once they focus on applicants that
are suitable according to pre-employment assessment and virtual interview.

Scalability (please provide information on your solution implementation scalability/replicability):
1. There are no pre-requisites, once the solution is available from cloud.
2.There are no barriers, once the solution is configured in the desired language and hiring process is similar worldwide.
3.The solution can be made available worldwide.

Solution Pricing (please provide information on your solution pricing):
1. There are 2 models of pricing, per message sent by the user (applicant) or by assessment/interview. Actually the solution is build with
a background tool that supports any model for pricing, it only depends on commercial conditions of the region where it is being used.

Additional funding needed?
As described in next question, we are looking either for partnerships for technological development in AI and machine learning or
funding for our R&D needs. Funding would also be necessary for promotion and marketing.

Amount funding needed (USD):
$500,000.00

Other relevant information related to your solution (please provide any and all other relevant information related to
your solution):
1. We do believe our major risks are related to our current capacity in R&D, due to our size. We plan to go deeper in more advanced AI
and machine learning technologies to be incorporated to our solution, as for analyzing textual responses of applicants, for instance, and
using ML to compare applicant’s responses to other interviews. For this reason technological partnerships would be a great option, as
well as investment partnerships for funding our R&D.

Would like to attach any documents regarding this solution?
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15. GoRiseMe Limited / Global Business & Fundraising Solutions!
Organization profile:
What is GoRiseMe? GoRiseMe-Global Opportunities! Revolutionary Interaction Solutions for Entrepreneur! Moulds of Eminent! - is
Global #1 B2B & CSR Co

Website:
https://www.goriseme.com/

Company Type:
Social venture

Ownership:
Private venture

Year founded:
2015

Headquarters address:
House#58, Road#03, Sector#05
Uttara Model Town
Dhaka, Uttara 1230
Bangladesh
Map It

Other Countries with operations (optional, multi select):


United States

Organization social media:


https://www.facebook.com/GoRiseMe



https://www.linkedin.com/company/goriseme



www.alexa.com/siteinfo/goriseme.com



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xcb6khu_YbA

Awards received:
Award by GP 2016

Other relevant corporate information:
Global Smile by GoRiseMe.com
Global Business & Fundraising Network!

Economic Figures
Fiscal Year of the date presented:
2017

Revenue/Budget (USD):
$12,500.00

Revenue growth from last fiscal year (%):
35

Expected revenue growth for next fiscal year (%):
55

Number of employees:
1056

Market Cap/Valuation (USD):
$500,000.00
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Total funding received (USD):
$50,000.00

Legal/Compliance status:
GoRiseMe Limited by RJSC herein Bangladesh.

Leadership of the organization
Leading executive treatment: Mr.
Name of the leading executive: Ahsan Habib
Position title: Founder & CEO
Personal profile:
Ahsan Habib is a Bangladeshi Entrepreneur.

Executive email:
ceo@goriseme.com

Phone number:
+8801762543797

Gender:
Male

Nationality:
Bangladeshi

Full address (If different than headquarters address):
Assistant´s name:
Asad

Assistant´s e-mail:
finance@goriseme.com

Personal social media:


https://bd.linkedin.com/in/ahsanhabib1971

Other relevant on the info Executive:
He is also Founder & President of BDAID Foundation.

Other senior leadership:
Mr. Masudul Haque

Candidate Solutions Details
Solution name:
Global Business & Fundraising Solutions!

Website:
https://www.goriseme.com/

For apps available in online stores, please provide link:
https://www.goriseme.com/

Business type (multi select):


B2B

Maturity stage of the solution:
Growth & Scale

Focus area (multi select):
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Services - On demand & Added value

Solution profile and success case (please provide information on your innovative solution):
What is GoRiseMe?
GoRiseMe-Global Opportunities! Revolutionary Interaction Solutions for Entrepreneur! Moulds of Eminent! - is Global #1 B2B & CSR
Corporate Gateway.
This ethical eco marketplace began in 2015 as a humble means (Global Smile) which is empowering to you.
Why GoRiseMe?
GoRiseMe is virtual Worlds most popular Business & Charities developments gateway.
We continue to sustainable developments services to help Business & Charities to do more and add new dimensions & discover new
opportunities.
How GoRiseMe Task?
GoRiseMe is very easier to access to information (a2i) to explore B2B & CSR in Global Market.
Which are recognized your ground as follows: Connect @ GoRiseMe , Task @ GoRiseMe and finally Prosperity @ GoRiseMe
we strive to expand our services to become central in everyday rising of our valued users.
Overall we are committed to care about your needs and desire prosperity. So, Come for Glory...

Sustainability and competition (please provide information on this solution sustainability):
GoRiseMe will reshape the private equity business or industry by democratizing early stage investing; Connect founders, buyers, sellers
& investor to capital allowing their ideas to transform into successful companies, charity, simultaneously creating new investment
opportunities for individual or corporate investors. Early in #GoRiseMe is formation we realized that an investment community must
be built on trust, and in order for a business to be trusted, its core value must be integrity. We're revolutionizing venture financing or
selling by making the process easier, faster impact and more transparent. We operate leading online and mobile marketplaces in charity,
retail and wholesale trade, as well as cloud computing and other services. We provide technology and services to enable consumers,
merchants, and other participants to conduct commerce in our ecosystem.
We're unique, innovative, comprehensive & transparent that's why we lead the World. Connect @ GoRiseMe We enable millions of
commercial and social interactions among our users, between consumers and merchants, and among businesses every day. Task @
GoRiseMe We empower our customers with the fundamental infrastructure for commerce and data technology, so that they can build
businesses and create value that can be shared among our ecosystem participants. Prosperity @ GoRiseMe We strive to expand our
products and services to become central to the everyday rising of our customers. We think out site the box and feel your need. We
hope your desire prosperity. So, Come For Glory...

Potential impact (please provide information on your solution potential impact):
Global Business & Fundraising Solutions both in Corporate & Personal ground.

Scalability (please provide information on your solution implementation scalability/replicability):
Global Smile by GoRiseMe.com
Connect - Task - Prosperity @GoRiseMe

Solution Pricing (please provide information on your solution pricing):
https://www.goriseme.com/planpricing
Additional funding needed?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xcb6khu_YbA

Amount funding needed (USD):
$50,000.00

Other relevant information related to your solution (please provide any and all other relevant information related to
your solution):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZrU6Rw265fU
and
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YVdmYWj8vIQ

Would you like to attach any documents regarding this solution?


Brochure-of-GoRiseMe.pdf
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16. Daskal Bulgaria AD / YourTutor
Organization profile:
Startup

Website:
http://www.yourtutor.us

Company Type:
For profit

Ownership:
Private venture

Year founded:
2016

Headquarters address:
14 stantsionna street
gabrovo, gabrovo 5300
United States
Map It

Other Countries with operations (optional, multi select):


Germany



United States

Organization social media:


https://www.facebook.com/daskal.eu/

Awards received:
First place in the education field and for startup of the year for 2016 by the Bulgarian magazine B2B
Was finalist for the innovation award at BETT Asia 2016 in Malaysia

Other relevant corporate information:
We got accepted at Facebook accelerator - FB Start
We have partnerships for CSR project with Vivacom - The biggest Bulgarian telecom operator and with Investor media group - several
TV channels and franchise of Bloomberg Bulgaria, etc)

Economic Figures
Fiscal Year of the date presented:
2016

Revenue/Budget (USD):
$1,000.00

Revenue growth from last fiscal year (%):
100

Expected revenue growth for next fiscal year (%):
900

Number of employees:
0009

Market Cap/Valuation (USD):
Total funding received (USD):
$150,000.00
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Legal/Compliance status:
We have JSCo registered in Bulgaria, which owns the IP rights and in 2017 we registered a Ltd in Delaware, USA, which is 100% subsidiary
of Daskal Bulgaria. Any moment we will register a company in Germany to serve our German operations.

Leadership of the organization
Leading executive treatment: Mr.
Name of the leading executive: Kaloian Kirilov
Position title: CEO and co-founder
Personal profile:
After I received my MBA with full scholarship from GVSU -USA, I set up an own M&A advisory boutique, which according to
Mergermarket turned to one of the leading local M&A boutiques, had an unsuccessful online shop, and the last two years I am
dealing with the Edtech project.

Executive email:
kirilov@yourtutor.us

Phone number:
+359889444260

Gender:
Male

Nationality:
Bulgarian

Full address (If different than headquarters address):
8 the Green, Suite A
That;s for the American entity
Dover, DELAWARE 19901
United States
Map It

Assistant´s name:
Assistant´s e-mail:
Personal social media:
Other relevant on the info Executive:
Other senior leadership:
I used be also an Interim CEO in 2010 of the biggest Bulgarian plastic pipes producer fro 4 months.

Candidate Solutions Details
Solution name:
YourTutor

Website:
http://yourtutor.us

For apps available in online stores, please provide link:
Business type (multi select):


B2B



B2C

Maturity stage of the solution:
Going to Market

Focus area (multi select):
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Education & Edtech

Solution profile and success case (please provide information on your innovative solution):
We have built a platform, which is like a virtual school and can substitute any school/university completely. it is done by the integration
of three modules:
1. A Virtual classroom built on the new technology WebRTC, perhaps the best one in the world
2. A Learning Management systems, where a teacher can upload different materials in his virtual cabinets, give tests, and homework to
the students
3. a Module where a teacher can produce his own content/video lessons and give/sell it to the students
All this can be used on mobile devise because our virtual classroom is on webRTC, not flash

Sustainability and competition (please provide information on this solution sustainability):
There are two lines of business:
1. retail - where are trying to built marketplaces in the various countries for online tutoring of students and lifelong learning of adults
2. B2B - where we can sell license or white label to schools/universities or even corporations, which can use it for internal training or
collaboration
There are many competitors.
In the retail market there a many online tutoring platforms but most of them are just marketplaces and use skype but skype is not
designed for teaching. Companies in the Asian region such as www.italki.com or www.itutorgroup.com which has 1 billion valuation
but we have better technology even if it sounds unbelievable:)
In the corporate market competitors are Webex and ww.gotomeeting.com
of course the biggest competitor is skype:)
In the School/Universities we will compete with LMS like Moodle and Blackboard
Our main solutions are two:
1. Our virtual classroom is the best in terms of technology and features, which allows a teacher to teach the same way he does offline
2. The integration of the three parts which creates a virtual school, a complete service

Potential impact (please provide information on your solution potential impact):
Our tool makes education much more affordable and accessible. Students can have access tot he best teachers nevertheless location
and time
In the B2B market we can save millions of the government because the future is of the e-learning and virtual schools. No need of
buildings and bills for heating. as a result the tuition will be much smaller

Scalability (please provide information on your solution implementation scalability/replicability):
It is a platform and we just have to translate the interface in the local language, which happens for 2-4 weeks and we can be in any
country. Even right now we have
daskal.eu in Bulgaria
yourtutor.us in USA
www.tutorland.de in germany

Solution Pricing (please provide information on your solution pricing):
We make money three ways:
1. sell accounts to the teachers like Webex
2. teachers can create their own video lessons and sell it like on Udemy. we just take a commission
3. we can sell license or white label to schools/universities and corporations

Additional funding needed?
yes, we need funding for each country we want to develop it to develop the local marketplace. Local team and marketing. or we need
a JV partner to help us with that

Amount funding needed (USD):
$500,000.00
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Other relevant information related to your solution (please provide any and all other relevant information related to
your solution):
Things in Edtech happens much smaller compared to other startups in sexy industries like VR, Blockchain, Fintexh because education is
very conservative and people in Europe are very slow in adapting technology, which is not the case in Asia for example. The good part
is that once you make it it is very defensible industry. take for example Moodle. it is dying but it will take years for Blackboard, canvas
and other LMS to take over.

Would you like to attach any documents regarding this solution?


YourTutor.US_2017_07_17.pptx
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17. GastroBox / GastroBox
Organization profile:
We're your personal Chef, we create amazing recipes, portion and prep the ingredients, and deliver to your home, every week.
Everyone can cook now.

Website:
http://gastrobox.com.br

Company Type:
For profit

Ownership:
Private venture

Year founded:
2016

Headquarters address:
SAAN Quadra 02 Lote 420 Sala 16
TheBrain CoWorking
Brasília, DF 70632-200
Brazil
Map It

Other Countries with operations (optional, multi select):
Organization social media:



http://facebook.com/gastroboxbr
@gastroboxbr

Awards received:
We were selected to participate of the MIT Beyond Food Bootcamp, that will happen on September/2017. We're incubated in a
University, at IESBLab. We participated of Campus Party in June/2017 as Startup & Makers.

Other relevant corporate information:
We're currently on sales. We worked in private beta mode for 6 months to develop recipes and we make several landing pages
gathering about 11k subscribers in all Brazil interested in our solution.

Economic Figures
Fiscal Year of the date presented:
2017

Revenue/Budget (USD):
$10,000.00

Revenue growth from last fiscal year (%):
100

Expected revenue growth for next fiscal year (%):
100

Number of employees:
0006

Market Cap/Valuation (USD):
$2,500,000.00

Total funding received (USD):
0
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Legal/Compliance status:
We are regulated by RDC 276 and 326 of ANVISA, in accordance with FAO standards for Food Manufacturing Practices. We are
developing a thermocirculator, an intelligent equipment that will allow the easier and automated cooking of the GastroBox, though still
under development, under industrial secrecy for subsequent patent registration;

Leadership of the organization
Leading executive treatment: Mr.
Name of the leading executive: Diego Rhoger
Position title: CEO
Personal profile:
Diego is a Chef du Cuisine and a FullStack Developer, former Lawyer specialized in Labor Law, has worked for over 8 years as Chef du
Cuisine and more than 16 as a self-employed professional, has a wide network of contacts and close relationships with unions and
associations. He leads two parallel movements, one of entrepreneurship and one of healthy eating, being one of the ambassadors of
Food Revolution Day in Brazil.

Executive email:
diego@gastrobox.com.br

Phone number:
+5561999480896

Gender:
Male

Nationality:
Brazil

Full address (If different than headquarters address):
SHVP Rua 04 Chácara 25 Casa 42B
Vicente Pires
Brasília, DF 71002-305
Brazil
Map It

Assistant´s name:
Assistant´s e-mail:
Personal social media:


https://www.linkedin.com/in/diegorhoger/

Other relevant on the info Executive:
Other senior leadership:

Candidate Solutions Details
Solution name:
GastroBox

Website:
http://gastrobox.com.br

For apps available in online stores, please provide link:
https://itunes.apple.com/br/app/gastrobox/id1245980703?mt=8

Business type (multi select):


B2C

Maturity stage of the solution:
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Going to Market

Focus area (multi select):


Services - On demand & Added value

Solution profile and success case (please provide information on your innovative solution):
Currently we have 3 subscription plans, the GastroBox Experience with 01 Revenue for 02 People per month in the amount of R $ 79.90
/ month, the Classic GastroBox with 02 Recipes for 02 People per week in the amount of R $ 140 / week and the GastroBox Master With
02 Recipes for 04 People per week in the amount of R $ 240 / Week.
We teach people how to cook, educate on the ingredients, value the small farmers and their ingredients, all through a pre-portioned
and pre-prepared food subscription service using cook and chill and sous vide technologies to prepare the GastroBoxes without addition
of preservatives or chemicals, ensuring the most natural food quality possible.
We sanitize and pre-prepare all the ingredients, we create easy and practical recipes that facilitated by the technology of Sous Vide and
Cook And Chill can be prepared quickly and practically between 20 30min independent of revenue.
Our Methodology of teaching of gastronomy proprietary. In addition we are developing a community about services and products. And
we are developing intelligent equipment to facilitate the cooking process with our GastroBox, an example is the thermocirculator, which
when receiving the box and connect to the application automatically indicates the cooking times.
Another technology we are developing is the use of artificial intelligence and voice commands through GastroBot, a smart bot that
teaches you how to cook GastroBox. We are also developing algorithms collecting information on personal tastes and tastes to develop
and cluster the preferences of our users and thus better program the cycle of production of the ingredients with small farmers who
otherwise would not have access to this technology.

Sustainability and competition (please provide information on this solution sustainability):
1/3 of the food is wasted. We believe that the Food Industry needs to change! The current system is programmed to generate food
waste and exaggerated consumption of industrialized products. 50% of the population is overweight. There is a billion dollar industry
that wants you to stay that way! They want you to eat more and worse. And 2/3 of the deaths are caused by illnesses related to poor
diet. Pou solution helps to bring the ingredient from the farm to the table in less than 3 days, and we also educate our consumers about
those ingredients and their benefit and use
In Brazil, Chef Time (cheftime.com.br) and Fresh Time (freshtime.com.br), both of Movile. On the outside, Blue Apron (blueapron.com),
HelloFresh (hellofresh.com), Marley Spoon (marleyspoon.com) and Plated (plated.com) are the largest. We consider ChefTime a threat
because, in addition to being the first in the São Paulo market, they have the support of a Movile Startups chain and can offer free
delivery services to all customers and their easy access to capital. More rapid national expansion. We also see our foreign competitors
as a threat because they can enter the market with strong potential for expansion and marketing. Our competitors realize that
customers want to cook and want to make this process easier, but we understand that our client does not want to have almost any
work. While they ship the entire ingredients in-natura without sanitizing, we sanitize and pre-prepare all the ingredients, we create
easy and practical recipes that facilitated by the technology of Sous Vide and Cook And Chill can be prepared quickly and practically
between 20 30min independent of revenue.

Potential impact (please provide information on your solution potential impact):
We intend to expand our operations throughout Brazil, and to the world! In our operation we simplified the process of distribution and
logistics of food, we set up a network of local producers, and where possible organic and station. We encourage the small local farmer
and the development of sustainable production. We select the best seasoning ingredients and assemble balanced and delicious recipes,
sanitize, portion and deliver in less than 3 days after harvest.

Scalability (please provide information on your solution implementation scalability/replicability):
Our growth is conditioned to our cash flow, since it is food services. To a great extent, our planning is based on two premises, expansion
by our own stores, and expansion by franchises. The two forms of expansion can fit into the business model depending on cash flow
and capital for investment in new units. We still have to test the delivery model and compare its profitability against the physical point,
however the two models of logistics will be concomitant, depending on the outcome coexistent, and the Last Mile will be made by the
company.

Solution Pricing (please provide information on your solution pricing):
Currently we have 3 subscription plans, the GastroBox Experience with 01 Revenue for 02 People per month in the amount of R $ 79.90
/ month, the Classic GastroBox with 02 Recipes for 02 People per week in the amount of R $ 140 / week and the GastroBox Master With
02 Recipes for 04 People per week in the amount of R $ 240 / Week. Our markup varies between 24 to 33%, depending on the recipe.

Additional funding needed?
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We are seeking the funding of a $ 500 million Seed round to expand our services in the Midwest region of Brazil, initially reaching about
10K users, reaching a turnover of 1 million a month.
Depending on the investment achieved we will allocate in equipment acquisition, delivery vehicles, cash flow and marketing. We
currently have the capacity to produce up to 5000 GastroBoxes per month, and the increase in users also implies the hiring of labor.

Amount funding needed (USD):
$500,000.00

Other relevant information related to your solution (please provide any and all other relevant information related to
your solution):
We were selected to participate of the MIT Beyond Food Bootcamp, that will happen on September/2017. We're incubated in a
University, at IESBLab. We participated of Campus Party in June/2017 as Startup & Makers. We are currently initiating the strategy of
partnerships with public agencies and big private companies, associations and unions in the Brasilia region, offering discounts and
benefits for associates to test our solution and, nevertheless, we plan to gamify the sharing through social networks of our users using
the strategy of sweepstakes and nomination As a benefits program. And we are developing intelligent equipment to facilitate the
cooking process with our GastroBox, an example is the thermocirculator, which when receiving the box and connect to the application
automatically indicates the cooking times. Another technology we are developing is the use of artificial intelligence and voice commands
through GastroBot, a smart bot that teaches you how to cook GastroBox. We are also developing algorithms collecting information on
personal tastes and tastes to develop and cluster the preferences of our users and thus better program the cycle of production of the
ingredients with small farmers who otherwise would not have access to this technology.

Would you like to attach any documents regarding this solution?


MITBeyondFoodBootcampAdmissionsLetter-Diego-Rhoger.pdf
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18. Chaddenwych Services Limited / Flexibility Trading Platform
Organization profile:
Electron is a startup specialising in blockchian platforms for the energy sector

Website:
http://www.electron.org.uk

Company Type:
For profit

Ownership:
Private venture

Year founded:
2015

Headquarters address:
86-90 Paul Street
Floor 3
London, N/A EC2A 4NE
United Kingdom
Map It

Other Countries with operations (optional, multi select):
Organization social media:


@ElectronDLT



https://www.linkedin.com/company-beta/7945922

Awards received:
We were awarded "Technology Pioneer" in June 2017 by the World Economic Forum for our energy flexibility trading platform.
We have also been awarded 2 Innovate UK grants - one for the development of an asset registration platform, that can be used to
facilitate actions such as faster energy-supplier switching, and the other for an investigatory project into the use of homomorphic
encryption for securing smart meter data.

Other relevant corporate information:
achievements, key partenrships, track record
We are partnered with the National Grid and Siemens to deliver our energy flexibility trading platform.
We have recently entered Ofgem's regulatory sandbox in a peer-to-peer energy trial. The project will involve a consortium of players
such as PassivSystems, Repowering London, University College of London, and is headed by EDF.

Economic Figures
Fiscal Year of the date presented:
2017

Revenue/Budget (USD):
$482,500.00

Revenue growth from last fiscal year (%):
500

Expected revenue growth for next fiscal year (%):
100

Number of employees:
0012

Market Cap/Valuation (USD):
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$2,000,000.00

Total funding received (USD):
$700,000.00

Legal/Compliance status:
We have one patent pending, reference number UKIPO 1701125.5

Leadership of the organization
Leading executive treatment: Mr.
Name of the leading executive: Paul Ellis
Position title: CEO & Co-founder
Personal profile:
Paul Ellis is the CEO and Co-founder of Electron. Paul spent 13 years in investment banking working in debt capital markets and
structured derivatives. He set up a technology and fintech incubator business and founded and ran a global interdealer electronic
trading platform for a number of years. After the sale of that business he became Head of Europe and Asia for a leading institutional etrading platform, before taking up his current position

Executive email:
paul.ellis@electron.org.uk

Phone number:
+44 2070961519

Gender:
Male

Nationality:
British

Full address (If different than headquarters address):
86-90 Paul Street
London
London EC2A 4NE
United Kingdom
Map It

Assistant´s name:
Oenone Scott

Assistant´s e-mail:
oenone.scott@electron.org.uk

Personal social media:
https://www.linkedin.com/in/paul-ellis-86b3319/

Other relevant on the info Executive:
Other senior leadership:
Our other active board members are Robert Mason, Joanna Hubbard (also COO & co-founder), and Paul Massara.
Robert Mason has 30 years private equity experience as a banker, GP LP and personal investor. He established the leveraged transaction
group; co-founded EAC, and has raised and invested 500m Euro in 3 funds.
Joanna Hubbard spent 4 years in renewable energy investment banking, worked in a cleantech VC and consulted on digital
transformation at McKinsey. She also coordinates the energy community for Singularity University in the UK.
Paul Massara is the CEO of Northstar Solar (a solar PV and battery company). He is the ex-CEO of RWE npowe, a RWE Ag executive
committee member and on their innovation board. Prior to this he was on the executive committee of Centrica plc.

Candidate Solutions Details
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Solution name:
Flexibility Trading Platform

Website:
http://www.electron.org.uk/

Business type (multi select):


B2B



B2C

Maturity stage of the solution:
Working on Product

Focus area (multi select):


Blockchains



Cleantech & Environmental Solutions



E-commerce & Online marketplaces



Energy

Solution profile and success case (please provide information on your innovative solution):
Electron, is building a multilateral trading platform for Demand-Side Response (DSR), that will enable collaborative trading between the
electricity industry and its consumers.
Drawing on blockchain technology and expertise from the financial services industry, this platform will bring all trading interest into a
single venue, without creating a new central monopoly to own and run that venue, in order to create greater pricing transparency and
enable collaborative trading- or value sharing- of DSR products.
In turn, this will create a larger pool of liquidity and promote the levels of participation and competition needed for a liquid and
competitive DSR marketplace.
There are three key innovations to our trading platform approach:
A) Collaborative Trading:
At present all DSR transactions are done bilaterally. This is highly inefficient. Trades that would happen collaboratively may not work
bilaterally. Costs are not distributed amongst participants, discouraging engagement and distorting prices, thus preventing price
discovery. Multiple bilateral platforms exclude smaller players and are expensive, thus impacting engagement.
Helios allows collaborative trades to be transacted and values allocated based on collaborative game theory and a disaggregation of
DSR actions into components. This is done by treating a user DSR action at a location as comprising a source controller with
accompanying location specific components specified by that controller. The components can be separately priced but when assembled
they form a collaboration that delivers the required DSR action.
B) Multiple Competing Trading Engines:
A traditional trading venue bundles together: pre and post trade transparency; enforcement of basic trading protocols; matching of
trading interests; and registration of interests and recording trades.
This has several disadvantages. There is no concept of collaboration. Furthermore independent venues compete on costs, fracturing
liquidity. This is a problem in collaborative trading, and venues’ incentives are to maximise trading fees and build barriers to entry.
Helios solves these problems by unbundling the traditional trading platform discrete parts. The essential insight is to use a blockchain
to secure the transactional element of the data and to act as a guarantor of neutrality for the trading protocol through transparent
smart contracts. Hence we can deliver an environment in which off blockchain trading engines can compete to provide matching trades
at the lowest cost without creating a monopoly.
C) Data Control:
Typically data value is lost to the originators as the platform has a monopoly over the data (i.e. it is expensive). On our platform the
originator retains control of the data.
We have conducted patent searches and are unaware of anything similar. We have filed a patent (UKIPO 1701125.5) for the key
innovations. The closest technology is PowerMatcher. However this does not include DSR and requires users to submit a demand
function which is unrealistic in a major system.
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We already have the proof of concept up and running (and have done for 6 months). It has been demonstrated to National Grid and
can be demonstrated to other parties either in person or by web cast. Currently a demonstration would consist of a series of screens
showing trade submissions, umpire contract validation and finally competing trading engine proposals with winning proposals being
highlighted by an umpire contract initiated transaction.

Sustainability and competition (please provide information on this solution sustainability):
Our key customer will be the National Grid, with whom we are already collaborating.
In the UK National Grid is currently the only customer for the majority of DSR products but they are seeking ways to bring other
stakeholders into the market and increase DSR liquidity, share costs and improve security of supply.
Consequently this trading platform is designed to allow more players to interface directly with the market, including electricity suppliers,
who are increasingly seeking to manage their own imbalances and provide flexibility services to customers, and Distribution Network
Operators (DNOs), who are seeking to better manage the load on their local assets. Aggregators and large energy users would also have
direct access.
Given the low-cost, extensible nature of blockchain, 10-15 years out we anticipate this platform to provide access to much smaller
energy users in partitioned micro-grids.
We would also seek to enter other markets, primarily the US (where National Grid is also present) and Europe.
Our main competition will come from larger Aggregators and Suppliers building their own proprietary flexibility trading platforms with
a view to this becoming a competitive advantage.
Some DNOs are also exploring possible routes to enter the market to manage constrained assets. However, our blockchain trading
venue would give all these market participants access to the largest most liquid pool of flexibility and simplify their access to market.
There are also two other energy blockchain companies- LO3 and PowerLedger- exploring peer-to-peer trading in microgrids who might
wish to expand into flexibility, however their approach is “bottom-up” where ours is “top-down”. These may meet in the middle.
Our advantages over our competitors are two-fold:
A) vs. non-blockchain solutions
Our use of blockchain allows us to create a single trading venue without setting up a single monopoly to hold all the levers of power
over the market. The single venue enables collaborative trading, unlocking cost-savings and attracting more liquidity to the market. Our
use of blockchain means that it would be very difficult for any competitor to create a less conflicted, more efficient, more innovationfriendly alternative trading platform.
B) vs. blockchain solutions
As far as we are aware, we are the only energy blockchain company taking this top-down approach and building blockchain solutions
that work alongside current infrastructure. Effectively we are constructing a new layer of functionality on top of the current market and
current balancing and settlement processes could still settle transactions (though the platform’s flexibility would enable transition to a
future changes to these processes). Moreover our collaborative trading with competing trading engines approach is protected IP.
We are currently in the process of developing this platform into a full-scale, integrated prototype, with input from our partners.
Exploitable outcomes will be a flexibility trading platform and the prospect of licensing this technology in other regions and industries.
We expect to leverage the involvement of our current collaborators to bring other parties on board during this project, and prepare yet
others for a much larger collaboration at the completion of the project.

Potential impact (please provide information on your solution potential impact):
A large, liquid, accessible DSR market is key to securing supply in an increasingly renewable world at the lowest possible capital and
carbon cost. It will also provide a new revenue stream to industries capable of flexible electricity consumption.
Climate Change Targets & Security of Supply
DSR has an increasingly important role to play in balancing electrical demand and supply to maintain the frequency of the grid and keep
the lights on. As a higher proportion of our electricity is generated from renewable sources we are faced with a supply-base that is
intermittent and inflexible. Consequently, balancing is requiring greater intervention and expense than ever before- with the cost of
keeping the grid in balance forecast to double to £2 billion by 2020 [1].
Establishing a large, liquid pool of flexible capacity on the demand-side is key to ensuring security of supply by reducing demand at peak
times; balancing the grid; responding to outages; and avoiding locations where infrastructure is under stress.
Cost & Carbon Savings
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When estimating the full potential of carbon savings from a highly efficient DSR market, we should consider carbon savings from
deploying renewable assets with maximum efficiency over carbon producing assets. In 2015 this would have saved 35MtCO2: a 34%
decrease in emisisons from the whole energy sector [2]. In reality, this full figure would need to be addressed with a mixture of DSR
and storage capabilities and estimates for DSR alone suggest nearly 10MtCO2 could be displaced by 2020 [3]. As the proportion of
renewable generation increases, carbon savings will begin to fall, however DSR and storage are the key enablers of this renewable buildout.
Cost savings largely accrue from avoiding a) capex and operational costs associated with building new flexible fossil-fuel capacity vs
fitting DSR equipment and b) network reinforcement costs. National Grid's flexible capacity procurement costs would also be lowered.
Accounting for all these factors it is estimated that £1bn savings could be unlocked today assuming 3GW of DSR and £3-6bn by 2030
assuming 12.7GW DSR.

Scalability (please provide information on your solution implementation scalability/replicability):
We are about to embark on a project with our collaborators with the aim of turning our proof of concept to a fully-scaled functional
prototype. The platform will be designed to function both on a large, national scale and a small micro-grid scale.
The opportunities for local entrepreneurs will probably be one step removed from the platform - there is the potential they will have
the opportunity to act as DSR providers/aggregate DSR providers and come up with innovate ways to interact with the platform through
the products they are able to offer. There will also be the opportunity for others to design trading engines that will compete to come
up with the best set of trades.

Solution Pricing (please provide information on your solution pricing):
We will generate revenues through trading engine fees and consensus node operation. Trading engines compete to match trades and
earn trading fees. We expect to build and operate the first of these engines. Consensus nodes confirm transactions and claim “gas fees”
(usage fees). The platform will maintain its own cryptocurrency for this purpose. An initial distribution of this currency to all
collaborators for fiat currency would allow us to participate as a consensus node and claim gas fees.
This platform will be implemented through a consortia of users. They may not be charged for access, as we will be generating revenues
elsewhere, as mentioned above. We plan to attract customers through engagement with the consortium.
We do not envision that customers will not need any specialised hardware or infrastructure to engage with the platform.

Additional funding needed?
We are not seeking funding at this time.

Amount funding needed (USD):
0

Other relevant information related to your solution (please provide any and all other relevant information related to
your solution):
N/A

Would you like any documents regarding this solution?
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19. Immail / imMail
ID: 19
Organization Details
Legal name of your Organization:
Immail

Organization profile:
Brazilian Startup focused on Instant Messaging

Website:
https://immail.com.br/

Company Type:
For profit

Ownership:
Private venture

Year founded:
2015

Headquarters address:
SIG Quadra 04 Lote 625 Parte A
Brasilia, Distrito Federal 70000
Brazil
Map It

Other Countries with operations (optional, multi select):
Organization social media:


https://www.linkedin.com/company-beta/16270113/

Awards received:
We received 50,000.00 non refundable investiment from Brasilia local Government for being a promising startup in terms of
Innovation, Impact and Scalability.

Other relevant corporate information:
We are developing key partnerships with huge technology companies in Brazil to distribute our application to the enterprise market
all over the country.

Economic Figures
Fiscal Year of the date presented:
2017

Revenue/Budget (USD):
$70,000.00

Revenue growth from last fiscal year (%):
100

Expected revenue growth for next fiscal year (%):
500

Number of employees:
0003

Market Cap/Valuation (USD):
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$1,850,000.00

Total funding received (USD):
$150,000.00

Legal/Compliance status:
No judiciary or regulatory issues faced by the company.
Important Information***
Memora is an Angel Investor of Immail. Therefore, I would like to request to the selection committee that decides about potential
conflict of interest in our participation.

Leadership of the organization
Leading executive treatment: Mr.
Name of the leading executive: Leonardo Valença
Position title: Founder and CEO
Personal profile:
Accomplished and results driven professional with over 10 years of progressive career developed in IT, Leo works in IT field for more
than 10 years. He worked in National and Multinational IT companies in Brazil, and became Business Director of Diebold Company, one
of the global leaders in banking automation solutions. Leo was considered the yougest Business Director of Diebold's history, achieving
this position at 26 years old.

Executive email:
leonardo@myinfoshare.com

Phone number:
5561981124973

Gender:
Male

Nationality:
Brazilian

Full address (If different than headquarters address):
SQN 212 Bloco K apt 612
Brasilia, Distrito Federal 70864110
Brazil
Map It

Assistant´s name:
Assistant´s e-mail:
Personal social media:


https://www.linkedin.com/in/leonardo-valen%C3%A7a-1b69763/

Other relevant on the info Executive:
Other senior leadership:

Candidate Solutions Details
Solution name:
imMail

Website:
https://immail.com.br/

For apps available in online stores, please provide link:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=br.com.myinfoshare.immail&hl=pt_BR
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Business type (multi select):


B2B

Maturity stage of the solution:
Going to Market

Focus area (multi select):


Enterprise & Corporate Solutions

Solution profile and success case (please provide information on your innovative solution):
imMail is an Instant Messaging app for companies.
We all know that volume of e-mail transctions is decreasing while (IM) Instant Messaging is increasing. That means: Instant Messaging
is taking place of email on digital communication!
But there is a problem here. Because the lack of a formalization standard in Instant Communication, everyone is using Personal IM apps
to professional communication. This is unnaceptable to enterprise companies that invest a lot in Governance, Compliance e security.
So we decided to formalize instant communication by giving the companies its own Instant Messaging Service, that allows companies
to retrieve 100% control over their Instant Messaging. imMail is innovative in comparison with other Instant Messaging apps, because:
1. It is Customizable
2. Can be installed in company's infrastructure
3. Completely integratable with company's internal systems
4. Operates according to company's Governance and Compliance policies
5. Allows companies automate their collaboration routines. (With bots)
The solution is 100% proprietary and it was launched in Brazil, but recently we attended at an event in USA and started conversations
about develop strategic distribution partnerships in other countries/regions.
Sucess Case
In order to improve our technology, we mapped some important government systems in Brazil and Integrated our app with them. The
result was a High acceptance of the app in Pubic Sector in Brazil, that is giving us huge sales opportunities in this segment.

Sustainability and competition (please provide information on this solution sustainability):
We are developing projects in huge public institutions in Brazil, like:
- Ministry of Cities
- Ministry of Education
- Superior Labor Court
Our main competitors are:
Slack
Skype for Business
Rocket chat
Our solution's advantage over competitors are:
1. It is Customizable
2. Can be installed in company's infrastructure
3. Completely integratable with company's internal systems
4. Operates according to company's Governance and Compliance policies
5. Allows companies automate their collaboration routines. (With bots)
The profile of ideal customers for future business development are large companies in public or private sectors.

Potential impact (please provide information on your solution potential impact):
The solution can improve a lot company's productivity by giving them the possibility to migrate their communication from a
asynchronous (email) technology to a synchronous one (Instant Messaging).
Once the company has a faster communication with its customer and supplier, It can sell more and solve more problems in less time.
Once the company can automate business and collaboration processes with our technology, we make employee's lives easier, and
contribute to improve company productivity. High Impact no only to a specific department, but to whole company.
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Scalability (please provide information on your solution implementation scalability/replicability):
The solution is delivered in SaaS (Software as a service) model, and can be consumed without any human interactions.
Human interaction is necessary only if the company needs to customize the software to attend a specific demand.
The solution runs in Portuguese (but is being translating to english also).
Our solution can add a huge value in the company potfolio. Because the company not only can resell our app but also add an amount
of consultant hours to customize or integrate our app to customer's internal systems.

Solution Pricing (please provide information on your solution pricing):
ImMail is a cloud-based web and mobile messaging app that runs in "Saas" Business Model - Software as a Service
We have three different licesing options (per user/month)
Free - ($0,0/month)
Up to 5 users or 1GB storage
Standard ($4 per user/month)
Up to 1.000 users or 1TB storage
Enterprise ($8 per user/month)
- Unlimited storage space
- Customizable app (whitelabel)
- Can be deployed in company's infrastructure
- API to integrate with internal systems

Additional funding needed?
Yes.
We are looking for $500k to cover our expenses with Marketing, Business and Product Developing.
Marketing - $ 50k
Business Development - $ 100k
Product Development - $ 350k

Amount funding needed (USD):
$500,000.00

Other relevant information related to your solution (please provide any and all other relevant information related to
your solution):
I would say that build strategic partnerships and run our second round of investiment are success critical factors to our sollution.

Would like to attach any documents regarding this solution?


Immail_Deck_2017.pptx
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20. Yobota Limited / Yobota Platform
Organization profile:
Fintech Startup

Website:
http://www.yobota.uk

Company Type:
For profit

Ownership:
Private venture

Year founded:
2016

Headquarters address:
Belmont House, Shrewsbury Business Park
Shrewsbury
Shrewsbury, Shropshire SY2 6LG
United Kingdom
Map It

Other Countries with operations (optional, multi select):
Organization social media:


@YobotaPlatform

Awards received:
Other relevant corporate information:

Economic Figures
Fiscal Year of the date presented:
2016

Revenue/Budget (USD):
$520,000.00

Revenue growth from last fiscal year (%):
Expected revenue growth for next fiscal year (%):
Number of employees:
0012

Market Cap/Valuation (USD):
Total funding received (USD):
$784,000.00

Legal/Compliance status:

Leadership of the organization
Leading executive treatment: Mr.
Name of the leading executive: Ammar Akhtar
Position title: CEO / Co-founder
Personal profile:
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Ammar has worked in Tier 1 banks for 10 years on technology and business projects across the globe; having been a consultant at
Accenture and Capco.
He was the product/development lead at BOLD ROCKET. With considerable experience in development (Python, SQL,cloud), product
creation, complex projects, team leadership and mentoring, Ammar’s team built and released several apps for clients such as a UK
leading retail bank. Ammar studied Mathematics at Imperial College London.

Executive email:
ammar@yobota.uk

Phone number:
00447738628401

Gender:
Male

Nationality:
British

Full address (If different than headquarters address):
Assistant´s name:
Assistant´s e-mail:
Personal social media:
Other relevant on the info Executive:
Other senior leadership:
James King, Lead Data Engineer & Co-founder: James has worked in financial services technology for 17 years in within IT working in
investment banks, consultancies and clearing houses. He started his career with UBS, having studied Computer Science and Business
Studies at Warwick University. He worked within Financial Control IT producing web based management information and accounting
systems. James then moved to Accenture where he worked on Murex which is a highly configurable and complex front to back trading
system as part of the ABN Amro interest rate derivative project team. Recently James worked with BOLD ROCKET on the RBS Living
platform successfully delivering a retail banking lifestyle system running fully in the public cloud.
Mark Jenkinson, Board Member

Candidate Solutions Details
Solution name:
Yobota Platform

Website:
http://www.yobota.uk

Business type (multi select):


B2B

Maturity stage of the solution:
Going to Market

Focus area (multi select):


Fintechs & Cryptocurrencies

Solution profile and success case (please provide information on your innovative solution):
1. The Yobota platform is a purely cloud based operating platform for financial institutions. Starting with lending and progressing to
deposits and mortgages, we offer a leaner, faster and cheaper way for our clients to setup and run their businesses. It is built as a
modular set of services and makes use of best-in-class cloud infrastructure, which means functional agility and technical scalability are
simply not an issue unlike with many present day banking systems. Our clients can then focus on offering dynamic financial services
products capable of addressing the changing needs of their customers, as well as regulators.
2. The Yobota Platform is unique in the sense that it is an event driven product engine which can be set up for any client within minutes.
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3. Yobota's first client started UAT (User Acceptance Testing) in Q2 2017 and will go live in Q4 2017. The client is a UK regulated new
entrant into the lending / banking market. The platform will be developed for saving / deposits and mortgage products post go-live with
their lending business.
4. Chetwood Financial Limited - Andy Mielczarek, CEO of Chetwood Financial Limited. [Chetwood Financial Ltd Ellice Way, Wrexham
Technology Park, Wrexham, Wales, LL13 7YT] Email address: Andy@chetwood.co

Sustainability and competition (please provide information on this solution sustainability):
1. Chetwood Financial Limited, a UK regulated business.
2. Leveris, Mambu, 10x, Nostrum Group, Equinti and Thought Machine.
3. We run our business on a much lower cost base due to the small number of team members (e.g. 12 in comparison to 40,50+
employees in most of these companies). Our run cost is much lower as we have also only been running for a year, in comparison to
most of our competitors who have been running for a couple of years. Our solution is modular and therefore easier and more flexible
to implement and adapt. The platform is a self service platform which gives the control to our clients. Finally, we can implement our
platform in a matter of minutes with minimal pre-requisites.
Our system is not easy to replicate or be broken into as proven by various external assessments.
4. Challenger banks, loan providers, and all businesses which require financing products.
5. We are currently in conversation with other client types such as challenger banks, new lender and loan processing space. However,
our growth plans will be based upon our successful launch with Chetwood Financial Limited. Our product is highly configurable and
automated and therefore is capable of being re-purposed to multiple clients with minimum additional development effort. Hence we
are able to expand our client base with relatively minimal internal overheads.

Potential impact (please provide information on your solution potential impact):
1. By significantly lowering the operation overhead of servicing loan products, and increasing their suitability for end customers,
ultimately savings will be made and passed onto them. Due to the platform enabling the creation of bespoke, unique products, our
clients can design and develop products that are specifically tailored and beneficial to a particular segment.
2. Our clients are able to provide a wider range of more cost effective products for their customers which will increase their competitive
advantage.
3. There is a transformational benefit to the society as a result of the points made above (1 and 2)

Scalability (please provide information on your solution implementation scalability/replicability):
1. There is little to no technical pre-requisites for implementation since our product if an entirely hosted solution.
2. Yobota is not a regulated entity so the necessary operating licenses must be in place in order to put our technology into practice.
Similarly, the nature of our platform incorporates data and services from a variety of third party services. The easiest route to adoption
is where a client wishes to operate using third parties we have integrated with previously, however, the platform is designed to be
pluggable so the integration of specific new third party providers requires minimal adaption,
3. There are plenty of opportunities for entrepreneurs to work with our API and we are always in discussion with them to explore these
partnerships.
4. The product is designed so that customisation for specific client implementations is determined by configuration rather than different
codes. This combined with the fact that the Yobota platform is a natively cloud-based system, means that new deployments are both
quick to implement and will scale naturally with volume.

Solution Pricing (please provide information on your solution pricing):
Usage fees are driven by consumption events (e.g. payments or account openings) and number of active accounts for staff and
customers. We do not cover any direct charges from third party providers e.g. BACS. There are also fixed fees which include a one time
set up, testing and training as well as a fee for annual support (both infrastructure and technical support). The ad hoc costs are any
custom developments and additional training / consultation required by the client.

Additional funding needed?
We are currently in the process of a funding round. However, we are looking to raise 2.5 million GBP for the next 18 months in order to
cover growth of our team and further enhancements of the platform.

Amount funding needed (USD):
$3,300,000.00

Other relevant information related to your solution (please provide any and all other relevant information related to
your solution):
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Risks: Yobota is a B2B, therefore the sales cycle is slower so we must be very focused on the quality of our product. Additionally, we
must be regulatory compliant per our clients' requirements which creates a stream of ongoing work for us to manage.

Would you like to attach any documents regarding this solution?
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21. IT-Blocks / IntoMeetings
Organization profile:
Existing Business

Website:
http://www.it-blocks.com

Company Type:
For profit

Ownership:
Private venture

Year founded:
2001

Headquarters address:
16 Mahamed Mandour st., From Tayaran st.
, Nasr City
Cairo, Cairo 11371
Egypt
Map It

Other Countries with operations (optional, multi select):


Saudi Arabia

Organization social media:


https://www.facebook.com/IT.BLOCKS



https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCD6fk-a9XeoG4oyIgoK-Rdg

Awards received:
Other relevant corporate information:

Economic Figures
Fiscal Year of the date presented:
2001

Revenue/Budget (USD):
$639,800.00

Revenue growth from last fiscal year (%):
Expected revenue growth for next fiscal year (%):
Number of employees:
0150

Market Cap/Valuation (USD):
Total funding received (USD):
Legal/Compliance status:

Leadership of the organization
Leading executive treatment: Mr.
Name of the leading executive: Ayman Rashed
Position title: CEO
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Personal profile:
Ayman Rashed Graduated from faculty of Civil Engineering, Ain Shams University in 1990.In 1995, he got his executive MBA in Information
Technology Marketing. Ayman started his first venture in 1999: otlob.com was totally acquired just six months after its launch.After the
acquisition, Ayman Started IT-Blocks a Professional Software Services firm where multiple projects and businesses were created.However,
OneTimeSat, Inc. and IntoMeetings, Inc. are the latest subsidiaries incorporated in USA.

Executive email:
arashed@it-blocks.com

Phone number:
+201223111961

Gender:
Male

Nationality:
Egyptian

Full address (If different than headquarters address):
Assistant´s name:
Marwa Abuzeid

Assistant´s e-mail:
mabuzeid@it-blocks.com

Personal social media:
Other relevant on the info Executive:
Other senior leadership:

Candidate Solutions Details
Solution name:
IntoMeetings

Website:
http://intomeetings.com

For apps available in online stores, please provide link:
Business type (multi select):


B2B

Maturity stage of the solution:
Going to Market

Focus area (multi select):


Enterprise & Corporate Solutions

Solution profile and success case (please provide information on your innovative solution):
IntoMeetings has been specifically designed to meet all the needs of modern organizations to document meetings, meet Governance
requirements and facilitate the follow up on action items. IntoMeetings provides a flexible platform to help for calendar management,
agenda preparation, invitations management, running the meetings including voting processes and minutes recording, authorization cycle
and archiving of meetings minutes in addition to following up on action items and managing meeting rooms and committees’ data.
Casual Meetings have not been overseen during IntoMeetings design. IntoMeetings has been designed in a way such that casual meetings
and their resulting action items are recorded on the system in very few steps avoiding all the bureaucratic work of the formal meetings.
Yet, providing an easy and simple way to collaborate and follow up on resulting action items.
Using responsive design, IntoMeetings is designed such that users can access their data of their meetings from desktops, tablets and
mobile phones without losing any feature. Documents and data security is guaranteed on different levels where no one can see any data
of any meeting except those that he has participated in.
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Nevertheless, IntoMeetings can be installed on customer premises as well as provided on the cloud using either a one-time payment or
a subscription model.
Besides, IntoMeetings can be integrated with Active Directory, MS-Outlook, Google calendar, Exchange and other state of the art
productivity solutions.
IntoMeetings is the most efficient way to manage, store and follow up on all organizational meetings
IntoMeetings is a product developed and owned by IT-Blocks. IntoMeetings copy rights are registered in Egypt. Please find attached a
copy of the registration Certificate.
IT-Blocks has been providing Meeting Management Solution (IntoMeetings) for the last 7 years to different customers in different sectors.
Name of company: Ministry of Interior (SAD)
Contact Person : Dr. Mohamed Abd El Mo'men
Designation : Fund Manager office manager
Telephone Number: 00201117930400
E-Mail Address: sad@moi.com.eg
Site Location :Egypt
kidnly find attached the PO as a successful proof of concept.

Sustainability and competition (please provide information on this solution sustainability):
Our current major customers are Ministry of Interior (SAD)-Egypt,National Water Works Company-KSA,Ministry of Communications and
Information Technology-Egypt, Mortgage Finance Fund-Egypt, and Public Prosecutor office-Egypt.
Our main Competitors are Meeting Booster, Meeting sense,MinutePad, Convene, Diligent, and Board Management.
IntoMeetings Key Features are as below:
• Professional Meeting Minutes Layouts
• Automated Distribution of Agenda/documents/Minutes
• Fast and Effective Note Taking
• Assign Action Items
• Archive Minutes
• Integration with Outlook and Google Calendar
• Powerful Agenda Module
• Voting and Notification module
• Customizable Templates
• Powerful Task Management module
• Agenda and Minutes Approval Process
• User Permission module with Active Directory Integration

Potential impact (please provide information on your solution potential impact):
In the last few years and with the fast pace of business, executives spend most of their time hopping from one meeting to another.
Meetings have become one of the most important activities in any organization. Yet due to the high load of work, meetings are becoming
very hectic activity due to the lack of meeting minutes’ documentation, good Governance practices and even the follow up on action
items decided during the meetings.
Yet some meetings are more important than others. Board meetings are example of the most important meetings in any organization.
They consume a lot of resources in preparation of the meeting, sending documents to Board Members, discussing and agreeing on the
agenda, running the meetings themselves and authorizing Meeting Minutes. Action Items resulting from Board meetings have to be
notified to the responsible persons who in turn should always report the progress of their work to keep the Board aware of the status.
Meantime, consuming all these resources, organizations would like to have measures for the efficiency and effectiveness of meetings and
the vast resources consumed during meetings, is it employees’ time, meeting rooms or execution of action items within time and budget.
IntoMeetings has been specifically designed to meet all the needs of modern organizations to document meetings, meet Governance
requirements and facilitate the follow up on action items. IntoMeetings provides a flexible platform to help for calendar management,
agenda preparation, invitations management, running the meetings including voting processes and minutes recording, authorization cycle
and archiving of meetings minutes in addition to following up on action items and managing meeting rooms and committees’ data.
Casual Meetings have not been overseen during IntoMeetings design. IntoMeetings has been designed in a way such that casual meetings
and their resulting action items are recorded on the system in very few steps avoiding all the bureaucratic work of the formal meetings.
Yet, providing an easy and simple way to collaborate and follow up on resulting action items.
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Using responsive design, IntoMeetings is designed such that users can access their data of their meetings from desktops, tablets and
mobile phones without losing any feature. Documents and data security is guaranteed on different levels where no one can see any data
of any meeting except those that he has participated in.

Scalability (please provide information on your solution implementation scalability/replicability):
Recommended Hardware Requirements:
No. of servers : 2
Role: Web & data server
RAM: 16 GB
Processor: 64-bit, 4 cores
Storage: 500 GB for system drive
Recommended Software :
Windows Server 2012
Microsoft SQL Server 2014 Enterprise/Standard edition

Solution Pricing (please provide information on your solution pricing):
IntoMeetings can be installed on customer premises as well as provided on the cloud using either a one-time payment or a subscription
model.

Additional funding needed?
Amount funding needed (USD):
Other relevant information related to your solution (please provide any and all other relevant information related to
your solution):
None

Would you like to attach any documents regarding this solution?


IntoMeetings-Registration-Certificate.jpg
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22. Softec International / Altair FMS
Organization profile:
Existing business; software Solutions Company and a pioneer in Smart City and Internet of Things driven solutions.

Website:
http://www.softecinternational.com

Company Type:
For profit

Ownership:
Private venture

Year founded:
2008

Headquarters address:
building No 48, 6th floor, Nasr street, Maadi, Cairo, Egypt
Cairo, Cairo 11728
Egypt
Map It

Other Countries with operations (optional, multi select):
Organization social media:


https://www.facebook.com/SoftecInternational/

Awards received:
Microsoft GOLD Partner
Softec International recognized as Finalist for 2015 Microsoft Partner of the Year Award.
Softec International received prestigious Innovation Award from MCIT-Egypt 2014

Other relevant corporate information:
Microsoft GOLD Partner
Softec International recognized as Finalist for 2015 Microsoft Partner of the Year Award.
Softec International received prestigious Innovation Award from MCIT-Egypt 2014

Economic Figures
Fiscal Year of the date presented:
2016

Revenue/Budget (USD):
1

Revenue growth from last fiscal year (%):
Expected revenue growth for next fiscal year (%):
Number of employees:
0085

Market Cap/Valuation (USD):
Total funding received (USD):
Legal/Compliance status:

Leadership of the organization
Leading executive treatment: Mr.
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Name of the leading executive: Nour Shawky
Position title: CEO
Personal profile:
Executive email:
nour.shawky@softecinternational.com
Phone number:
01283311112

Gender:
Male

Nationality:
Egyptian

Full address (If different than headquarters address):
building No 48, 6th floor, Nasr street, Maadi, Cairo, Egypt
Cairo, Cairo 11728
Egypt
Map It

Assistant´s name:
Mary Zekrie

Assistant´s e-mail:
mary.zekrie@softecinternational.com

Personal social media:
Other relevant on the info Executive:
Other senior leadership:

Candidate Solutions Details
Solution name:
Altair FMS

Website:
http://softecinternational.com/altair-fms/

For apps available in online stores, please provide link:
Business type (multi select):


B2B

Maturity stage of the solution:
Growth & Scale

Focus area (multi select):


IoT - Internet of Things

Solution profile and success case (please provide information on your innovative solution):
Our product is Altair FMS which is an IoT full-fledged, end-to-end fleet management system, with boundless management capacities,
providing fleet live tracking, operations management, maintenance management, and fleet analytics to introduce operations
intelligence and increase the added value to the whole company.
Altair 4 is introducing a comprehensive solution that capitalize on the most advanced AI and machine learning technology to build a
technology stack for a decision support support system strongly integrated with the vehicles telematics and fleet operations. Also, Altair
provides a sector based editions which introduce a tailored solution to each industry we serve to maximize the value and intelligence
offered to this industry.
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Sustainability and competition (please provide information on this solution sustainability):
Altair has some major implementation totaling 30K+ vehicles. Customers includes ETIT, a nation wide implementation in Egypt, Elm is
another big implementation in Saudi, Danone, and many more.
Main Competitors are Mobiliz, Fleetmatics, fleetio, Transpoco, ecologic.
Altair has 3 main unique advantages; the first is targeting sector based editions on the same platform (whether SaaS or on-premise).
The second is the operations intelligence where we employ advanced AI and analytics technologies to empower intelligence-led decision
making. The third is our integrated end-to-end solution which integrates telematics, operations, and the use context of each system
capability.
The team is working on expanding globally through 3 main channels: introducing SaaS offering, expanding our operations through
growing our commercial team, and partnering with existing local players in each market we are penetrating.

Potential impact (please provide information on your solution potential impact):
Altair solution has been proved to have a transformation impact on all our customers. From a social aspect, our solution increased the
safety of the drivers and other road drivers by reducing accidents to zero by reducing over-speeding by 90%. Also, our solution reduced
carbon footprint as a result of route optimization and reducing out of duty trips.
The solution managed to make potential savings through fuel saving, preventing accidents, significantly reducing violation, and
monitoring operations. Additionally, we are looking into improving returns by discovering opportunities that could be through analyzing
fleet coverage, improving operations, and utilizing fleet resources to increase revenue.
AI and analytics always provides insights on the customers’ operations. However, our product adds a layer to turn those insights into
recommendations on decision making and discovering new ways to improve his returns and optimize operations.

Scalability (please provide information on your solution implementation scalability/replicability):
Key pre-requisites for implementation depends on the customer type. It can be as easy as hooking up the customer’s device to our SaaS
offering and that’s it, to having a complete setup on the customer’s data center. From a scalability perspective, our product is designed
to scale out on commodity hardware which significantly lower scalability cost.
Challenges on every implementation, assuming an on-premis implementation, are basically the hardware integration which we
developed a smart module to make our product hardware agnostic and adding a new hardware takes a very small amount of time to
get it up and running. Also, the specific customer needs which is covered by our customization and services unit.
the solution provides opportunities for local entrepreneurs or employees’ engagement with our solution implementation through
opening up our APIs for everyone to empower them to develop more solutions and innovations which presents a big opportunities for
entrepreneurs, employees, and anyone interested in transportation.
We have flexible business models that can suit the different conditions of the local market which increase the chances to replicate our
solution in various market conditions.

Solution Pricing (please provide information on your solution pricing):
the solution provides various pricing models depending on the business model for every deal. For example, on our SaaS offering, we
charge a fixed fee /Vehicle/month that can differ based on the Vertical/Edition offering chosen by the customer. For On-premises, we
sell per server license + small monthly vehicle subscription. Also, we have a revenue share model with big value added resellers
Business model for Customer engagement/contract, for SaaS offering, we charge a fixed fee /Vehicle/month that can differ based on
the Vertical/Edition offering chosen by the customer. If On-premises, we sell per server license + small monthly vehicle subscription.
Also, a revenue share model with big value added resellers is part of soultion business model.

Additional funding needed?
Amount funding needed (USD):
$100,000.00

Other relevant information related to your solution (please provide any and all other relevant information related to
your solution):
Softec International is a pioneer in Smart City and Internet of Things driven solutions. The company has a strong records of successful
implementations in Public Safety, Transportation Services, and Agriculture sectors.
Softec International is a globally recognized Microsoft and Esri partner, we are part of a global group with more than 35 years of
experience in the IT domain, and we serve our customers from our established offices in London, Dubai, and Cairo.
We are dedicated to offer innovative software solutions to make our client’s business more “smarter”, we invest heavily in R&D with
the development team constituting around 80% of the company’s structure, and we strongly manage collaborative partnership with
mega technology providers like Microsoft and Esri as well as regional partners to leverage our markets footprint.
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We have continues collaboration with the academic communities such as Germany University in Cairo, Research, Development and
Innovation Programme (RDI-2) EU innovation program, Center for Environment and Development for the Arab Region and Europe
(CEDARE), University of Patras, Greece,Eindhoven University of Tech., the Netherlands,University of Utrecht, the Netherlands

Would you like to attach any documents this solution?


Transformational-Journey-in-Transportation-Services_V2.0.pdf
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23. IOT Solutions Sp z O O / DeviceHub.net
Organization profile:
Startup

Website:
http://www.devicehub.net

Company Type:
For profit

Ownership:
Private venture

Year founded:
2015

Headquarters address:
Przemysłowa 12 30-701
29 Stirbei Voda Street, Sector 1, Bucharest, Romania
Kraków, Krakow 010101
Poland
Map It

Other Countries with operations (optional, multi select):
Romania

Organization social media:


https://www.facebook.com/devicehub.net/



https://twitter.com/devicehubnet



https://www.linkedin.com/company-beta/4845239/



https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCwkjLg_ZX3m2mBQ7Jccz5qA

Awards received:
Winner at Dec 2014 hub:raum Krakow WARP3 (80K Euro funding)
Winner at 2015 IOT ChallengeUP by Intel, Cisco & Deutsche Telekom
2015 Seedcamp Alumni

Other relevant corporate information:

Economic Figures
Fiscal Year of the date presented:
2016

Revenue/Budget (USD):
$80,000.00

Revenue growth from last fiscal year (%):
99

Expected revenue growth for next fiscal year (%):
1000

Number of employees:
0009

Market Cap/Valuation (USD):
$1,000,000.00
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Total funding received (USD):
$100,000.00

Legal/Compliance status:
Device Hub.net has the trading name, logo and Internet domain all registered. After conducting an initial IPR study, DeviceHub has
“freedom to operate”, as no other patents of similar technology/devices have been identified (IMPI, EPO, IPO). Our know how
protection is based on IT Good Practices and technology standards by which we operate and Certificates released by authorized bodies,
including incorporated cyber-security rules according to ITIL guidelines. We establish formal Agreements with all the employees,
partners and customers, with extended NDAs and Rules and Conditions, with obligatory cash penalties preventing the IP leakage. We
pursue an active IPR protection strategy to safeguard our inventions.

Leadership of the organization
Leading executive treatment: Mr.
Name of the leading executive: Ionuţ Cotoi
Position title: CEO
Personal profile:
Ionuţ Cotoi has been passionate about electronics, programming and radio communications since he can remember. During his
formation years, Ionuţ witnessed first hand the rapid development of internet and the technology industries in Romania and decided
to follow the programming path and landed his first developer job as embedded programmer in With the Internet of Things began the
journey alongside the IoT startup ioteo.com, before initiating his own startup Device Hub.net in 2015.

Executive email:
ionut@devicehub.net

Phone number:
+40721.262.666

Gender:
Male

Nationality:
Romanian

Full address (If different than headquarters address):
Stirbei Voda 29, district 1
n/a
Bucharest
Romania
Map It

Assistant´s name:
Assistant´s e-mail:
Personal social media:


https://www.linkedin.com/in/ionutcotoi/ https://twitter.com/icotoi

Other relevant on the info Executive:
Other senior leadership:
While working for Luxoft and for various startups, Ionuţ marked a significant contribution to Linux kernel and portation to microhypervisor for embedded devices. Also Ionuţ, founded “Inventeaza.ro”, an NGO focusing on promoting embedded programing
through robotics to students and children and implemented a nationwide solution for public transport in Romania.

Candidate Solutions Details
Solution name:
DeviceHub.net

Website:
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http://www.devicehub.net

For apps available in online stores, please provide link:
http://www.devicehub.net

Business type (multi select):


B2B

Maturity stage of the solution:
Concept Only

Focus area (multi select):


IoT - Internet of Things



Transportation & Next-gen Vehicles

Solution profile and success case (please provide information on your innovative solution):
Device Hub.net is the first cloud ecosystem management platform (EMP) for IoT, similar in function as WordPress is for websites, as a
scalable IoT application platform for service creation, automation and integration. The startup initiative founded in 2015 is underway
to complete the beta phase of it`s platform and release the first version in the third trimester of 2017.
After winning the Hub:raum Krakow Warp accelerator program for CEE, taking part in Seedcamp and Challenge up! camps conceived
the jump start of the journey from concept to a deliverable solution. 2017 saw another confirmation qualifying in the second phase of
the project Horizon 2020, European Union's initiative for funding research and innovation.
On the commercial side, Valrom Industries became the first client to implement the Device Hub.net platform solution in it`s production
facilities in 2016, choosing the platform in order to enable real time monitoring, predictive maintenance in it`s factory units and reduce
costs and time of production. Device Hub.net is a holistic and modular platform, allowing engineers to insert custom parts that contain
specific logic into the application platform, or add new communication protocols as a open source, free-of-charge service for individual
users that can be deployed on elastic cloud platforms like Amazon or Google Cloud or installed in traditional data centers.

Sustainability and competition (please provide information on this solution sustainability):
Device Hub.net`s end to end platform enables users to develop and implement IoT innovation at a fraction the time and cost.
Approaching the b2b market, Device Hub.net`s main competitors are, among others PubNub, Think Works, IBM Watson, Microsoft
Azure alongside vendors that integrate their own in-house hardware with their software, like Afero. The competitors, however, do not
employ a holistic approach and offer fragmented solutions to serve portions of the market. The core added value and the benefit of
using DeviceHub is the standardization of the IoT ecosystem protocols and an end-to-end solution interconnected and with existing
infrastructures, enabling our customers to develop and implement IoT innovation in a one -stop-shop, at a fraction the time and cost.
In Romania the main channel of sales is Telekom, Deutsche Telekom`s national branch which offers complex solutions to it`s corporate
clients. The team is expected to employ at least additional 50 employees in the next three years while increasing profitability and growth
with first IoT ecosystem management platform, projecting a growth in annual turnover to over 20 million by 2020.

Potential impact (please provide information on your solution potential impact):
Device Hub.net`s belief that throughout technology, a whole society can progress in the long term becoming more competitive and
prosperous with more engaged citizens.
The Device Hub.net community consists of 5000 users, registered from 2015, is expected to double in the next 12 months and start a
university relations project in order to offer a reliable and updated source of information. In addition to fostering Internet of Things
(IoT) approaches to build applications for smart transportation, health, and other sectors, IoT techniques may also support more
responsive business models in which more granular and frequent data reported by IoT services will allow businesses to better assess
their products. Device Hub.net is committed to gender equality and diversity in society, conducting recruiting based on candidate's
competencies and skills. We want to change the way people think about the internet of things today and engage in the next industrial
revolution wave, with the drastic increase in speed and ease of deployment, and a significant decrease in cost. The Internet of Things
(IoT) will soon be as commonplace as electricity in the everyday lives of people in Europe and OECD countries. As such, IoT will play a
fundamental role in economic and social global development.

Scalability (please provide information on your solution implementation scalability/replicability):
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In the software industry, scalability and replicability is generally easier to obtain then in more physical model centered activities, while
Device Hub.net offers customization end-to-end to it's clients, the platform is like a backbone structure than enables the user to
customize any configuration needed. Device Hub.net can address a potential market of nearly 50 million products, located in Europe,
US, and Canada. Considering the size and nature of activity sector of each client, as well as corporate procedures and features, the
platform can be customized to ensure the usability and best configuration available. Clients are targeted enterprises, solution
integrators and hardware makers. We aim to exploit partnerships with integrators as means to sales: customer referrals, listings and
links on the supplier's website, input into product development, cooperative advertising or beta testing opportunities. The public beta
Device Hub.net`s platform is free of charge for up to 100 connected devices, with most of the users, located in Europe, Asia and South
America. The main reason for keeping the public platform free is for education of the market, providing a test bed for the engineers of
tomorrow as a marketing strategy for introducing the paid and final commercial version of Device Hub.net to the market.

Solution Pricing (please provide information on your solution pricing):
Device Hub.net is a service free for individual use and customizable for business clients, the public beta version of the platform is free
of charge for up to 100 connected devices. Price quotation is conceived judging by the number of users and the complexity of the
system architecture required. The platform can be applied to client`s infrastructure communication protocols and hosting.. We plan to
bring the platform, besides directly to enterprises, to solution integrators that can bridge the implementation in a larger, more complex
scheme and gather input into creating features and cooperating for new functionalities.

Additional funding needed?
Device Hub.net`s initiative founded in 2015 is underway to complete the beta phase of it`s platform and release the first version in the
third trimester of 2017.
After winning the Hub:raum Krakow Warp accelerator program for CEE, taking part in Seedcamp and Challenge up! camps conceived
the jump start of the journey from concept to a deliverable solution. 2017 saw another confirmation qualifying in the second phase of
the project Horizon 2020, European Union's initiative for funding research and innovation.

Amount funding needed (USD):
$2,500,000.00

Other relevant information related to your solution (please provide any and all other relevant information related to
your solution):
Device Hub.net`s trading name, logo and internet domain have all been registered. After conducting an initial IPR study, DeviceHub has
“freedom to operate”, as no other patents of similar technology/devices have been identified (IMPI, EPO, IPO). The know how
protection is based on IT Good Practices and technology standards by which we operate and certificates released by authorized bodies,
including incorporated cyber-security rules according to ITIL guidelines. We establish formal agreements with all the employees,
partners and customers, with extended NDAs and rules and conditions, with obligatory cash penalties preventing the IP leakage. We
pursue an active IPR protection strategy to safeguard our inventions.

Would you like to attach any documents regarding this solution?


IC-SIGNATURE.png
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24. HOMEPOD / HOMEPOD - Digital architectural sourcing for home building
in industry 4.0
Organization profile:
HOMEPOD is a digital architectural sourcing sytem which self-assembles to help to reduce waste, delay and overspending in architecture

Website:
http://www.homepod.eu

Company Type:
For profit

Ownership:
Private venture

Year founded:
2017

Headquarters address:
Arcu 39 Bl Cl6
Sc B 17
Iasi, Iasi 700134
Romania
Map It

Other Countries with operations (optional, multi select):
Organization social media:
https://twitter.com/homepods
https://facebook.com/homepods
https://facebook.com/homepodplay

Awards received:
TOP100 most innovative tech (UKTI & InnovateUK)
1st Place in Cleantech (ImpactHUB Westminster)
Silver Medal at EUROINVENT (WIPO)
Shortlisted for Innovation (EYIF)
2nd Place in Smart City Apps (InnoApps by Huawei & EYIF)

Other relevant corporate information:
Partnerships with 2 Universities for dev sustainability factors : University of Cranfield UK and University of Reading UK

Economic Figures
Fiscal Year of the date presented:
2017

Revenue/Budget (USD):
0

Revenue growth from last fiscal year (%):
13

Expected revenue growth for next fiscal year (%):
13

Number of employees:
0010

Market Cap/Valuation (USD):
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$706,582.50

Total funding received (USD):
$157,000.00

Legal/Compliance status:
No issues.

Leadership of the organization
Leading executive treatment: Mr.
Name of the leading executive: Andrei Toma
Position title: Founder
Personal profile:
Founder of #Homepod. Voted as one of the top 100 most innovative technology in UK by InnovateUK & UKTI. I am developing tools for
architects and designers. Worked as telecommunications engineer on Tier1 infrastructure prior joining a 3 years course in Architecture
where researched ICT tools for architects and urban designers to improve the quality of their work. Founded first company in 2011 and
voted in the top 100 most innovative company in UK. Likes playing basketball, swimming and reading.

Executive email:
andrei@homepod.eu

Phone number:
+40724130455

Gender:
Male

Nationality:
Romanian

Full address (If different than headquarters address):
Str Arcu Nr 39, Bl CL6B17
Iasi, Iasi 700134
Map It

Assistant´s name:
Assistant´s e-mail:
Personal social media:


https://twitter.com/tomitzz



http://facebook.com/tomitzz



https://www.linkedin.com/in/andrei0toma/



https://www.instagram.com/andreit0ma/

Other relevant on the info Executive:
Other senior leadership:
Adrian Pacuraru - 14 years, business developers, property investor, 10% equity

Candidate Solutions Details
Solution name:
HOMEPOD - Digital architectural sourcing for home building in industry 4.0

Website:
http://www.homepod.eu

For apps available in online stores, please provide link:
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Business type (multi select):


B2B



B2C



B2G

Maturity stage of the solution:
Going to Market

Focus area (multi select):


Artificial Intelligence & Cognitive Computing



Big Data & Analytics



Cleantech & Environmental Solutions



E-commerce & Online marketplaces



Smart Cities & Urban Services



Supply Chain Servicification & Industrial Internet

Solution profile and success case (please provide information on your innovative solution):
Why? Buildings are at the centre of our lives. The office, factory, warehouse and, even our homes; a building has a profound ability to
affect our lives, our moods, our productivity and our dealings with others. Choosing the right design and the right accessories, we bring
into buildings is a complex process, time consuming and expensive. It is not unusual for a designer to use the full range of options when
sourcing for home: accessories and furnishings, department stores, variety stores, hype/supermarkets, interior specialists, single/brand
shops or discounters. And still, Design Council UK says that nine out of ten designs are over budget, 50% cost more to run compared to
what is being advertised and 43% of income fee comes from new clients. Clearly, we plan buildings in the future and we execute them
in the past and because of that, in the EU, we generate 980 million tonnes of waste/year in the construction industry in a market size
where the transaction value is €162 billion for 503 million inhabitants which spend on average €1250/square meter. That’s 1.9 tonnes
of waste/person, every year.
How? We developed an innovative technology that can self-assemble energy performant homes, based on the ‘sustainability factor’ of
architectural resources. There is currently no solution on the market that provides the drag-and-drop customization system for selfbuilding homes. Homepod, as a single system leverages this technology to provide a choice for DIY homes with increased aesthetics,
informed analytics about the sustainability and the thermal conductivity of building accessories. Homepod automates the process of
sourcing flat packed products, home components, furniture, fitting and electricals, insulation, windows etc. It provides a self-assembled
property system that offers users a wide range of style, full budget control, as well as first-of-a-kind information about product
sustainability, re-cyclability and thermal conductivity value (lambda). It saves the designers time (about 10 min per item) and money
and has the potential to save over 60kg of waste/person in in Europe.
What? Homepod will thus be a game-changer in the vast European architectural resource market, by:
– Allowing users to self-customize energy efficient homes, reducing waste and protecting the environment,
– Providing users sustainability and financial advantage by giving them a high degree of budget control,
– Enabling users to find perfectly matched home solutions for enhanced aesthetics of their self-made designs.
Our patent pending applications include:
- Endothermic envelope for building efficiency- Modular crystal structure for material and building engineering
- Energy recovery system in wind-wall Eddies
ICDS Arch LTD tested HOMEPOD in 2015 to design 2 pop-up shops in Westfield, London and they managed to:
• reduce 16% increase in product pool options
• 12% reduction of time spent in the buy process
• 23% reduction in acquisition costs
ICDS ARCH LTD; 1 East Poultry Avenue, contact@icdsarch.com

Sustainability and competition (please provide information on this solution sustainability):
As we plan to acquire a major client in the next period. We are looking for distributors of architectural accessories, particularly for high
end products.
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There is currently no real competitor to Homepod on the market – as no other business provides self-assembled properties as we do.
Traditional way of doing business involves an architect and workd-known marketplaces such as Amazon, Ebay have large offers, but are
not specialised in this market and provide poor style control. The closest specialist competitor is Houzz, which is a B2C go2plaform for
interior design ideas, inspiration or products acquisition. They use image recognition software that identifies objects and makes
connection with the seller. AA School and MIT have researched similar technologies but none is closer to our solution. Their approach
is mainly for research and education, while companies focus on B2C mainly for inspiration, with no budget dimension. These are
however all reference to B2C, while Homepod’s focus is primarily on B2B with B2C as a starting point to increase brand recognition. In
B2B targets full matching interior designs instead of separate items, and will provide in-depth project cost analysis and mood control
by colour theme.
The example discussed further of the purchase of a coffee table suggests that there are many direct and potential competitors to
Homepod. It could be argued that eBay and Amazon are, however they are not exclusively focussing designing properties, and we could
list them as suppliers on our structure integrator. On the project management side, there is DesignManager, DesignLogic, Estimac,
DesignDocs and their advantage is agile project management with no proprietary technology. A direct competitor is ConstructionCosts
which have a network of companies in the procurement space and a proprietary database with products.
We aim to make our competitors a potential client to Homepod by integrating their existing products with our self-assembled property
technology. Competing solutions are further discussed in Section 1.4. However, we believe that none of our competitors offers our
unique combination of style automation and budget control along with sustainability awareness and which can be integrated seamlessly
with any platform to further enhance the exiting distribution of sustainable and thermal efficient products across Europe and ultimately
across the globe.

Potential impact (please provide information on your solution potential impact):
The true European impact becomes clear from the 9 in 10 designs being over-budget: through Homepod we want to reduce the waste
generated with at least 3% overall and up to 30% for specific items through the sustainable factor. At the EU level that consists of >30
million tonnes (wood, ceramic and tiles).
This is highly relevant, as the Waste Framework Directive 2 (WFD) requires EU Member States to take any necessary measures to
achieve a minimum target of 70% (by weight) of Construction & Demolition waste by 2020 for preparation for re-use, recycling and
other material recovery, including backfilling operations using non-hazardous C&D waste to substitute other materials.
The size of the home furnishings market is large with a broad range of products by value – lamps can range from low to moderate costs,
whereas furniture can range from moderate to high cost. For example, EU furniture production was €83 billion in 2010 in a sector
dominated by SMEs. Protectionism measure still exists in some markets and foreign product quality is climbing. Homepod has the ability
to negate these weaknesses by facilitating SME manufacturers to offer products in new markets, across Europe and the world, directly
to customers with a reduction in sales and marketing costs.
The Buildings Performance Institute Europe (BIPE) reports that Europe’s population of 512 million people occupy 75% of the building
stock, of which 64% are single family houses. At least 50% of residential buildings are occupied by the owner in all countries. Romania
alone has 8.4 million dwellings. Housing in EU is generally in short supply, so there will be an ever-increasing market and demand for
DIY homes, accessories and furnishings.
STATISTA shows that in Romania e-commerce accounts for €2.07bn and the DIY market accounts for €2.16bn and revenue is expected
to show an annual growth of 15.7% resulting in a market volume of €3.6bn in 2020. User penetration in e-commerce in Romania is at
15.45% in 2016 and expected to hit 71.68% in 2020. The average revenue per user in Romania is currently at €239.65 and the largest
segment in the e-commerce is Electronics and Media. 1.4 million Romanian online shoppers used a mobile device to complete a
purchase, and approximately 850.000 used a mobile shopping app to complete a purchase. Home & Deco e-shoppers increased their
average online shopping basket value from €40 in 2014 to €49 in 2015.
Globalisation and e-commerce have escalated rapidly over the last two decades. Many markets and the Romania in particular, have
seen that there are fewer reasons to visit retail parks and high street retailers. Homepod with our resource management and ability to
network all suppliers will benefit from this trend as they will have the benefit of a tool to manage and schedule all their purchase and
link in with common industry platforms. We will cooperate with any national/regional initiative that the building sector adopts. Full
compliance with local regulations will stimulate market uptake.
Likewise, our strategy is to implement national and regional standards and workflows used by designers in every market in which we
launch Homepod. This way we will be classified under the Order of the Architects Board.

Scalability (please provide information on your solution implementation scalability/replicability):
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Every designer is a potential customer of Homepod, as it will offer them a unique combination of control over style, budget, and
sustainability of their projects. Currently they get inspired from the web and purchase from retail department stores, variety stores,
hyper/supermarkets, interior specialists, single/brand shops, discounters, DIY stores, garden centres, e-shops, fair-trade stores. If, for
example, a designer wished to purchase a coffee table on behalf of a client, they could consult their trusted spreadsheet which lists
preferred suppliers and products. This would be supported by a range of catalogues (paper or pdf) from which they could select. To
purchase this would typically mean raising a purchase order on a supplier, or logging on to a platform used by the supplier.
Clearly this is time consuming and it is difficult to take advantage of a broad range of products. At the moment, a user spends somewhere
between 5 to 10 minutes on the research and buy side of each decision – and is not the best choice for space efficiency, colour, price
or sustainable impact.
Of course, there are some risks associated with the launch of Homepod. The main one for us to take into account are the market
conditions. Initial market research suggested that the industry is regulated by credit and many of the big property developers have their
own bank of suppliers which they use. We will mitigate this risk by integrating high-end sustainable products at the beginning which we
will promote to small property developers that are looking for energy efficient solutions. After we grow we expect to integrate larger
distributors which will allow big property development firms to invite their own supplier, increasing their status to stakeholders.
Another challenge is related to security (cyber-security poses a threat to our logistics, including payments and consumer data). We will
mitigate this risk using third party companies that will monitor any incoming treats to provide a safe and secure system that will have a
99.9% uptime.
The feasibility study in this Phase I project will allow us to identify all risks and include adequate mitigation measures in our Business
Plan.
There are approximately 7,000 architects in Romania alone and 1.2m designers in EU (Barnes& Co). Study revealed that one can achieve
a 16% increase in product pool options, with 12% less time in the buy process. This double benefit can significantly increase the bottom
line for a business. Homepod will be financially attractive for users. In combination with the sustainability and style dimensions, this will
completely change the way architectural supplies are purchased in the European market and beyond.
The key to success of a system such as Homepod will be a solid community of users and suppliers. One will sign up suppliers to provide
us with a broad product range at launch, providing the best type of ‘design search’ for inspiring designers to choose and to buy Homepod
listed products.
Over time we will be adding to the business development and support team. We will be employing developers, bloggers, social media
managers, content writers, business developers and brand ambassadors. For each additional office that we open there will be 6 to 12
people, mainly in business development and content development. Our technical team can possibly grow up to 100 people in 3 years
due to the large infrastructure required for multiple country websites within the EU

Solution Pricing (please provide information on your solution pricing):
Homepod is commercialized via a software as a service model with a commission per transaction between 1.3% and 0.7%. Every product
is commercialized through the CPM model [#Subscription * 0/€39/€129/month] * [#product sales per day * 0.7% sales commission] *
CPM * 365 = estimated annual revenue.
Our business model allows customers to enter with 0 infrastructure on a PAYG basis.
Our investment is required mainly for infrastructure development. We connect the whole supply chain of architectural products from
extraction to distribution and use. A key development is the bidding system for the curier jobs. Our key advantage is that we charge
1.7% from each curier transaction and we need funds to continue the development of the technology across the globe. This will allow
multiple points of entry for local manufacturers to ship products.
We have secured funds of 55000 euro for technology development for architectural database and to open up a small factory to
commercialize marketing material and 130000 euro for software development.
We have 1380 users signed-up and it's growing at 1% m/m. These are mainly comming organic from searches for architectural resources,
home accesories or simply Homepod.
We have 114 active users over the course of 30 days and are all males and they al have interest in Real Estate/Residential properties
and 5.79% are avid investors. User retention is currently at 0% because we haven't launched the MVP. We expect a 3 months delay
meaning (September-October 2017)

Additional funding needed?
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HOMEPOD mission is to become a world leader in sustainable architectural sourcing. Currently, within current growth, we are safe in
Romania, but as we plan to grow and build the world's largest platform, we need to develop a connection with Asia. To implement
Asian infrastructure with selected high end products we need an investment of 300,000 euro.
We will use these funds to open a small office with 5 to 7 staff which will work on business development to sign-up companies, Other
funds we will use to replicate our small factory from Romania to produce marketing material and to sign up more distributors, more
producers and more clients.
When we will have a connection between EU-ASIA, customers will be able to optimise design for better cost in real time. We think this
is very beneficial for Asian companies because they are more competitive overall.

Amount funding needed (USD):
$330,000.00

Other relevant information related to your solution (please provide any and all other relevant information related to
your solution):
We are an SME with an early stage, high risk innovative strategy. Our target is enable populations to discover, plan and acquire products
and technologies using less material, consuming less energy and ultimately protecting the environment. New and old clients can be
stakeholders by acquiring and later selling products and technologies to reduce waste by up-cycling used resources without relying
heavily on platforms such as search engines, catalogues, books, trade shows or word-of-mouth to be found.
This is a completely new business model that could be implemented on any scale on location, however the true potential of the
technology in changing this market can only be reached on full European level. A solid business plan based on a thorough feasibility
study is crucial for our business to succeed. We need to identify and understand any bottlenecks that could impact the uptake of this
concept and the growth of our company, so it can be mitigated during the development and prototyping stages. Phase I support will
provide us the means to prepare this, while subsequent Phase II funding will allow us to accelerate entry into the European digital single
market and demonstrate the technology, as well as speed up the patenting of our technology for self-assembled properties.
It is this technology that is at the core of our innovative product and that will generate the disruptive effect on the market. It will provide
users with one click design solution to build homes and offer more information on the energy performance and sustainability of their
design in a format that doesn’t yet exist, but that has the potential of shifting purchase patterns and open the market up to new
suppliers offering sustainable and energy efficient products in ways that decisions become informed, rewarding and engaging the
promotion of responsible use of resources in smart cities and beyond. This responds to a growing market need in the world.

Would you like to attach any documents regarding this solution?


Homepod_ASIA.pdf
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25. Bitdefender S.R.L. / Bitdefender Hypervisor Introspection
Organization profile:
a global security technology company that provides cutting edge end-to-end cyber security solutions and advanced threat protection

Website:
http://www.bitdefender.com

Company Type:
For profit

Ownership:
Private venture

Year founded:
2001

Headquarters address:
24 Delea Veche St, Ofﬁces Building A, district 2, 024102, Bucharest, Romania
Bucharest, District 2 024102
Romania
Map It

Other Countries with operations (optional, multi select):


United States

Organization social media:


https://www.facebook.com/BitDefenderRO/



https://twitter.com/Bitdefender_Ent



https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/9501404/

Awards received:
• Av-Test Best Performance award for corporate users for third straight year, for Bitdefender endpoint Security
• VBSPAM - "Bitdefender retains its record for the highest number of VBSpam awards achieved, having won one in each of the 26
tests we have run.
• Grand Winner of Citrix Synergy Innovation Award for New Technology Category, May 2017
• Highly Commended Award for Best Cloud Security Solution, May 2017
• Bitdefender Partner Advantage Network program won a 5-Star rating in the 2016

Other relevant corporate information:
-500 million users worldwide
-more than 7 billion queries per day in the cloud(more than facebook or twitter)
-3 seconds immune response all over the globe to unknown threats

Economic Figures
Fiscal Year of the date presented:
2016

Revenue/Budget (USD):
$110

Revenue growth from last fiscal year (%):
30

Expected revenue growth for next fiscal year (%):
50

Number of employees:
1300
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Market Cap/Valuation (USD):
$110

Total funding received (USD):
$30

Legal/Compliance status:
N/A

Leadership of the organization
Leading executive treatment: Mr.
Name of the leading executive: Florin Talpes
Position title: CEO
Personal profile:
Florin Talpeș, Bitdefender's CEO and founder, is a visionary entrepreneur, who has worked in the high-tech security business for the
past 20 years. Right after the “fall” of the soviet block in 1990, with his wife Mariuca, he created Softwin, one of the first ever Romanian
private software companies and the mother company of Bitdefender. Founded in 2001, Bitdefender is a global security technology
company, delivering solutions protecting over 500 million users in more than 150 countries.

Executive email:
aionitescu@bitdefender.com

Phone number:
+40 212 063 470

Gender:
Male

Nationality:
Romanian

Full address (If different than headquarters address):
24 Delea Veche St, Ofﬁces Building A, district 2, 024102, Bucharest
Bucharest, district 2 024102
Romania
Map It

Assistant´s name:
Assistant´s e-mail:
Personal social media:
Other relevant on the info Executive:
In 2015, he received the Most Admired CEO in IT award from Business Magazin, Romania's most prominent business weekly.

Other senior leadership:
COO – Bogdan Irina
CFO – Niculae Dinca
CTO – Bogdan Dumitru
CSO – Rares Stefan

Candidate Solutions Details
Solution name:
Bitdefender Hypervisor Introspection

Website:
http://www.bitdefender.com/hvi
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For apps available in online stores, please provide link:
Business type (multi select):


B2B

Maturity stage of the solution:
Growth & Scale

Focus area (multi select):


Security - Public & Cyber

Solution profile and success case (please provide information on your innovative solution):
Bitdefender Hypervisor Introspection is a revolutionary security solution that provides unparalleled visibility and protection against
sophisticated, advanced attacks. Launched in May 2017 at Citrix Synergy 2017, the solution offers enterprises a new edge against data
breaches, by leveraging the hypervisor’s untapped security potential. In this unique configuration, the solution works without relying
on agents, effectively protecting the virtual machines from outside the operating system, and maintaining isolation from attacks.
Hypervisor Introspection also employs a unique detection technology that has been deemed impossible to achieve until now – raw
memory introspection directly at the hypervisor layer, which offers unprecedented insights into zero days and kernel-level threats. This
revolutionary approach ensures that no attacker, no matter how advanced, can lay undetected on an infrastructure, to exfiltrate data.
This approach was possible thanks to the unique collaboration with Citrix, Linux Foundation and Intel. Bitdefender is currently the only
security providers to ensure hypervisor introspection.
Bitdefender Hypervisor Introspection has been successfully deployed globally. One particularly successful implementation was to the
Kansas Development Finance Authority, where Jeff Kater, Director of Information Technology, can serve as a reference - T: 785-3574445 ext. 309
Bitdefender Hypervisor Introspection is the first and only solution of its kind, and uses patented technology to achieve this level of
security, raw memory introspection. It paves the way for other solutions to upscale their security and address advanced attacks through
hypervisor level defense against resilient, stealth threats. This new security layer has a unique market potential.

Sustainability and competition (please provide information on this solution sustainability):
Even though the solution was launched two months ago, it is already secured and undergoing implementation by a series of companies,
the largest of which is BaFin Federal Financial Supervisory Authority, Germany.
Bitdefender Hypervisor Introspection introduced a new enterprise security layer, hypervisor-level memory introspection, outside the
OS, completely agentless, and fully compatible with any other security layer. This makes the solution unique in the market, with
currently zero competition.
The solution will reveal the security blind spots that endpoint protection misses, and uncover the hidden threats in an infrastructure,
often part of advanced attacks or acting as zero-days. It will not replace, but fortify existing security layers, and provide a unique defense
against data breaches often associated with financial losses and reputation damage.
Currently available for Citrix XenServer, the solution will be expanded to other hypervisors, as well as physical deployments.

Potential impact (please provide information on your solution potential impact):
Changing the game into cybersecurity

Scalability (please provide information on your solution implementation scalability/replicability):
To benefit from Bitdefender Hypervisor Introspection, a business need to be running XenServer as a hypervisor, starting with version 7.
This is the only key requisite

Solution Pricing (please provide information on your solution pricing):
Bitdefender Hypervisor Introspection starts at $1500 MSRP / year, and has a tiered pricing approach. It is licensed per CPU – as the
number of required CPUs grows, the price point steadily drops, making larger deployments more cost effective. The solution can be
secured for up to 3 years.

Additional funding needed?
Amount funding needed (USD):
Other relevant information related to your solution (please provide any and all other relevant information related to
your solution): N/A
Would you like to attach any documents regarding this solution?


Bitdefender-Business-2015-WhitePaper_WEBONLY-SecRemBro-Citrix-Crea894-en.pdf
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26. MigratoryData Systems s.r.l. / MigratoryData Server
Organization profile:
Existing business

Website:
http://migratorydata.com

Company Type:
For profit

Ownership:
Private venture

Year founded:
2004

Headquarters address:
222, Strada Sararie
Iasi, Iasi 700451
Romania
Map It

Other Countries with operations (optional, multi select):
Organization social media:


https://twitter.com/migratorydata

Awards received:
Other relevant corporate information:
MigratoryData provides the industry's most scalable real-time messaging solution for Internet applications. MigratoryData's solution
is now used in production to successfully stream real-time data - such as market data, live auctions, live scores, betting information,
news, corporate notifications, IoT events - to millions of web and mobile users and IoT devices. The company's customers range from
fast-growing small businesses to Fortune Global 500 companies.

Economic Figures
Fiscal Year of the date presented:
2016

Revenue/Budget (USD):
$250,000.00

Revenue growth from last fiscal year (%):
7.5

Expected revenue growth for next fiscal year (%):
Number of employees:
0003

Market Cap/Valuation (USD):
Total funding received (USD):
Legal/Compliance status:

Leadership of the organization
Leading executive treatment: Dr.
Name of the leading executive: Mihai Rotaru
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Position title: Chief Technology Officer
Personal profile:
Mihai has over 20 years of experience in developing and designing scalable, high-performance real-time systems. In his current role as
CTO of MigratoryData, he has formulated the company's vision of providing the world's most scalable real-time messaging software.
Because of his commitment to scalability, he has taken the software from a single instance of being able to handle half a million
concurrent users in 2008 to 10 million concurrent users in 2017.

Executive email:
mihai.rotaru@migratorydata.com

Phone number:
+40 757 684 786

Gender:
Male

Nationality:
Romanian

Full address (If different than headquarters address):
Assistant´s name:
Assistant´s e-mail:
Personal social media:
https://mrotaru.wordpress.com/

Other relevant on the info Executive:
Prior to his 10+ years at MigratoryData, Mihai served as Software Engineer , then Technical Director for Messages Communication
Conseil (MCC) in Paris where he spent 5 years developing and designing ultra low-latency feed handlers and order routing systems used
by MCC's customers counting more than 100 capital markets institutions and investment banks.

Other senior leadership:

Candidate Solutions Details
Solution name:
MigratoryData Server

Website:
http://migratorydata.com

Business type (multi select):


B2B

Maturity stage of the solution:
Growth & Scale

Focus area (multi select):


Communications & Media



E-commerce & Online marketplaces



Enterprise & Corporate Solutions



IoT - Internet of Things



Mobile Solutions

Solution profile and success case (please provide information on your innovative solution):
1. Businesses running real-time websites and mobile applications struggle with latency and bandwidth issues. Both latency and
bandwidth problems are inherent to the today's techniques employed to achieve real-time communication using web servers.
To overcome these problems, we have created MigratoryData Server, an enterprise-grade web messaging server, distributing data to
and from users in milliseconds with minimal traffic overhead.
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Unlike web servers or other web messaging solutions, MigratoryData is designed to scale to a huge number of concurrent users. It has
been benchmarked to stream real-time data to 10 million concurrent users from a single small server while pushing 1 Gbps real-time
data.
MigratoryData Server is now used in production to successfully stream real-time data to millions of web and mobile users and IoT
devices daily.
2. All intellectual property and proprietary rights of whatever nature in the MigratoryData Server solution are the exclusive property of
MigratoryData and/or its suppliers. MigratoryData owns the MigratoryData Server solution and has the right to license the solution to
customers.
3. The MigratoryData Server solution has been entirely developed since the beginning until now in Iasi, Romania. The first customer of
the solution is Morningstar, Inc. which purchased an enterprise-wide license of the solution in 2009 to deploy the solution in United
States and China.
4. “MigratoryData's technology is a key part of the software we have developed to help our clients lower their support, hardware, and
software costs, eventually allowing them to replace their older thick-client terminals with a browser-based, thin-client application with
all of the same capabilities but none of the system overhead."
Chris Boruff — President of Advisor Software, Morningstar
"MigratoryData has allowed Heritage Auctions to take our real-time auction bidding system to the next level; providing more scalability,
reliability, flexibility, and mobility than any of its competitors. MigratoryData's support is also second to none."
Ryan Sokol — Director of Web Technology, Heritage Auctions

Sustainability and competition (please provide information on this solution sustainability):
1. Current major customers
MigratoryData's customers include:
A top commercial airline - Fortune 100
One of the world’s leading electronics companies - Fortune Global 100
One of the top investment banks - Fortune Global 100
One of the most known news agency - Fortune 500
A company providing sports live scores and odds to tens of millions users
One of the largest collectibles auctioneer in the world
One of the most respected investment research firms
2. Main competitors (direct or indirect)
Kaazing, PubNub, Pusher, Ably
3. Solution’s advantage over competitors (its Uniqueness)
Designed for and used by applications with millions of users, MigratoryData Server provides one order of magnitude scalability
enhancement over the competition. MigratoryData Server is the only web messaging solution which solved the C10M scalability
problem: handling 10 million concurrent users on a single commodity server.
4. Profile of ideal Customers for future business development
Providers of web and mobile applications with a large number of users (millions). IoT providers with a large number of IoT devices
(millions).
5. Other details on sustainability and Plans for growth
From the start, MigratoryData has been profitable enough to operate without using external investments, giving us the financial
freedom needed to focus on developing our technology.
Our focus has always been on scalability: over the years, we went from 0.5 million concurrent users in 2008, to 10 million concurrent
users in 2017, on a single server.
We attribute our success in part to our satisfied clients who continue to renew their licenses and technical support year after year,
allowing us to continue to focus and develop our technology.
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We know that MigratoryData is unique when it comes to scalability. It is also rock-solid, fully-featured and proven in the market with
hundreds of millions of end users - in other words a success on any technical level. Although our success has been achieved without
external funding, without a dedicated Sales and Marketing team and on a small budget, over the next while, our aim will be to establish
key partnerships with companies or investors who bring to the table either financial capital or significant business expertise, to
accelerate the growth of our company.

Potential impact (please provide information on your solution potential impact):
3. Our real-time communication solution allows people or devices to get information in a timely manner of the order of milliseconds.
Services such as live scores, or financial stocks, or severe weather warnings need such level of milliseconds latency.

Scalability (please provide information on your solution implementation scalability/replicability):
4. One or more hardware servers or virtual servers from cloud providers are required to for running one or more instances of the
MigratoryData sever. MigratoryData provides all the necessary features for mission critical deployments, all without the need for any
network appliances such as load balancers or application delivery controllers.
MigratoryData provides an easy-to-use Application Programming Interface (API) with ibraries for the most popular environments such
as web, mobile, enterprise, desktop, and IoT. In this way, once the API is learned for one environment, the same API can be used for
any other environment.
MigratoryData Server implements internationalization by accepting and supporting content through the Unicode character set.

Solution Pricing (please provide information on your solution pricing):
1. Annual Subscription License for one MigratoryData instance: 25,000 EUR / year
Annual Subscription License for any number of MigratoryData instances: 125,000 EUR / year
Perpetual License for one MigratoryData instance: 75,000 EUR (one time payment)
Perpetual License for any number of MigratoryData instances: 375,000 EUR (one time payment)
Annual Standard and Premium support is available at 15% and respectively 25% from the price of the Perpetual License purchased.
2. Other investments required from Customer (infrastructure, support, staff, etc.)
Hardware servers or virtual servers leased from a cloud provides. We provide support services. Customer should perform integration
with its applications using an easy-to-use Application Programming Interface that we provide.
3. Business model for Customer engagement/contract (per user? per year? cloud-based? license lease? etc.)
As detailed above, currently we provide annual subscription licenses or perpetual licenses for one instance of the MigratoryData server
or for any number of instances (i.e. enterprise-wide).
4. Other relevant information on Pricing
License and support fees are payable on an annual basis.

Additional funding needed?
Amount funding needed (USD):
Other relevant information related to your solution (please provide any and all other relevant information related to
your solution):
MIGRATORYDATA'S KEY FEATURES:
1. A common communication platform for Web, Mobile, IoT, Enteprise:
A cluster of MigratoryData servers can be securely accessed by the entitled users – to publish or to receive messages in real-time –
using a unified API with libraries for the most popular environments, including JavaScript, iOS, Android, Java, .NET, C++, PHP, Node.js,
Python, Ruby and more.
2. Built for handling millions of concurrent users:
MigratoryData Server scales vertically exceptionally well. For example, a single instance of MigratoryData Server has been benchmarked
to handle 10 million concurrent users while delivering more than 1 Gbps real-time data to the users. In terms of data volumes, a single
instance of MigratoryData Server has been benchmarked to almost saturate the 10 GbE limit by delivering 8.88 Gbps real-time data to
192,000 concurrent users.
In addition, multiple MigratoryData servers can be clustered and scale up horizontally by adding more MigratoryData servers to the
cluster. The horizontal scalability for the users which consume real-time messages is almost linear.
The massive vertical scalability per MigratoryData instance and the near-linear horizontal scalability provide MigratoryData’s customers
with large costs savings as they are able to handle considerably more concurrent users and data volumes with less hardware.
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3. Proven reliability:
Multiple MigratoryData servers can be configured as an active/active cluster that provides:
- load balancing
- fault tolerance with no single point of failure
- guaranteed message delivery
The system guarantees end-to-end delivery of messages even in the event of unexpected events such as hardware failures or network
disconnections by using sophisticated distributed algorithms and cache replication and recovery techniques.
4. Secure communication and data entitlement:
The security of a MigratoryData cluster is assured by having:
- SSL/TLS encryption of the connections with the clients
- SSL/TLS encryption and authentication for the JMX, HTTP and PUSH monitoring services
- Cluster members connect each other using authentication with password key
- MigratoryData Server can be configured to run as an unprivileged (non-root) user
- Configurable SSL/TLS ciphers to be used for the encrypted SSL/TLS connections
- Dual firewall and DMZ policy (with no inbound ports open to the Intranet)
- Configurable to use the native OpenSSL library, a de facto standard
- Data Entitlement
An easy-to-use API is available to implement your own data entitlement rules such that you can define for each user which messages it
can receive from or publish to the MigratoryData cluster.
5. Monitoring and analytics:
Each MigratoryData server in the cluster can be configured to provide a secure (TLS/SSL) and password-protected JMX and HTTP
monitoring support. Many indicators are available such as: connected sessions, session connections/disconnections per second, in/out
messages per second, in/out bytes per second. For each indicator, the following statistics are available: maximum, average, and
standard deviation. Each statistic is calculated on various periods of time such as last 1 minute, last 5 minutes, last 15 minutes, last 1
hour, last 1 day, etc.
In addition, any MigratoryData API library can be used to get monitoring information in real-time.

Would you like to attach any documents regarding this solution?
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27. Diot / Trackky
Organization profile:
Startup working on IOT solutions

Website:
http://www.trackky.com

Company Type:
For profit

Ownership:
Private venture

Year founded:
2016

Headquarters address:
Alimam Ali st
Isamelia square
Cairo, Masr elgedida 31511
Egypt
Map It

Other Countries with operations (optional, multi select):


Saudi Arabia

Organization social media:


https://www.facebook.com/Trackky.School.Bus.Tracking/

Awards received:
- Microsoft competition for five best startups in Egypt 2017
- Ebni incubator 2016-2017
- Top 50 in Dubai smart city competition 2017

Other relevant corporate information:

Economic Figures
Fiscal Year of the date presented:
2017

Revenue/Budget (USD):
$10,000.00

Revenue growth from last fiscal year (%):
50

Expected revenue growth for next fiscal year (%):
300

Number of employees:
0007

Market Cap/Valuation (USD):
Total funding received (USD):
Legal/Compliance status:

Leadership of the organization
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Leading executive treatment: Mr.
Name of the leading executive: Mohamed Shousha
Position title: CEO
Personal profile:
- Mohamed Shousha :
CEO, Experience more than 14 years in the IT field .
Enrolled many courses and certifications in business management, Team leadership.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mohamed-shousha-0a948914/

Executive email:
mash@dreamsoft-it.com

Phone number:
00201117667741

Gender:
Male

Nationality:
Egyptian

Full address (If different than headquarters address):
Assistant´s name:
Assistant´s e-mail:
Personal social media:


https://www.linkedin.com/in/mohamed-shousha-0a948914/

Other relevant on the info Executive:
Other senior leadership:

Candidate Solutions Details
Solution name:
Trackky

Website:
http://www.trackky.com

For apps available in online stores, please provide link:
Business type (multi select):


B2B

Maturity stage of the solution:
Going to Market

Focus area (multi select):


Education & Edtech



IoT - Internet of Things



Mobile Solutions



Smart Cities & Urban Services



Transportation & Next-gen Vehicles

Solution profile and success case (please provide information on your innovative solution):
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Trackky offer safety to the students during their daily trip to their schools by the school bus and give parents peace of mind using a
smart , affordable and easy to implement solution provide accurate information and instant notifications regarding the location of the
school bus and students , using "Wireless ID" with the students and only mobile apps in the bus and with the parents .
We provide a complete solution with minimum hardware and installation required and working as a service .
The solution consists from the following parts :
- Cloud web based application for the School management .
- Driver Mobile app
- Parents Mobile app.
- Student Wireless ID to detect students without any interact from their side .
We first target International and private schools in Egypt ,we have made many agreements with school to emplanes the solution with
them in the coming education year in September 22017.

Sustainability and competition (please provide information on this solution sustainability):
We are targeting Private Schools ,Sports Clubs ,Kids Clubs ,Universities ,... and other similar locations which provide transportation
service especially for kids in the following countries in the beginning :
UAE , KSA ,Egypt, Kuwait, Qatar,South Africa .
Regarding the market size if we take Egypt marker for Example :
Number of students in primary and KGs stage in private schools in Egypt is more than 5 millions ,in more than 9k private school using
around 12k owned school bus and more than 50k bus owned by private companies.
Competitors:
Indirect competitors like companies provide GPS devices and ordinary fleet management system even they don't provide only small
part from our benefits and their main focus in tracking the physical bus itself.
Ordinary Phone calls and call center systems which also only focus on responding to parents phone calls and try to give them answers
regarding the bus and confirming the school bus arriving safety.
Direct competitors companies provide similar idea like :
http://www.trackschoolbus.com
http://www.locationsolutions.com/school-transport-industry
https://www.safestopapp.com
http://www.applane.com/track/
competitive advantage:
Using only smart mobile phones with the driver or his assistance and with students parents .
No GPS devices or external readers used .
Easy install no need to any expert .
Wireless ID with each student ,this Wireless ID give the students freedom in their movement no need to swap the id or get near from
the readers .
Provide instant information regarding the student location in the school .
Provide automatic notifications to parents and school managment with every actions without any manual interactions .
Working on the cloud as as service give the chance to any customer size to get the service .
Revenue model:We provide multiple alternatives to our customers :
1- Buy the bus mobile phone , provide the internet service and buy the students wireless ID , start using the complete solution and only
pay subscription based on the number of your students with no setup fees or any long commitments .
2-Get the complete service including the bus mobile phone ,students wireless ID and even the internet subscription and pay subscription
fees upon the number of buses and students in each bus.
3-Get premium services like internal students tracking ,integrate with school system ,branded students wireless IDs,...
Egypt for Example :
Number of students in primary and KGs stage in private schools in egypt is more than 5 millions
With projection that only 10% will take the service ,500K students in about 2K busses .
Profit will be around 80k$/month with 3.5% yearly increase in students numbers.
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Current stage:
We finished developing all the software parts ,bus management system, driver app ,parents app.
Also developed the wireless ID.
Next milestone will be the soft launch to test the solution in real work.
Next, commercial phase with private schools in Cairo and Jeddah .
Our goals is to reach all the MENA private schools in the next three years .
Currently we raised an angle seed from Ebni Incubator in Egypt

Potential impact (please provide information on your solution potential impact):
We provide safety for students in the school and during their journey to and from the school and the future in all public area like malls
and sport clubs.

Scalability (please provide information on your solution implementation scalability/replicability):
- Develop our next generation from the wristband to last more ties without need for recharge and to provide more safety to our kids.
- Develop our own readers to put in the class rooms and inside the school to provide internal tracking for the kids.
- Go to more locations and market segments like sport clubs, malls ,universities and any scheduled transportation services .

Solution Pricing (please provide information on your solution pricing):
- We take subscription fees upon the number of the students in each school bus between 60$ to 250$ per bus per year .
- Subscription Fees per classrooms 60$ per class per year
- Wireless ID 20$ per student

Additional funding needed?
Amount funding needed (USD):
$50,000.00

Other relevant information related to your solution (please provide any and all other relevant information related to
your solution):
We target to make partnerships with school solutions providers and integrate our solution with their ones.

Would you like to attach any documents regarding this solution?
Final-Flyer-A4-B.png
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28. ASSIST SOFTWARE / HOOMAN INVADERS
Organization profile:
Existing Business

Website:
http://www.assist-software.net

Company Type:
For profit

Ownership:
Private venture

Year founded:
1992

Headquarters address:
Str. Tipografiei Nr.1
Suceava, Suceava 720043
Romania
Map It

Other Countries with operations (optional, multi select):
Organization social media:


https://www.facebook.com/assist.software.development



Twitter @assistsoftware



https://www.linkedin.com/company-beta/369724

Awards received:
Other relevant corporate information:
Microsoft Certified Partner (Silver Application Development, Silver Datacenter, Silver Small and Midmarket Cloud Solutions)
ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 27001

Economic Figures
Fiscal Year of the date presented:
2016

Revenue/Budget (USD):
$2,503,350.00

Revenue growth from last fiscal year (%):
89

Expected revenue growth for next fiscal year (%):
65

Number of employees:
0122

Market Cap/Valuation (USD):
$1,371,239.00

Total funding received (USD):
0

Legal/Compliance status:
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Leadership of the organization
Leading executive treatment: Mr.
Name of the leading executive: Gheorghe DAVID
Position title: Managing Partner
Personal profile:
Gheorghe DAVID, Managing Partner at ASSIST Software, holds a solid background as physicist with 2-year experience in NDT. He worked
8 years as a programmer (C++, C#, databases) and 12 years as software development project manager. Mr David owns entrepreneurial
skills, with preference for start-up phase of the projects or new businesses. He owns a CODECS certificate which is recognized as
providing valid training as Project Manager by International Project Management Association (IPMA).

Executive email:
gdavid@assist.ro

Phone number:
+40726545587

Gender:
Male

Nationality:
Romanian

Full address (If different than headquarters address):
Assistant´s name:
Assistant´s e-mail:
Personal social media:


https://www.linkedin.com/in/gheorghedavid/

Other relevant on the info Executive:
Other senior leadership:

Candidate Solutions Details
Solution name:
HOOMAN INVADERS

Website:
https://hooman-invaders.com

For apps available in online stores, please provide link:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.Assist.Hooman

Business type (multi select):


B2C

Maturity stage of the solution:
Growth & Scale

Focus area (multi select):


Gaming

Solution profile and success case (please provide information on your innovative solution):
Hooman Invaders is a mobile tower defense game with the focus on refreshing this gaming genre by adding a new strategic layer to the
classic formula.
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The game is constructed around a story driven campaign and an endless wave mode for testing the player’s skills against each other.
The main features of the game consist of an innovative tower management system, that gives great replayability and places the player
in the middle of the fight, where he’s actions change the outcome of the battle.
This is presented as a set of real time micromanagement options for each tower, that gives the player the capability to impact in a
meaningful way the outcome of the battle. The first release was in October 2016 and new versions have been released periodically with
new content and features for the community that has grown to over 50.000 players on all platforms.
Trailer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OkpjwXQG4H8
Gameplay video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SkdbirSX5TU

Sustainability and competition (please provide information on this solution sustainability):
Due to the fact that the product is a mobile game its focus group has a wide range of coverage. Our main competitors are the top games
in the genre like Kingdom Rush, Castle Defense, Toy Defense that have defined and refined this types of games.
Our major advantage is that we try to add a fresh take on the genre with new mechanics and a new approach to story telling with a
twist in the classic formula of good vs evil.
As we expand the universe we want to add new content and have a strong collaboration with our players base in order to constantly
improve the game and grow our community.

Potential impact (please provide information on your solution potential impact):
Hooman Invaders has an important social impact straight from its roots, being based on a story created with the purpose of changing
people`s wrong conception about orcs. The player becomes part of a fascinating psychological game where the classical battle between
good and evil has a different perspective. Therefore, the game development team chose to reverse the roles, to surprise and delight
the players, illustrating the orcs in the most favorable light as members of a peaceful and prosperous community, fearless and ingenious
in their own, defending the borders, always under the threat of "evil men." Moreover, this game brings players on the good side of the
fight, helping them develop qualities like empathy, kindness and unity.
Also, due to the special features of the game, the player has the opportunity to share his achievements with his friends via social media
channels. This is a free game, every person can download it and enjoy the gaming experience. Many inputs received from the players
have been developed into new features and included in the game. It is a continues process of development based on the social feedback
in order to offer the best gaming experience for all users.

Scalability (please provide information on your solution implementation scalability/replicability):
Due to the fact that the application has been developed with multiplatform export in mind, our solution is easily scalable to a wide
range of platforms like PC,WebGL (for playing directly on the internet browsers) and new gamming consoles (PS4 and XBOX One).
At the same time a set of pre-requirements need to be addressed before exporting to new platforms. Such as new control system,
updated GUI, new security elements that comply to the specific platform.

Solution Pricing (please provide information on your solution pricing):
The current game has a free to play business model but in the future as the player base grows and new content is required, a payed
method for new content in the form of expansions packs will be implemented. The developing team composed of programmers, 2D
and 3D artists are constantly working on updating the game and adding new features, both from a visual stand of point and even new
game mechanics, and creating new gameplay possibilities, a fresh game for all players.

Additional funding needed?
We propose to develop further the game by creating game expansions that will add new content and gameplay mechanics to the core
game, in form of story chapters. Also, we want to add an in-game Store that will give the player the ability to customize their game UI
– like visual customization of towers and spells, and gameplay with in-game currencies that can be used for upgrading the character
level and customize game style.
Also, we need to enhance game marketing. By having concentrated marketing campaigns on Google Play and Facebook, we intend to
reach more markets, to gain more visibility and reach to more users. Game webpage will be improved also by adding more content and
translating it into more languages. New original marketing materials like game artwork & videos will be developed in order to sustain
those goals.

Amount funding needed (USD):
$100,000.00

Other relevant information related to your solution (please provide any and all other relevant information related to
your solution):
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Hooman Invaders is a free to play 2D tower defence game for iOS and Android placed in an original and unique fantasy universe. The
game has been development in Unity 3D, a high-end game engine with great multiplatform support for 2D and 3D applications. The
game features cross-platform IAP, social API, analytics and crashlytics integration. Due to its modular structure the game can sustain
with easy future expansions and new content and at the same time expand its reach to new platforms.
The GUI, characters and environments have been created from the ground up by our 2D artists with the help of the following
applications: Adobe Photoshop and Adobe Illustrator.

Would you like to attach any documents regarding this solution?


Hooman-Invaders-Game-Illustrations-and-Story.pdf
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29. UiPath / UiPath
Organization profile:
Existing Business

Website:
https://www.uipath.com/

Company Type:
For profit

Ownership:
Private venture

Year founded:
2015

Headquarters address:
Str. Ernest Juvara, nr. 3-5,
Bucharest, Bucharest 060104
Romania
Map It

Other Countries with operations (optional, multi select):


India



Japan



Singapore



United Kingdom



United States

Organization social media:


https://www.linkedin.com/company/uipath/



https://www.facebook.com/UiPathRPA/



https://twitter.com/uipath



https://www.youtube.com/user/UiPath

Awards received:
2017 - CogX Awards "Best use of AI in Enterprise"
- CogX Awards "Outstanding Achievement in the Use of AI"
- Romanian Outsourcing Awards "Entrepreneur of the Year"
2016 - Aecus Innovation Awards "Prominent technological innovator"

Other relevant corporate information:
In 2017 and beyond we are planning to open new offices in Australia, Hong Kong, Germany, and France.

Economic Figures
Fiscal Year of the date presented:
2016

Revenue/Budget (USD):
$6,000,000.00

Revenue growth from last fiscal year (%):
600

Expected revenue growth for next fiscal year (%):
500
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Number of employees:
0200

Market Cap/Valuation (USD):
Total funding received (USD):
$30,000,000.00

Legal/Compliance status:
UiPath is a registered trademark. We have full Intellectual Property Rights over UiPath platform and its software components (Studio,
Robots, Orchestrator). UiPath owns the title, copyright, and all intellectual property rights in the UiPath RPA Platform.

Leadership of the organization
Leading executive treatment: Mr.
Name of the leading executive: Daniel Dines
Position title: CEO
Personal profile:
Daniel Dines is the Founder and CEO of UiPath, the leading provider of Robotic Process Automation technology. Before founding UiPath
in 2005, Daniel spent five years as an engineer at Microsoft headquarters, where he designed and developed one of their major
products, the SQL Server Agent. Within a few years, Daniel developed UiPath into a global company now recognized as a leader in the
industry. UiPath has over 200 customers around the world, most of which register more than 10B USD turnover,

Executive email:
daniel.dines@uipath.com

Phone number:
+40722555419

Gender:
Male

Nationality:
Romanian

Full address (If different than headquarters address):
Str. DANIEL BARCIANU, Nr. 31, District 3
Bucharest, Bucharest 030901
Romania
Map It

Assistant´s name:
Vlad Ionescu

Assistant´s e-mail:
vlad.ionescu@uipath.com

Personal social media:


https://www.linkedin.com/in/danieldines/



https://www.facebook.com/sddines



https://twitter.com/danieldines

Other relevant on the info Executive:
Other senior leadership:
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Daniel Dines (CO-founder & CEO)
Marius Tirca (CO-founder & CTO)
Kulpreet Singh (Managing Director, EMEA & APAC)
Raghunath Subramanian (President & CEO – India and APAC)
Coenraad van der Poel (Chief Revenue Officer Americas)

Candidate Solutions Details
Solution name:
UiPath

Website:
https://www.uipath.com/

For apps available in online stores, please provide link:
Business type (multi select):
B2B
B2C

Maturity stage of the solution:
Growth & Scale

Focus area (multi select):


Artificial Intelligence & Cognitive Computing



Enterprise & Corporate Solutions



Robotics

Solution profile and success case (please provide information on your innovative solution):
UiPath is a leading provider of robotic process automation technology enabling global organizations, Business Process Outsourcing providers, and Shared
Services Organizations to design, deploy and manage a highly scalable robotic workforce that can outperform human manual work in terms of accuracy,
speed, and workload. UiPath’s RPA platform consists of UiPath Studio, UiPath Orchestrator, UiPath Robot.
UiPath started as a software outsourcing company in 2006, at the time known as DeskOver, led by a team of several key people and developers who are
still with us today and was providing software development kits for organizations the likes of IBM, Google and Microsoft to embed in their own products.
After pivoting like this for several years, we came to realize the opportunity for a new market, and in 2012 we started buildingan industry standard
platform for training and orchestrating software robots. In 2015 UiPath was established.
Client: BBC StudioWorks, a longstanding provider of digital media services to media companies and content owners in the UK and worldwide.
The challenge: Minimize the impact of bottlenecks when processing high volume customer order requisitions. The process was time-consuming and
required voluminous manual data entry that was potentially prone to human errors.
Solution: With automation taking over the data entry process, the company achieved 3x faster order delivery speeds, 100% fewer customer backlogs,
60 % less SEV1 customer issues, and a 90% drop in short-term staffing requests. The team’s forecast was that annually 40% and 100% of the Project
Coordinator and Account Manager’s time would be freed up 8 and 4 months respectively, enabling them to focus on higher value generating activities.

Sustainability and competition (please provide information on this solution sustainability):
Most of our customers are Fortune 1000; Lufthansa, Generali, Telenor and Dong Energy to name just a few. We cater to enterprises
around the globe, in 20 different countries from industries like Finance, Banking, IT, Telecom, Healthcare, Manufacturing etc.
“Forrester Wave™ Robotic Process Automation, Q1 2017” names UiPath as industry leader next to providers Blue Prism and Automation
Anywhere. The analysts rated our RPA technology as the most advanced. Our platform’s stability, accuracy, and operational scalability
make it the best solution on the market for automating business processes at enterprise scale. Artificial intelligence is our current big
step in product development, already integrating machine learning and predictive analytics capabilities.
Everest Group’s research ‘RPA Market and Technology Trends in 2017’ shows that RPA is predicted to become the main solution driving
automation of tasks and processes in companies, building up to a staggering 90% compound growth rate within the next few years.
Having established our presence in the two largest markets, America and UK, according to Everest Group’s research, UiPath plans to
become the leading RPA vendor worldwide. Furthermore, we plan to accelerate development in cognitive / Artificial Intelligence for
our product, open new offices in key locations and increase revenue dramatically.

Potential impact (please provide information on your solution potential impact):
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RPA has the potential to radically change the way we work, freeing employees of repetitive tasks and improving the quality and speed
of operations. And when enhanced with Artificial Intelligence, it creates a much wider scope of automation and never before imagined
business benefits. A solution like UiPath can achieve ROI in less than 12 months and generates cost savings up to a staggering 60%. It is
an obvious solution for anyone wanting to transform their business.
In 2016 UiPath became the first RPA provider to offer a free and fully featured automation tool for individual users, education projects,
and small businesses, the UiPath Community Edition reaching 10,000 active users in 6 months. We are projecting to reach near 100,000
by the end of 2017. To create a bigger impact within the RPA field and accelerate RPA ubiquity, we launched UiPath RPA Academy, the
first free of charge, self-led online learning environment that enables anyone to obtain an RPA diploma. UiPath Academy is meant to
help users develop professional RPA skills that will help them capture the best professional opportunities. With our certifications, they
will be able to access new career paths, with a pool of jobs already in high demand today.

Scalability (please provide information on your solution implementation scalability/replicability):
Implementation of our RPA platform can be owned by the business team. To assure the implementation and scaling process goes
smooth, we support businesses create in-house Centers of Excellence which creates the right governance models, ensures all IT
prerequisites are met and builds the core operational team that will handle the project. UiPath provides several customizable training
options for the Center of Excellence team - all of which have the common traits of highly structured curriculum, accurate testing and
reliable assurance of RPA capabilities - up to and including certification. Alternatively, we deliver our RPA solution through an extensive
network of strategic partners (Capgemini, Cognizant, Genfour, Mphasis, NIIT, Opus Capita, Hexaware, Tech Mahindra, Atos, TATA
Consultingm, ROBOYO, etc.)
Our platform is all about scalability. UiPath robots can be scaled up and down instantly according to seasonal need. Customers can also
extend automation across the enterprise with the knowledge, resources, and technology developed through first deployments easily
redistributed across future deployments. Our platform technology offers multi-tenancy. This means that different users from various
business units and geographies can work autonomously and securely on our platform from one single server. Consequently, our
customers can quickly scale up our solution without complex and heavy infrastructure investments. Our solution is also unique in the
industry as it allows customers to place multiple robots on a virtual machine, enabling for another way to rapidly scale the solution with
limited investments. UiPath can either be delivered onsite or as a platform as a service in the Cloud. With Cloud technology, our
customers can invest less in IT infrastructures and keep things tight and easy to maintain.

Solution Pricing (please provide information on your solution pricing):
We can not disclose this information.

Additional funding needed?
UiPath received a Series A investment totaling $30 million led by Accel and with participation from previous investors Earlybird Venture
Capital, Credo Ventures and Seedcamp. The funding will be used to accelerate the company’s rapid global expansion and product
development, building on its six times growth in 2016.
UiPath will use this investment to boost hiring in order to keep up with rocketing demand for its products in North America, Western
Europe, India, Japan and South East Asia. The funding will also support continued investment in product development and Artificial
Intelligence capabilities, especially around its core computer vision technology. Additionally, the company will focus on cognitive
capabilities enabling organizations to handle the vast amounts of structured and unstructured data required to deliver truly intelligent
automation.
We are also planning to open new offices in Australia, Hong Kong, Germany and France to strengthen our position on the market.

Amount funding needed (USD):
0

Other relevant information related to your solution (please provide any and all other relevant information related to
your solution):
Our platform is a safe, non-intrusive solution that can work with the existing IT environment. UiPath ensures a smooth implementation
and long-term support for each project. Together with the Center of Excellence team or the delivering partner, business owners have
the opportunity to create backup and recovery plans to ensure a safe RPA process. Other safety requirements, consulting and dedicated
support team are being discussed and offered by UiPath from the beginning of the project.

Would you like to attach any documents regarding this solution?


UiPath-Sowcase-2017.pdf
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30. E-Marketing S.A. / Aula365
Organization profile:
Competir Edutech Company is specialized in innovative edutainment solutions by developing platforms, contents, and methodology
1:1.

Website:
http://www.competir.com

Company Type:
For profit

Ownership:
Private venture

Year founded:
1998

Headquarters address:
Piedras 338 p 3
Buenos Aires, Buenos Aires 1010
Argentina
Map It

Other Countries with operations (optional, multi select):


Uruguay

Organization social media:


https://twitter.com/GrupoCompetir



https://www.facebook.com/GrupoCompetir/



https://ar.linkedin.com/company/competir



https://www.youtube.com/user/CompetirElearning/

Awards received:
Over 15 years in the market, Competir Edutech Company has won awards such as the Global Champions World Summit Awards (2013
and 2015), Sadosky Awards (2006, 2007 and 2009) and Golden Sadosky Award (2015), Hispanic Award in Honor of Educational Quality
(2007, 2008, 2009 and 2010), World Unity Nations Award for the best application of e-learning (2005), Guinness World Record with
the Social Collaborative Comic (2011), and Mate.ar Award (2007 and 2010), Martin Fierro (2016), Parents Choice Awards,

Other relevant corporate information:
Competir Edutech Company is the Producer of the biggest IDoTainment Transmedia of Iberoamerica which comprises the social
learning web called Aula365 which has more than 5MM users, Kidbox, the main platform for Ceibal Public Educational Plan in
Uruguay, and Creators, a Science TV Series for kids, among others.

Economic Figures
Fiscal Year of the date presented:
2016

Revenue/Budget (USD):
3,800,000.00

Revenue growth from last fiscal year (%):
90

Expected revenue growth for next fiscal year (%):
40

Number of employees:
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0035

Market Cap/Valuation (USD):
10,000,000.00

Total funding received (USD):
0

Legal/Compliance status:
Intellectual Property and copyright of our brands are already registered, belonging to Competir.

Leadership of the organization
Leading executive treatment: Mr.
Name of the leading executive: Pablo Aristizabal
Position title: CEO
Personal profile:
CEO and Founder of Competir, with more than 30 years of activity in the telecommunications and e-learning industry.
Professor at the Universidad de Buenos Aires (UBA), essayist and international speaker.

Executive email:
paristizabal@competir.com

Phone number:
541152357600

Gender:
Male

Nationality:
Argentine

Full address (If different than headquarters address):
Piedras 338 p 3
Buenos Aires, Buenos Aires 1010
Argentina
Map It

Assistant´s name:
Assistant´s e-mail:
Personal social media:


https://twitter.com/P_Aristizabal

Other relevant on the info Executive:
His contributions have been focused on the design of enriched digital learning atmospheres which promote a new change in education:
turning students into important players in the learning process, and stimulating skills and values to develop their potential being and
their future towards creation, innovation and collaborative intelligence.
Pablo has received many acknowledgements; among them are the title of Phd in Educational Philosophy and the Sadosky award for
entrepreneur of the year,

Other senior leadership:
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Mario Vázquez
Partner and main coach of the Company,
Board Member and Chairman of the Mercado Libre Inc., Despegar and Globant SA.
Daniela Correa
Chief Operating Officer and Founder, developed as Director of Operations at Competir for more than 15 years.
Special focus on communications and education technologies.
Alejandro Canelo
Partner and Commercial Director, with 10 years of experience in business development within the Company.
Work experience in Telecommunications vertical.
Solange Rodriguez Soifer
Producer Manager, with 10 years of experience ass a professor and producer of edutainment solutions and contents.

Candidate Solutions Details
Solution name:
Aula365

Website:
For apps available in online stores, please provide linke:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.competir.aula365.popcontent&hl=es_419

Business type (multi select):


B2B



B2C



B2G

Maturity stage of the solution:
Growth & Scale

Focus area (multi select):


Education & Edtech



Mobile Solutions

Solution profile and success case (please provide information on your innovative solution):
Competir Edutech Company created the social learning network called Aula365 with more than 5 million users learning with their own
pedagogical method student to student, which promote a personal learning plan through the 1000 educational movies of all school
subjects that Aula365 develops and also dubbed in multilingual versions (neutral Spanish, Spanish, English, Portuguese). With these
content governments of Argentina and Uruguay are teaching in public schools, improving the grades and quality of life of the
students, by proposing an autonomous way to learn, where they can understand the value and sense of the learning object, and how
they can make an impact in the world through each new knowledge.
The solution has more than 1000 educational animated movies and have been registered like IP own of the company.
That IP registered includes both content and didactical method through significative learning techniques.
Also, we develop a family of animated characters to be the protagonist of those movies, and this characters has been registered like
an IP too, playing their roles in “Creators”, our own TV series and also in our educational movies.
The solution was launched in Argentina like value aggregated service with the broadband offer of Telefónica Enterprise.
The first version of the service was launched in 2008.
Since 2008, the service was implemented in other operations of Telefónica in Latam, reach 5 millions users in Argentina, Colombia y
Perú like an aggregate value service oriented to edutainment.
Campaigns:
Speedy Argentina
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_aJMWsAiyFw&index=1&list=PLrVed7uEWcD8bHqQnUJHzdNZ4tJ4VMAvU
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ej5vmqEwITc&index=3&list=PLrVed7uEWcD8bHqQnUJHzdNZ4tJ4VMAvU
Movistar Perú
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bUxUuN9RbA8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uTkVz24sPfM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WbhcOWqcw3Y
Movistar Spain
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NOr7biQo09g
Movistar Colombia
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zXRw4DfhzpE
Press:
WSA 2013
http://gen21.econ.uba.ar/un-premio-a-la-educacion/
http://itusersmagazine.com/2013/11/06/aula-365-obtiene-importante-reconocimiento-mundial/
http://www.sobretiza.com.ar/2013/11/01/aula365-speedy-fue-premiada-por-la-onu/
http://www.cessi.org.ar/ver-noticias-aula365-premiado-por-las-naciones-unidas-con-el-world-summit-award-1478
WSA 2016
http://la5pata.com/2016/07/07/el-programa-los-creadores-fue-distinguido-en-los-premios-world-summit-award-2016/
http://www.forbiz.com.ar/1/noticias/574-el-programa-los-creadores-fue-distinguido-como-la-solucion-de-mayor-impacto-social-enlos-premios-world-summit-award-2016
http://foros.3dgames.com.ar/threads/912332-los-creadores-fue-elegida-como%C3%83%C2%A2%C3%A2%E2%80%9A%C2%AC%C3%85%E2%80%9Ccampeonglobal%C3%83%C2%A2%C3%A2%E2%80%9A%C2%AC%20-en-los-world-summit-award
Record Guinness
https://portinos.com/10862/guinness-para-la-creatividad-de-un-magno-comic-de-aula365
https://www.fayerwayer.com/2011/11/argentina-proyecto-de-aula-colaborativa-online-obtiene-record-guinness-por-historieta-con80-autores/
http://patriciagallardo.com/2011/11/el-comic-de-aula-365-speedy-de-telefonica-batio-el-record-guiness/

Sustainability and competition (please provide information on this solution sustainability):
B2B
Telefónica Argentina
Telefónica Colombia
Movistar Uruguay
TIM Brasil
Movistar Argentina
Telefónica Hispam Regional (including 13 Counties)
B2C
Families and teachers buy a license through electronic payments channels.
B2G
Government of Argentina
Government of Uruguay
It is very difficult to find direct competitors according to the innovation and magnitude that characterized our solution. Though in an
indirect way, possible competitors are:
Book publishers specialized on school publications.
Websites offering unverified school content.
Some kind of videos categorized as educational.
We propose a significative learning model, which starts with a pertinent problem, then evocates the knowledge at school, and finally
ends with a collaborative question, promoting creativity and autonomy in students.
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Also Aula365 encourages solidarity trough an innovative model student to student, where students can help each other through a QA
Bank moderated by teachers.
On the other hand, Aula365 promotes the learning of second language with pertinent school topics, through the translation and dubbing
of Aula365 curricula content which comprises more than 1000 animated movies in four languages: Spanish, Castilian, English and
Portuguese.
Profile of ideal Customers: Companies which support new learning methods.
Companies that help to develop creative and digital skills in children.
Educational centers that promote new learning techniques like Flipped Clasroom and Adaptive learning .
We are planning and implementing a growth strategy which starts with the dubbing of our content into three languages, to develop
new markets and expand our solution; this year for instance in Spain, Colombia and United States. Also we are working on the
developing of the Sales Channel for Educational Institutions,
Integrating pedagogical systems that promote creativity and autonomy in children.

Potential impact (please provide information on your solution potential impact):
Our aim is to develop in students creativity and the understanding of the value and significance of each object of learning, and how
they can transform their world through this new knowledge.
Aula365 understand the learning process like a path in which collaboration, creation and autonomy are pillars. The collaboration
encourages the participation of children and positions them as protagonists during the process. That´s the reason why Aula365 has
been chosen by kids, families and schools since 2008 as a main learning tool, with more than 5 million students, also selected by
companies and governments.
Our vision is to collaborate in the growth of a society that boosts participative citizens, people with a greater vocation for
entrepreneurship and creation, a vital characteristic for the present and the future in this new world.
Access to digital tools such as Aula365 promotes the increase of a good use of internet and the better use of devices such as Tablets,
Cell phones and Netbooks for children therefore increases the demand for these services and products significantly.
The development of Networks in educational institutions allows the incorporation of ICTs; this is also a sign of economic transformation.
Digital access to content and educational new experiences deepens the Knowledge access for all the people who now have the
opportunity to access to internet and encourage the developing of digital skills in them, which stimulates the Digital Economy too.

Scalability (please provide information on your solution implementation scalability/replicability):
Technically it does not require anything in particular beyond the cloud hosting space.
Commercially it is convenient to launch with a main sponsor as a partner because of the reach of the solution.
Each implementation requires adjust the content according to the educational system of the country where Aula365 will be enter, in
terms of grades or specific contents in school areas such History and Geography.
Contact with companies that sell their products in educational centers can help to generate a local sales channel for our solution.
Presentations to government-dependent education secretariats in the countries will also help develop and scale the business in other
countries within public projects.

Solution Pricing (please provide information on your solution pricing):
Aula365 has several princing models:
Price Store: USD 6 per month or USD 65 annual
Price trough Business Partner: Revenue share model USD 4 per month, 50% share from partner.
Price trough Business Partner as SVA: the partner offers Aula365 for Free to their customer as a complement of its offer, and USD
1. - Per month for other customers.
Other investments: BTL and ATL Campaigns
Marketing Campaigns.
Mobile Advertising
Digital Advertising

Additional funding needed?
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To expand the business internationally, we need funds that allow us to increase the key management, in order to adapt the contents
to the cultures and languages of the countries we are planning to reach. We also intend to incorporate new technologies such as
augmented reality and virtual reality, which together with marketing strategies focused on communicating and spreading our products
for a bigger reach, implies the need to raise funds that can leverage the strategy pursued by the company.

Amount funding needed (USD):
$2,000,000.00

Other relevant information related to your solution (please provide any and all other relevant information related to
your solution):
Aula365 now is working in collaboration of the Foundation Educar 2050, in the developing of a solution that encourage new ways for
learning, such Project Based Learning. Also we worked with Pope Francis in an initiative called “Education for peace”, which propose
kids all over the world, to seed an olive tree with a message of peace; right now we have more than 3 million of virtual trees planted.
Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g8ZmfNqwfkk&list=PLnG2J2wLRgWtxKc5KPyOq_C1Qp0SgBV-N

Would you like to attach any documents regarding this solution?


Institutional_Aula365.pdf
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31. Adservio Social Inovation / Adservio
Organization profile:
Cloud base app for education, Social Business,

Website:
https://www.adservio.ro/en

Company Type:
For profit

Ownership:
Private venture

Year founded:
2008

Headquarters address:
Morilor 56
Iasi, Iasi 700011
Romania
Map It

Other Countries with operations (optional, multi select):


Moldova

Organization social media:


https://plus.google.com/+adservio



https://www.facebook.com/adservio.ro/

Awards received:
NVIC Excellence Award in the National Conference of virtual education - educational software in schools.
Global Manager – Global Innovation, Global Technology - award for introducing innovation in schools and the platform utility
Certificate of Excellence – Awards of Excellence .
Regio Award - most innovative company 2007-2013.
EY Accelerating Entrepreneurs EMEIA program Nominee 2017

Other relevant corporate information:
Adservio online school management platform which connects all persons and institutions involved in the act of education through
access to information anytime and anywhere (grades, absences, exemptions, observations, statistics, reports, etc.). The new partnership
with Telekom Romania exclusively distribute a digital package for schools and tablet package that includes internet connectivity plus
access to educational management platform Adservio. Adservio is integrated so far in 64 schools.

Economic Figures
Fiscal Year of the date presented:
2016

Revenue/Budget (USD):
$48,247.00

Revenue growth from last fiscal year (%):
4000

Expected revenue growth for next fiscal year (%):
5000

Number of employees:
0011
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Market Cap/Valuation (USD):
Total funding received (USD):
Legal/Compliance status:

Leadership of the organization
Leading executive treatment: Mr.
Name of the leading executive: Alexandru Lucian Holicov
Position title: Founder and CEO
Personal profile:
Alexandru started very early his first business, soon after the age of 18, a leasing company. The next investment was in the real estate
field. Adservio’s story started in 2008 and this time Alexandru had by his side a partner, his cousin Ștefan Holicov. Since 2008 the
company became the leader solution in the market by improving communication between students, parents, teachers and autorithies.
He graduated Business/Managerial Economics Faculty in 2008 at the Al.I.Cuza University in Iași.

Executive email:
alexandru.holicov@adservio.ro

Phone number:
040743096086

Gender:
Male

Nationality:
Romanian

Full address (If different than headquarters address):
Assistant´s name:
Loredana Mititiuc

Assistant´s e-mail:
loredana.mititiuc@adservio.ro

Personal social media:
https://www.facebook.com/holicov.alexandru

Other relevant on the info Executive:
Other senior leadership:

Candidate Solutions Details
Solution name:
Adservio

Website:
https://www.adservio.ro/en

For apps available in online stores, please provide link:
Business type (multi select):


B2C

Maturity stage of the solution:
Growth & Scale

Focus area (multi select):


Education & Edtech
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Solution profile and success case (please provide information on your innovative solution):
1. Adservio online school management platform which connects all persons and institutions involved in the act of education through
access to information anytime and anywhere (grades, absences, exemptions, observations, statistics, reports, etc.).
The new partnership with Telekom Romania exclusively distribute a digital package for schools and tablet package that includes
internet connectivity plus access to educational management platform Adservio.
2.3. september 2008
4.Adservio is integrated so far in 64 schools in Romania and Republic of Moldova.

Sustainability and competition (please provide information on this solution sustainability):
1. Parents, teachers and students
2. Notis, Catalogonline.ro
3. Compared to the competition, we address everything from online grading and attendance management, to reports and big data.
Adservio has 80% more beneﬁts than any other similar product on the Romanian market.
4. private schools.
5. We think global and intend to become an international company. We are seeking investors that will help us expand cross-borders.

Potential impact (please provide information on your solution potential impact):
1. There are more than 8 years since Adservio is investing in Romanian education and positive effects can already be seen in schools
where Adservio it is used constantly:
- All parties involved have become more responsible about the act of teaching;
- Parents, teachers and students more involved in the educational process;
- In some schools there up to 63% fewer absences;
- Average per institution has increased by 1 point;
- The results of national tests have been improved.
2. Digitization of the romanian education system.
3. Parents benefits:
Access to the child's note and absences, including exemptions and source of motivation for absences;
Viewing activity over time, strengths, and points requiring increased attention;
Direct, secure and individual communication with any teacher or school principal;
Messaging to communicate and exchange views with other parents;
Sharing documents and other types of files with teachers and students directly from personal account;
Access to statistics and rankings, educational news and information or tips that can help you as a parent;

Scalability (please provide information on your solution implementation scalability/replicability):
easy to scale
cloud based solution
it works on mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets
needs internet connection

Solution Pricing (please provide information on your solution pricing):
1. The price is negotiated according to the number of pupils and teachers of the school and it starts from 1 euro per pupil.
2. we distribute a digital package for schools and tablet package that includes internet connectivity plus access to educational
management platform Adservio.
3. contract, at least 1 year.

Additional funding needed?
seeking: 1-2 mil euro
period: 1-2 years
use: sales and marketing 25%, new hires 20%, product development 40%, capital expenses/ equipment 15%.
estimated revenue: 10 mil euro, 30% market penetration.
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Amount funding needed (USD):
$2,250,000.00

Other relevant information related to your solution (please provide any and all other relevant information related to
your solution):
Adservio can be accessed from any device with every operating system and internet connection, making it extremely easy for everyone
to be up to date in real time! We designed Adservio so that our users gain access to all school related information through a userfriendly, 100% secure online platform. Each user receives a unique account for accessing the platform.
Teachers can rapidly create student groups, assign and check homework, schedule examinations and assessments, trace learning
progress, and more. By centralizing all important information on a single platform, Adservio is helping teachers to ﬁnd the time for what
really matters – new, engaging and innovative teaching methods that beneﬁt educators and pupils alike. Educators can now safely and
easily connect and collaborate with pupils, parents, and with each other. Because we all know that eﬀective communication is the
answer to all problems that may arise in the educational path.
Teachers have the opportunity of personalizing the way they use Adservio: assign grades and return assignments and homework,
communicate with parents, pupils and other educators, and closely monitor the learning progress of students.
Adservio securely stores all data and oﬀers real time access to all the information you need without having to dig through endless
reports, catalogs and ﬁles.

Would you like to attach any documents regarding this solution?
^DF2B886727803661438FCF2151284DC44C5A5E0A1B7CA52152^pi.png
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